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Abstract:

This human dimensions study is a quantitative, four-wave, self administered mail-out

questionnaire of a random selection of 4000 residents within the Greater Winnipeg Area

(GWA) of Manitoba, Canada, conducted to investigate residents' opinions and tolerances

toward a growing urban white-tailed deer population, and to assess residents' preferences

concerning potential urban deer management strategies. The study adopts a modified

version of Dillman (2007) mail survey methodology. Results indicate preference both for

non-lethal methods of action and for resident involvement in the creation of management

plans. The study suggests how human dimensions, along with biological and ecological

information, might be incorporated into potential urban deer management decisions.
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CHAPTER OI\E

INTRODUCTION

Beginning in the late nineteenth century, with the realization that wildlife is an

exhaustible resource, conservation efforts in North America assumed responsibility for

assisting in the biological restoration of white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virgianius)

populations from the threat of extinction (McCabe and McCabe, 1984). These

conservation efforts, coupled with the unique survival strategies of the species, have

enhanced white-tailed deer resiliency in a number of altered environments. The

adaptability of white-tailed deer, varying according to geographic location, has

contributed to the survival of the species in a wide variety of habitats and changing

environmental conditions, in the midst of predators and in response to human impact.

White-tailéd deer are the most widely distributed large mammal in North America and

are considered today's most popular big game species (DeNicola et al., 2000). This is an

incredible success story for an animal that was threatened with extinction just over one

hundred years ago.

The highly resilient and adjustable nature of white-tailed deer has contributed to

their ability to survive in human altered landscapes. White-tailed deer have been

successful in their ability to adapt and thrive in urban, metropolitan environments.

Adams et al. define an urban environment as one that has a large central place and

adjacent densely settled census blocks that together have a total population of at least

50,000 people (Adams et al., 2006). White-tailed deer find refuge in urban centers due to

hunting restrictions, firearms discharge laws, and minimal predation (Adams et al., 2006).
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Deer habitat is defined as the area where deer live. Bulloch (1987) suggests habitat is not

synonymous with cover but rather suitable habitat is defined as the area where all habitat

requirements of a species for a particular season (or year round) are met. This is in

comparison to cover which is defined as the area where the animal finds protection

(Bulloch, 1987). Urban environments provide white-tailed deer with adequate shelter,

available water and both natural and human supplemented food sources. These factors,

coupled with a high birth rate, have resulted in increasing white-tailed deer populations in

largely human populated areas. [n some cases, overabundant white-tailed deer

populations have surpassed the biological carrying capacity of an area, where

overabundant deer populations over-browse on flora and permanently alter the ecosystem

(Conover,2002).

Urban deer populations may potentially lead to human-deer conflict. As white-

tailed deer populations increase in metropolitan areas, the number of human-deer

conflicts generally increase (Adams et al., 2006). White-tailed deer cause commercial

and residential property damage by eating natural and managed flora, and pose a

significant human health and safety concern. Urban deer are involved in an increasing

and alarming number of motor vehicle accidents (Decker et a1., 2001). As well, white-

tailed deer are a host for some diseases transmittable to humans (Hesselton and

Hesselton, 1982). Yet, despite the increasing occurrence of urban human-deer conflict,

white-tailed deer are a valuable resource, supplying humans with economic benefits.

White-tailed deer are highly valued by many urban residents for their aesthetic appeal

and they have won the hearts of the majority of the human population (Decker et al.,

200r).
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Urban residents experiencing increasing human-deer conflicts have a wide

spectrum of tolerances, opinions, and beliefs in regard to the deer living in their

communities. Some residents vigorously attract and feed white-tailed deer while their

neighbors are actively lobbying for deer removal. This sets the stage for the dilemma

facing wildlife managers who are called upon to reduce human-deer conflict in urban

environments. Deer-human problems are defined differently by each stakeholder

(Decker and Gavin, 1987). Wildlife management in urban centers must take into account

the numerous and diverse values of these newly introduced stakeholders. It has been

argued by various scholars such as Decker (2001), Manfredo (1989), and Messmer et al.

(1997), among others, that although biological and ecological data will always be

essential in effective wildlife management, inevitably wildlife management is a human

activity with human defined goals and objectives. The effectiveness of long-term

successful urban wildlife management action will depend on the ability of managers to

integrate the biological, ecological and human dimensions of wildlife management (Riley

et al., 2002). Wildlife management must address the cultural carrying capacity of white-

tailed deer populations in the urban center in question. Cultural (social) carrying capacity

has been defined as the maximum wildlife population which society will accept within a

given area (Decker and Purdy, 1988). Cultural carrying capacity is not static and

stakeholders' acceptance of white-tailed deer population size varies over time or in

response to changing variables. It is also highly unlikely that diverse stakeholders will

see eye-to-eye on acceptable wildlife population size or on the course of management

action that should be considered to alleviate the confiict (Decker, 2001). Evaluating

opinions, beliefs and values of numerous stakeholders in a community provides an
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opportunity for wildlife managers to base urban wildlife management decisions on the

biological and ecological dynamics of wildlife, and on human dimensions as well.

Study Purpose

The Greater Winnipeg Area (GWA), in Manitoba, Canada, like many other North

American metropolitan centers has experienced a large growth in human and urban

white-tailed deer populations over the past two decades. Coupled with the increase in the

urban deer population size, an increase in the number of human-deer conflict cases has

been reported. Manitoba Conservation has noted a significant increase in the number of

complaint calls involving human-deer conflict within the GWA over the last 20 years

(Manitoba Conservation unpublished data, Winnipeg District Occurrence Report).

This study examines, by use of a quantitative, four-wave, self-administered mail

out questionnaire, GV/A residents' opinions concerning the urban white-tailed deer herd

and potential white-tailed deer management. The study investigates GWA urban

residents' tolerance of an increasing urban deer population and of frequent deer-human

conflict, and evaluates residents' acceptance of various urban deer management

strategies. A variety of strategies, both lethal and non-lethal, can be employed to manage

urban white-tailed deer populations and to attempt to reduce human-deer conflict. The

study assesses whether a GWA urban deer management strategy can be developed that

pays heed to the preferences of urban residents; that is at the same time feasible; and that

balances residents' safety with conservation of an urban white-tailed deer population.
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Thesis Organization

This document is divided into five chapters. Chapter One, the Introduction, provides an

overview of urban white-tailed deer population growth and human-deer conflict in

metropolitan areas. This Introduction outlines the challenges wildlife managers face

when creating management plans in metropolitan areas occupied by many newly

introduced stakeholders with a diversity of opinions and beliefs.

Chapter Two is a literature review of white-tailed deer distribution, biology,

behavior, and white-tailed deer impact on the ecosystem. The second section of this

chapter discusses twentieth century urbanization and how this societal shift has

influenced the urban-wildland interface and human-wildlife co-existence. The third

section focuses on human-deer conflict in urban areas. The fourth section discusses the

human dimensions of wildlife management and the importance of integrating human

dimensions into urban wildlife management. The final section of this chapter presents a

literature review of the lethal and non-lethal methods of urban deer management.

Chapter Three is a description of study design and methodology. The first section

is a description ofthe study area. The second section describes research design, survey

stratification, and survey construction. The third section offers a breakdown of the

methods of analysis utilized in this research.

Chapter Four provides survey results. The first section presents the results of the

pre-test. The second section presents survey respondent demographics and overall

findings from the survey. The third section presents statistical findings and relationships.

The fourth section presents a GIS analysis of survey results. The fifth section outlines the

findings from the non-response bias interview follow-up.
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Chapter Five presents a discussion on the survey findings and study objectives

divided into four sections. The first section of this chapter reviews the limitation of the

type of study I have conducted; the second section discusses the GWA residents'

opinions and tolerances toward the urban deer population and their preferences regarding

potential urban deer management; the third section considers the implications these

findings have for urban deer management; the fourth section deliberates whether a

feasible urban deer management plan can be created that balances residents' safety with

the conservation of an urban white-tailed deer population. The thesis concludes with a

suggested management plan.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATT]RE REVIEW

Distribution and Biology of White-Tailed Deer

White-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) arc a highly adaptable and resilient species,

and have developed unique characteristics enabling them to survive in a wide variety of

habitats and changing environmental conditions (Baker,1984). These complex strategies

vary according to geographic location. White-tailed deer are the most widely distributed

large mammal in North America (DeNicola et al., 2000). The highly adaptable nature of

white-tailed deer has led to their ability to thrive in urban environments. White-tailed

deer find refuge in urban environments due to the lack of hunting pressure, minimal

predators, adequate shelter, available water, and both natural and human supplemented

food sources.

White-Tailed Deer Distribution

White-tailed deer have an extensive range throughout most of North America, and into

South America. They have home ranges that extend from north-temperate to tropical

environments. White-tailed deer live as far as 60 degrees north in southern Canada, to

subequatorial South America approximately 15 degrees south latitude (Baker, 1984).

There are pockets in the southwestern portion of the United States where the arid climate

prevents white-tailed deer from living in these areas (World Deer web pages accessed on

March 3, 2008). In Canada, white-tailed deer are found from Cape Breton Island and

westward to south central British Columbia (Who's Who web pages accessed March 3,
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2008). White-tailed deer, relative newcomers to Canada, have continued to extend their

ranges across the country since the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, pushing

northward into Canada with the help of agriculture, logging, restrictions on harvest, and

long term easing of harsh winters (Hesselton and Hesselton, 1982). There are thirty

subspecies of white-tailed deer in North and Central America. Sixteen of these

subspecies are found in North America, with only three of these found in Canada. ln

Manitoba, the subspecies O.v.dakotensis is found (Baker ,L984).

White-Tailed Deer in Manitoba

White-tailed deer are relative new comers to Manitoba, having arrived sometime in the

late 1800's, after a continued expansion northward, extending their range from Minnesota

into Manitoba following the patterns of human settlement, and taking advantage of the

beneficial land-use practices such as agriculture and logging (Goulden, 1981). The

earliest accounts of white-tailed deer in Manitoba occurred in 1881; however, it was not

until 1900 that white-tailed deer were regularly seen by settlers (Goulden, 1981). White-

tailed deer thrived in the province between the early 1900's through until the 1950's, as

this was a period of agricultural development in the southern regions of Manitoba, which

created an ideal combination of farmland and wooded areas for white-tailed deer to

occupy. As a result, white-tailed deer numbers increased and reached a population

estimate of 200,000 deer by the late 1940's and early 1950's (Goulden, 1981). Following

this period, white-tailed deer numbers began to decline in response to habitat loss, harsh

winters, and heavy hunting pressure, with numbers dropping to an all-time low of only

30,000 deer by the winter of I974 (Goulden, 1981). ln response to this low population,
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white-tailed deer hunting seasons were closed for the following three years, an initiative

that, coupled with the luck of mild winters, resulted in white-tailed deer numbers

climbing to an estimated 90,000 deer by the mid-winter of 1977 (Goulden, 1981). By the

beginning of the 1980's white-tailed deer inhabited approximately 180,000 square

kilometers of primary range in the province, where roughly 27Vo of the province had the

climate and landscape suitable for year-round deer survival (Goulden, 1981). The

parkland belt in agro-Manitoba created a productive deer range where in 1980, 60-7OVo of

the Manitoba white-tailed deer resided (Goulden, 1981). A historic peak occurred in the

summer of 1995 with an estimated 250,000 deer; however, the severe winter of

1995/1996 reduced population numbers (Manitoba Conservation web pages accessed on

March 3, 2008). White-tailed deer currently occupy ranges in the province from Flin

Flon/Cranberry Portage in the northwest, south of the William River in the central region,

and south of Atikaki Provincial Wilderness Park in the northeast. Isolated summer reports

have come from Lynn Lake and Herchmer, approximately 140 km south of Churchill

(Manitoba Conservation web pages accessed on March 3, 2008).

White-Tailed Deer in the City of Wínnipeg

White-tailed deer have been an integral part of the City of Winnipeg landscape for over

100 years. White-tailed deer were observed in small numbers in wooded areas along the

Assiniboine and Red Rivers and the Charleswood area of the city up until the mid-

1970's, with a population estimate of 200 deer at that time (Shoesmith and Koonz , 1977).

Deer hunting occurred on most of the unoccupied land within the city, land now

generally occupied and within the Perimeter Highway. In 1981, the City of Winnipeg
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enacted By-law #2890/81that prohibited the discharge of any gun or other firearm within

the city limits (City of Winnipeg By-Laws web pages accessed on October 30, 2008).

This By-law unified former By-laws from Rural Municipalities. By the mid-1980's, the

white-tailed deer herd in Winnipeg was estimated at 600 deer (Manitoba Conservation,

2007). Increasing concerns over the growing urban white-tailed deer populations resulted

in a joint Manitoba Conservation and City of Winnipeg strategy to reduce the urban herd

by live-trapping and relocating the deer to locations outside of the city (Manitoba

Conservation,200T). The objective of this joint strategy was to reduce the urban deer

herd to a population size of 300 deer, and indeed, trapping and relocating efforts removed

283 deer from the city (Manitoba Conservation, 2007). But the City of Winnipeg urban

deer population continued to grow in the early 1990's, and aerial surveys conducted in

1994 and 1995 recorded observations of 4I5 and 318 deer respectively. The severe

winters of ß95/1996 and I997/IggS reduced the urban Wiruripeg and provinciaideer

herds again: an aerial suruey conducted in 1998 recorded an observedZl5 deer. Since

the late 1990's, however, white-tailed deer population numbers have been increasing: an

aerial survey in 2006 recorded I,166 deer inside of the Perimeter Highway (Hagglund,

2006). It is important to note that the 2006 aerial survey, which involved the use of a

helicopter, was the first comprehensive survey conducted in the City of Winnipeg.

Previous population estimates were obtained through surveys conducted with the use of a

wing aircraft where only a limited number of selected areas covered, a point that must be

considered when comparing estimated herd size.

Without management, the urban deer herd has the potential to grow by 67o per

yeay that is, the urban deer population may grow to over 1450 deer within the city by
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2010, and potentially grow to over 2600 deer within the city by 2020 (Manitoba

Conservation,200T). Figure I provides a graphical representation of the estimated white-

tailed deer population growth within the City of Winnipeg between 1970 and 2007 with

projected potential population growth through until 2020. Such growth in the urban

white-tailed deer population may result in an increase in human-deer conflict, such as

deer-vehicle collisions. Appendix 1 provides a closer look at the location and number of

white-tailed deer within and around the City of Winnipeg as identified in the 2006 aerial

survey conducted by Manitoba Conservation. Appendix2 provides the urban deer

density by postal code zone in the GWA.

Figure 1,:
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White-Tailed Biology

Size

In general, white-tailed deer males are6-7 feet in length and weigh between 151-311

pounds. Females average between 5 feet to 6.5 feet in length and weigh 90-210 pounds

(Forsyth, 1999). By and large, white-tailed deer are larger in the northern areas of their

range, depending on environmental and nutritional factors. In Manitoba, bucks weigh

between 200-300 pounds and mature, non-pregnant does weigh 60-75Vo of the buck

weight (Goulden, 1981). Males achieve maximum weight between the ages of 4-5 years,

and females are full grown by one year of age. Fawn weight is variable depending on the

nutrition of the doe, and the number of embryos in utero (Hesselton and Hesselton,

1982).

Pelage

White-tailed deer pelage changes with seasonal variation. Certain morphological

parameters, such as hair density and color, may vary among white-tailed deer

populations. White-tailed deer in Manitoba undergo two complete molts each year. The

summer coat is reddish brown, with short, thin, wiry hair (Goulden, 1981). The summer

coat is replaced in late sufiuner early fall with a winter coat. The winter coat is

grayish./brown, longer, thicker, and brittle with excellent insulation qualities. The hair

continues to grow in length and diameter through the beginning of winter with the

greatest size and thickness by mid winter (Hesselton and Hesselton, 1982). A fawn has a

reddish coat sprinkled with light dorsal spots the size of quarters which provides

camouflage protection for the early stages of life (Goulden, 1981). Between 3-4 months
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of age, fawns will lose these spots. Fawns will molt their first suÍìmer coat and their new

coat will be the same as an adult (Hesselton and Hesselton, 1982).

Antlers

The antlers of white-tailed deer are bony deciduous structures that arise from the

permanent pedicles of the frontal bones and are covered with soft, velvety skin and hair

with highly vascularized membranes (Hesselton and Hesselton, 1982). Antlers in white-

tailed deer are present in males; however, there are a few cases where females will

develop antlers due to a hormone imbalance (Goulden, 1981). Antlers develop on an

annual cycle, and are shed every year following the rut. New antler growth begins in

early spring and is assumed to be triggered by increasing daylight which causes the

pituitary gland to secrete a hormone to stimulate antler growth (Hesselton and Hessleton,

lgSZ). During the summer months, testosterone seiretion is increased with further

simulates antler and testes growth and development. Maturing testes secrete increasing

amounts of testosterone with a peak in November. Prior to this peak in November, the

antler growth stops and the antlers harden. The vascular membranes, which transport the

required nutrients for antler development, stop delivering nutrients and blood flow,

causing the velvety membranes to dry up and fall off. These changes are usually

associated with buck behavior of rubbing their antlers on small trees and bushes. This

behavior sharpens the antlers creating sparring weapons used during rut activity

(Hesselton and Hesselton, 1982). Antler shedding is associated with a sharp decline in

testosterone levels, which occurs toward the end of the breeding season in December to

early January (Goulden, 1981). Antler growth is related to genetics and nutrition, with
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nutrition, specifically dependent on the calcium and phosphorous levels in the animal's

diet, playing the most substantial role in the antler size (Sauer, 1984). The relationship

between poor antler growth, poor range, and/or overpopulated deer range has been

recognized (Hesselton and Hesselton, 1982). A buck will produce its first set of antlers

when it reaches a year of age. Although nutrition and conditions are considerations for

antler development, generally, a buck will produce the same configuration of antlers year

after year (Hesselton and Hesselton, 1982). Antlers will generally grow larger with age

until the animal is between 5-6 years old (Hesselton and Hesselton, 1982).

Glands

White-tailed deer have four prominent sets of glands: preorbital glands, metatarsal

glands, tarsal glands, and the interdigital glands. All of these glands function as sensors

and tools of communication to varying degiees (Hesselton and Hesselton, 1982).

Teeth

White-tailed deer have32 teeth, where the upper incisors are missing. The teeth are

permanent by 16-18 months. Teeth can be the best predictor of white-tailed deer age and

can provide valuable information for wildlife managers. (Hesselton and Hesselton,

1982). Wildlife managers may attempt in the field to examine the wear pattems on the

animal's teeth. For a better analysis and comparison, wildlife managers may use a cross-

section of the animals tooth against another control tooth from a deer in the same age

category, and from the same habitat, counting the annual growth rings on the tooth

(Sauer, 1984). These growth rings provide the best estimate of the deer's age.
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Eyes

White-tailed deer depend on motion and depth perception to locate and identify an object

by light. The combination of monocular vision to each side with the binocular vision to

the front provides white-tailed deer with a wide field of vision (Sauer, 1984).

Senses

White-tailed deer are sensitive to sight and sound. They depend on their acute senses of

hearing to monitor the location and behavior of other animals and predators. They have

large ears that are constantly on alert (Sauer, 1984). Their sense of smell helps deer to

identify individuals by the scent produced by the tarsal glands of other deer. 'White-tailed

deer use scent to identify food sources. Deer smell every morsel before consuming it, an

amazinghabit that allows deer tó choose the highest nutrient food sources. Smell is also

important for the bucks during the breeding season to be able to identify a doe in heat

(Sauer, 1984).

Vocalization

Very little communication among white-tailed deer is vocal; however, there are some

known ways in which this method of communication does occur. Some ways in which

they use vocal communication are: adults and fawns may groan when restrained; fawns

may call to dams on occasion; and bucks may bleat when chasing does during the rut

(Sauer, 1984). But the most frequently heard vocalization is the sound of their snort or

foot stomp when they are disturbed or frightened (Sauer, 1984).
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Gaít

Two common gaits observed with white-tailed deer are the gallop and the trot. Both of

these gaits are used to escape predation and/or disturbance. White-tailed deer can reach

speeds of up to 58 kilometers/hour and are able to bound over large obstacles. White-

tailed deer are able to jump over objects that are 2.1 meters ( 7 feet) high from a standing

position, and with a running start are able to clear objects that arc2.4 meters (8 feet) high

(Sauer, 1984). In Manitoba, white-tailed deer are known to reach speeds of 50

kilometers/hour, and clear heights of 3 meters from standing position, and jump over 9

meters horizontally (Goulden, 1981). This difference may be attributed to the larger size

of the animal in northern geographic locations.

Digestion

White-tailed deer are ruminants. They have a four-chambered stomach which allows the

species to graze and browse and then retreat to bed down and chew their cud. Chewing

their cud suggests the animal will regurgitate its food and re-chew the food that was

swallowed earlier. This adaptation allows deer to feed under the security of night

darkness, and avoid increased susceptibility to predation. During the day, the deer bed

down and chew their cud (Goulden, 1981).
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Food Sources and Nutrition

White-tailed deer are a generalist species. Since they have adapted to a number of

geographical ranges, they have the ability to utilize a wide variety of food sources. The

daily energy requirement for deer weighing 50-60 pounds (23-27 kg) is 3600 calories, or

0.9kg. For a deer weighing 101 pounds (46kg), the nutritional requirement is 6300

calories/day or 1.5-1.7kg intake. For a deer weighing 152 pounds (69kg), the necessary

intake is 9,900 calories, or 2.5-2.7kglday (Hesselton and Hesselton, 1982). White-tails

need water, energy, nitrogen, essential fatty acids, calcium, phosphorus, magnesium,

sodium, chlorine, potassium, sulfur, iron, copper, iodine, cobalt, manganese, selenium,

chromium, fluorine, nickel, silicon, vanadium, tin, arsenic, molybdenum, and vitamins A,

D, and E (Verme and Ullrey, 1984). In addition to this long list of requirements, white-

tails need indigestible fiber to support normal digestive tract function. On hot days, deer

must have an ádequate supply of water, and snow is consumed when liquid water is not

available (Verme and Ullrey, 1984). White-tailed deer are referred to as browsers and

grazers. Their feeding behaviors are adapted to their geographic location. White-tailed

deer that have inhabited the corn belt of the United States since the early 1900's now

primarily rely on cultivated crops over browse (Hesselton and Hesselton, 1982). The role

that browse plays in the diet depends on its availability and quality. Generally, the white-

tailed deer diet consists on tender shoots, twigs, leaves, mast, certain fruit, succulent

herbage, agriculture crops, and acoms (Hesselton and Hesselton, 1982). In Manitoba,

deer primarily eat stems, leaves, fruit, buds, bark off of shrubs and trees. They thrive on

shrubs such as dogwood, saskatoon, choke cherry, willow, snowberry, wolf willow, and

high-bush cranberry (Goulden, 1981). ln the southwestern portion of the province,
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snowberry or buck rush may be the single most important winter food source for deer.

Deer in Manitoba rely on twigs and acorns from oak, trembling aspen, green ash,

American elm, Manitoba maple, white cedar, and tips of young evergreens (Goulden,

1981). In agricultural areas, deer eat crops such as alfalfa, sweet clover, green fall rye,

cereal grains, and sugar beets. Grassland areas are especially important during the

sulnmer and fall months. Deer in Manitoba rely on these grasslands and herbaceous

plants such as pea-vine, vetches and goldenrod for essential sources ofenergy for the

long winter (Goulden, 1981). Research suggests that white-tailed deer may exhibit

stage-dependent selection of temperate plants, since mature-stage growth may have more

concentrated proteins in some species (Swihart and Picone, 1998). ln the City of

Winnipeg, deer survive both on natural and human supplemented food sources. Some

major food sources include sugar beet tailings left in fields, waste hay and grain in fields

and lear riding stables, alfalfa, and other agricultural food sources. Natural foods such as

snowberry, red-osier dogwood, chokecherry, rose and bur oak are also eaten (Shoesmith

and Koonz, 1977). Residents may also feed white-tailed deer a wide variety of seeds,

grains and human food items.

Life Span and Reproductíve Rates

White-tailed deer in the wild can live up to 16.5 years, but they are seldom found to live

past 10 years. In captivity, white-tail deer can live up to 20 years (Forsyth, 1999). ht

Manitoba, white-tailed deer are found to live over 6 years and occasionally up to 14

years. By 4 years of age, these deer are considered to be in the prime of their lives

(Goulden, 1981). The reproductive rates of white-tailed deer vary depending on nutrition
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and geographic location. On good range,60-707o of female white-tailed deer breed

during their first year (Hesselton and Hesselton, 1982). The success of this breeding is

largely dependent on nutrition. Generally, deer have a high birth rate. Healthy females

on good range often give birth to twins, and l}-ISVo will bear triplets (Hesselton and

Hesselton, 1982). [n cases of poor range and nutrition, estrus may not occur. Time of

year in which breeding occurs is directly related to geographical location. Breeding

occurs in January and February in white-tails found in Arizona and Mexico (Hesselton

and Hesselton, 1982), while in white-tails found closer to the equator, year round

breeding is thought to take place (Hesselton and Hesselton, 1982). In Manitoba, breeding

occurs in November. Fawns are born in late May and early June 7 months after

conception (Goulden, 1981). 'Where good range conditions exist, and following a

moderate winter, most does bear twins, and occasionally triplets are born, especially in

older deer (Goulden, 1981). Usually in Manitoba, younger females between 6 months

and 2 years will have only a single fawn, arñ I/3 of female fawns will breed in their first

autumn (Goulden, 1981). A study conducted to assess the reproductive performance of

white-tails in southwestern Manitoba suggests that pregnancy rate in adult does of 987o

(Soprovich, 1991). Where deer survivability is high, white-tailed deer population

numbers can increase rapidly in an area (Adams et al., 2006). As stated, deer have a

high reproductive potential. ln the fenced George Reserve in Michigan, 6 white-tailed

deer introduced into the environment grew to 222 deer within 7 years (DeNicola, 2000).

In many urban environments, high white-tailed deer numbers have led to increasing

occulrences of human-deer conflict (Adams et a1.,2006). ln many urban communities

white-tailed deer have gone beyond the cultural carrying and in some cases, the
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biological carrying capacity, of their environment (Adams et al., 2006). As white-tailed

deer populations continue to grow, they potentially over-browse on vegetation, in some

cases, permanently altering native flora.

Population Genetics

White-tailed deer are widely distributed, and larger deer are observed in northem ranges.

Biological, physiological, and behavioral adaptations occur depending on the geographic

location of the white-tails. These genetic differences account for many of the observed

phenotypes in deer; however, the genetic basis for differentiation between subspecies is

unknown (Smith et a1.,1984). Increase in body size in northern ranges may be due to

higher-quality diet, and/or genetically controlled upper-size limit. The genetic reasons

are still not clear (Smith et aI., 1984). A total of 35 loci have been studied on white-tailed

deer and of these 27 have more than one allele. This allows the level of genetic

variability to differ considerably across populations (Smith et al., 1984). White-tailed

deer have proven to have the highest level of genetic variability of any large grazing

mammal (Smith et al., 1984). It is suggested that the success of white-tailed deer to adapt

to various environments could be attributed to their high genetic variability. Each deer

differs genetically but also each population differs in allele frequency (Smith et al.,

1984). Over space, and time, these populations begin to differ morphologically

depending on their range and historic selective pressures (Smith et a1.,1.984). These

genetic variations may enhance white-tailed deer survival in different geographic

locations. White-tailed deer have also bred with mule deer in ranges where these two

species overlap. Discussion has been given to whether these offspring should be
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considered a new distinct species; however, without morphological and behavioral

differences being identified, these offspring are considered a subspecies (Bradley et al.,

2003).

Sex Ratio

The sex-ratio in white-tailed deer favors males. In utero, there is an increased incidence

of male to female fetuses (Hesselton and Hesselton, 1982). This may have implications

for management. If deer herds are intensely managed, with a rapid reproduction turnover,

the result will be the increase of males in the herd with fewer younger-breeding females

(Hesselton and Hesselton, 1982).

Mortalíty Factors

Unfortunately for white-tailed deer, high birth rates are accompanied by high death rates.

In Manitoba roughly 20-25 Vo of deaths in white-tails occur just after birth caused by

poor nutrition during pregnancy, or harsh weather conditions at birth. Surviving fawns

face the difficult task of surviving daily life. Predation in Manitoba by dogs, coyotes,

timber wolves, and bears is a threat, added to which are accidents, pests, disease,

parasites, and the ongoing search for food (Goulden, 1981). Mortality over six months of

age is the result of sport hunting, illegal harvest, disease, parasites, accidents with

vehicles/trains, and predation. Since Manitoba is at the northem limiting range for white-

tailed deer, severe and harsh winter weather can take a significant toll on the population

(Shoesmith and Koonz, 1977). Mortality by winter weather is unpredictable and must be

considered by managers when creating long-term management strategies. In a productive
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but heavily hunted herd, the annual death rate in Manitoba will be between 35-50Vo

(Goulden, 1981). ln the City of Winnipeg, the greatest mortality factor to the deer herd is

deer-vehicle collisions. Manitoba Public Insurance Corporation (MPI) records over 300

reported deer-vehicle collisions per year in Winnipeg (Susan Ekdhal, Senior Business

Analyst, Road Safety MPI personal communication October 6, 2008). The City of

Wiruripeg picked up 263,305, and 257 dead deer in 2005, 2006, and 2007 respectively

within the city limits (Susan Ekdhal, Senior Business Analyst, Road Safety MPI, personal

communication September 9, 2008).

Winter Adaptatíon

Among the unique characteristics that help white-tail deer survive and extend their range

northward is their ability to adjust to winter. Many biological adaptations allow the

white-tailed deer to survive these harsh conditions. White-tails undergo physiological and

behavioral adjustments to accomplish this. Some physiological adjustments are the

deposition of subcutaneous fat to build up energy reserves for the long winter months.

The aforementioned change to their pelage helps to minimize thermal exchange to the

cold environment. ln addition, deer will voluntarily reduce their food intake over the

winter despite the availability of food entering into a semi-hibernation state (Verme and

Ullrey, 1984). In the spring, thought to be in response to longer daylight, the deer's

metabolism shifts back to its higher rate. It is during this time that the deer is most

vulnerable. Due to the lack of energy reserves at this time of year, the deer must get

proper nutrients or death may result (Verme and Ullrey, 1984).
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These fascinating diverse biological and physiological aspects of white-tailed deer

give them the ability to adapt to numerous habitats. As a result of their incredible

adaptability, white-tailed deer have been able to expand their range, colonize new areas,

and increase their distribution on the continent. ln addition to these biological and

physiological adaptations, white-tails have the ability to inhabit a wide variety of

landscapes and modify behaviors to increase their survival in different geographic

locations.

Habitat

White-tailed deer are coÍrmonly known as "edge animals." They are found in edge

habitat where they can take advantage of feeding on grasslands while remaining close to

the forest to escape for protection and shelter. ln general, white-tail deer are home in

forest, forest edge, swamp and swamp edges, open bushy areas, and mixed farmlands.

White-tails are known for bedding down in sheltered woody areas throughout the day,

while grazing open prairie grasslands by night (Forsyth, 1999). In Manitoba, white-tails

locate where they find adequate food and water, and shelter from the elements or to

escape from enemies. These deer tend to prefer young growth forests that provide a

preferred habitat matrix of open areas to sheltered cover and provide new abundance of

vegetation at their reach (Goulden, 1981). In Manitoba, deer are found in a number of

different landscapes. tn the lnterlake area, white-tails take advantage of habitat in

trembling aspen found among meadows and farming fields. [n the southeastem portion

of the province, white-tails live in a mix of broadleaved and coniferous forests that are

combined with farm fields. ln the southwest of the province, these deer live in the river
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valley among grass and trees covering sand dunes, and mixed cropland. tn the northwest

portion of their range in Manitoba, white-tails find habitat in large forested areas and

grasslands between Riding, Porcupine and Duck Mountains. The large marshland areas

near Delta Marsh and Lake Manitoba are arr unusual habitat choice; however, white-tails

are found near these fringe marshes and lakes in the province (Goulden, 1981). In

addition to these habitats, white-tails have found habitat and flourished in urban areas of

the province. Human land use practices have also provided white-tailed deer with ideal

habitats. Timber cutting, drilling for oil and gas, and agriculture are some of the practices

that in many cases have provided the ideal habitat matrix of open areas to sheltered trees,

regeneration of woody species or food from farm crops (Marchinton and Hirth, 1984). In

some cases, however, human activity has reduced favorable habitat, and negatively

impacted this species. Collisions with deer and vehicles on roadways, energy used to

escape snowmobiles in winter, and heavy hunting pressure are examples of negative

human impacts on deer habitat (Marchinton and Hirth, 1984).

Range

Under good range conditions, white-tails may live their entire lives in an area only 5-8

km long. White-tailed deer home range is smaller than any other North American deer

species (Marchinton and Hirth, 1984). In Manitoba, this was demonstrated by a marked

fawn in 1963 that was found 10 years later only 2 km's from where it was originally

marked (Goulden, 1981). High habitat diversity tends to reduce range size, as poor

habitat diversity means deer must travel farther distances to meet their needs (Beier and

McCullough, 1990). The home range size must be suitable for the animals to find all
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essentials for life and reproduction, yet small enough for the animals to gain survival

advantages of their familiarity with the area. The size of the range may also be

dependent on the density of the population. In high density situations, ranges are

extended to respond to forage depletion (Beier and McCullough, 1990). In habitat where

wooded cover or food supplies are scarce, white-tails may inhabit a much larger area

between suÍlmer and winter ranges. Some tagging in Manitoba, for example, has shown

white-tails to have travelled up to 150 km's from where they were originally tagged.

Yearling males move the longest distance, perhaps due to social pressure, or as a means

of genetic diversification (Goulden, 1981). White-tails may take excursions or "trips"

away from their home range. This exploratory event may be a precursor for future

dispersal (Marchinton and Hirth, L984). Shoesmith and Koonz color-marked white-tailed

deer in the City of Winnipe g in L972 and found the urban deer population to be sedentary

and to remain within the city limits year round (Shoesmith and Koonz,1971).

Summer Range

The summer range for white-tails is almost anywhere throughout their permanent range.

This includes a variety of landscape types, such as farmer fields, hay meadows, fence

rows, gardens, forest edges, and marshy swamps (Goulden, 1981). Depending on

geographic location, landscape type vary but generally, white-tails occupy any landscape

within their range over the summer months provided it supplies adequate food, water, and

shelter.
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Winter Range

Winter range for white-tails varies according to geographic location. White-tails found in

more southern latitudes may not make range changes between seasons since temperature

fluctuation is minimal, while in the northern latitudes, white-tails migrate between

summer and winter ranges. This adaptation is essential for their survival in northern

latitudes. ln winter in Manitoba, deer seek out tree-covered terrain for shelter from cold

temperatures, deep snow, and energy-draining wind. 'When food is scarce, deer choose

adequate shelter over an area with better food resources. However, if possible, deer will

take advantage of agricultural crops, especially during the fall and winter migration, to

store up energy reserves for the winter (Goulden, 1981). To conserve energy, deer try to

find dense conifer canopy in lowland yards as this provides the best microclimate for

bedding (Verme and Ullrey, 1984). Deer rely on a series of crisscrossing, hard-packed

trails that extend from deer yards. Since their hooves are not designed to handle deep

snow, these trails provide escape routes from predators, and prevent the deer from

struggling in the deep snow (Forsyth, 1999). Throughout most of the year, deer live in

small social units; however, in the winter large gatherings of deer can be found together

where suitable winter habitat is found (Beier and McCullough, 1990).

Habitat loss is the most limiting factor for deer in Manitoba. Between 1961 and

1981, over 40Vo of Manitoba's white-tail range was lost (Goulden, 1981). This loss was

due to the removal of brush for cropland, cottages, housing developments, highways,

hydro-power lines, and water reservoirs. [n addition, intense cattle grazing and the

spraying of chemicals on pastures have negative impacts on deer. Forest maturation also
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reduces reachable browse, and limits food availability. All of these factors impact deer

herds in Manitoba (Goulden, 1981).

Activity and Movement

White-tail deer allocate their time to satisfy their basic requirements for nutrients,

rumination, social interaction, and rest. The pattern of movement and the time allotted

may depend on the age, sex, time of day, season and weather conditions (Beier and

McCullough, 1990). Research suggests that white-tails are most active during dawn and

dusk (Beier and McCullough, 1990). It has also been shown that deer in northern ranges

are less active during the winter than in the summer months (Beier and McCullough,

1990). In northem regions, snow depth, deer density, and low temperatures have the

greatest influence on the daily movement of white-tailed deer (Brinkman et al., 2005).

Deer in all seasons tend to be more active during times where conditions ale most

favorable, taking into account temperature, wind speed, cloud cover, and relative

humidity (Beier and McCullough, 1990). Beier and McCullough researched deer activity

on George Reserve located near Pinckney, Michigan to determine white-tailed deer

activity patterns and habitat use (Beier and McCullough, 1990). Their findings indicate

that white-tailed deer in this range spent957o of their time foraging. Very little time was

spent travelling, grooming, and engaging in social interactions. This study revealed that

there was an increase in activity noted during the late winter until May, and another peak

in the fall, with a dramatic decrease in activity observed in January and February. It is

believed that this decline in activity not only reflects weather but also the seasonal

changes in metabolic needs (Beier and McCullough, 1990). The increased activity in
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spring is consistent with the increase of the metabolic demands, and also could be due to

nutritional requirements needed in late pregnancy and early antler growth (Beier and

McCullough, 1990). The study found that these deer did not feed in the morning during

winter months, but conserved energy and fed during the evening. tn the three other

seasons, however, the evening feed peaked well beyond sunset. During the time between

June and August, there was a noted decrease in white-tail deer activity midday. This is

thought to be due to heat stress and pests such as deer flies. It is also assumed that deer

have an easier time meeting their nutritional requirements during this time of year and

therefore do not need as much time to feed (Beier and McCullough, 1990). Consistent

with other research, this study found deer to move from closed habitats during the day to

more open habitats at night. This pattem of movement contributed to concealment from

predators during daylight. Daytime closed habitats were used to rest and ruminate (Beier

and McCullough, 1990). In summer, it was found that white-tails use some open tall

grass habitat to bed down during the day. These tall grasslands provide concealment but

reduce pests due to increased wind, and less standing water. Deer flies and other pests

can be important factors in deer habitat selection and movement (Beier and McCullough,

1990).

Some differences between the sexes in deer were identified in the Beier and

McCullough study. Their research indicates that females are active longer than males: on

an average of 1.5 hours longer/day between January and July. Does were more active in

winter, spring and summer. This is consistent with the increasing demands of pregnancy

and early lactation and is magnified by the higher quality forage chosen by females which

takes longer to consume (Beier and McCullough, 1990). Females are also territorial
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during the weeks following parturition, which may account for differences between male

and female activity during the summer months. Males were more active in the fall

months which coincide with the breeding season, where males are travelling farther to

find females in estrus. Females overall occupy only 3I-35Vo of the male home range

(Beier and McCullough, 1990). Males also opt to spend more of their time in closed

forests and less time in open woodlots and grasslands. Beier 1987 is quoted in Beier and

McCullough as suggesting that male use of lower quality forage may be an allometric

relationship between body size and metabolic requirements that allow males to subsist on

lower quality but higher abundance foods (Beier and McCullough, 1990). Differences

between males and females also pertain to site fidelity. Females show high site fidelity

between years and seasons. The advantage is thought to be that the deer are familiar with

resources, and know the escape routes from predators. Males show little site fidelity. It

is suspected this is due to social requirements (Beier anã Mccullough, 1990).

Deer activity increases with cloud cover, fog, and temperatures between 10-16

degrees celsius. Deer activity decreases with high winds, severe storms, severe cold

temperatures, and high heat. Activity seems to show no change to moonlight, rain, and

mild snow fall (Beier and McCullough, 1990).

Ac t iv ity/lVI ov eme nt in M anit o b a

A I974 radiotelemetry study in Manitoba provides some insights into white-tailed deer

movement throughout the Interlake area of the province. Results indicate that: males

wandered farther than females during spring migration; the average distance between

winter and summer ranges was between 13.4 -I2.l kilometers; the minimum summer
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range size was between 236 and 139 hectares; males had significantly larger home range

sizes comparative to females; the average home range size for males was 302 hectares,

whereas with females the size was 125 hectares; fall migration began in late October,

early November; the time of arrival on their winter range was directly related to snow

conditions, and varied year to year; and individuals returned to the same summer and

winter ranges each year of this study (Shoesmith and Bidlake, 1978). In 1972-1978, deer

were marked and observed in the Charleswood area of Winnipeg. Nearly all deer were

observed within 2-3 kilometers of their original capture site. Some seasonal movement

occurred; however, all movement was well within the urban area and the range occupied

was notably less than deer in rural areas of the province (Shoesmith and Bidlake, 1978).

Shoesmith and Bidlake researched white-tail movement in the southwestern portion of

the province during 1972-1973, and again during 1974-1976 (Shoesmith and Bidlake,

1975). White-tails in the Shilo/Spruce woods ãrea moved from open sand hill and

farming areas in spring and summer northwest to dense conifer cover during winter

months. The largest movements in this area were observed by young deer dispersing into

new areas (Shoesmith and Bidlake, 1978).In the Pembina Valley/Neelin area of the

province, deer were found to move 32 kilometers between surruner and winter ranges.

During the summer, white-tails took advantage of the farmland and intermittent tree

cover between the valley and the United States border. During winter, white-tails moves

toward the valley for better shelter. Due to insufficient cover in the summer range areas,

deer moved longer distances in this area of the province with the longest distance

recorded of 64 kilometers between summer and winter ranges (Shoesmith and Bidlake,

L978). In the Lauder Sandhills regions of the province, a significant number of marked
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deer were not found in this area over the summer but it did serve as a major wintering

area for deer (Shoesmith and Bidlake, 1978). The Miniota-Assiniboine River area deer

were noted to travel 2.8-32 kilometers between winter and summer ranges. Land west of

the valley served as excellent summer range; however, due to insufficient tree cover, this

area is not capable of serving as a wintering area for large numbers of deer. During the

winter, the valley served as keep wintering areas for the white-tails in this portion of the

province (Shoesmith and Bidlake,1978). The southwestem portion of the province did

provide suitable habitat for deer to find winter and summer ranges.

Díspersal

Dispersal is the movement away from an original home range to establish a new home

range (Marchinton and Hirth, 1984). White-tailed deer have been noted to disperse.

Dispersal may occur as the result of iocial pressure, lack of food, or to disperse genetics

in breeding, and is often primarily observed in yearling males (Marchinton and Hirth,

1984). Sexual competition among bucks or social antagonism toward yearling bucks

from their mothers may be some of the reasons yearling males disperse (Marchinton and

Hirth, 1984). Dispersal may influence sex ratios as eventually, in un-hunted populations,

females will begin to outnumber males. Dispersal may be slowed by barriers, such as

extensive bog regions, mountains, or large expansive water bodies (Marchinton and

Hirth, 1984). If populations are balanced, then immigration and emigration has little

effect on herd dynamics. However, if the populations are well above or well below

carrying capacity, dispersal may cause a significant imbalance in the population. White-

tailed deer social dynamics can result in important changes in the herd demographics, and
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may result in altered sex and age ratios, although northern areas may not be as effected

due to the constraints of environmental conditions, and reproductive timing (Miller,

1997). Emigration seems to increase with higher population densities (Marchinton and

Hirth, 1984).

Behavior

White-tailed deer have unique behaviors that vary according to where they live.

Behaviors that have evolved in white-tails in northern latitudes differ from those in

middle of southern latitudes. The ability of white-tailed deer to make these behavioral

adjustments has made them successful in surviving in a wide variety of habitats. White-

tailed deer have tremendous behavioral responses to their environment (Miller, 1997).

Breeding

The breeding season for white-tailed deer, known as the rut, occurs at different times of

the year depending on where white-tails are located. In Manitoba, the breeding season

begins in October, peaks in mid November, and tapers off in December (Goulden, 1981).

In early rut, bucks become very aggressive and restless and engage in battle with rivals

(Goulden, 1981). This is defined as the sparring phase of the rut (Marchinton and Hirth,

1984). This behavior suggests a survival of the fittest where the largest and most healthy

buck passes along these genes. During the courtship phase, bucks break from buck

groups, and travel alone in search for receptive does. The largest buck will follow the

closest to a potential doe. (Marchinton and Hirth, 1984). A doe, when she is ready to

mate, will be receptive for only one day. If she is not bred during this time, she will
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become receptive twice more during the breeding season in 28 day intervals (Goulden,

1981). Since the female is receptive three times throughout the breeding season, more

females are bred, which increases success rates for breeding. The third phase of the rut is

known as the tending and copulation phase. The does are ready to be bred and stand for

the buck. Single pairs isolate themselves and stay together for up to two days. Once

bred, the buck will remain with the female for several hours to ensure he drives other

males away (Marchinton and Hirth, 1984). Males do not form harems but they can breed

between 6-8 does during one season (Goulden, 1981). Although the largest buck will

dominate and copulate, yearling males are capable of breeding; however, they do not

often get the chance to breed until they are 3.5 to 4.5 years old (Marchinton and Hirth,

1984). Time of year to begin breeding to ensure births occur in spring, and their breeding

behaviors help white-tails survive.

Birth

White-tailed deer have a number of behavioral defense mechanisms, which increase the

chances of fawn survival. When does are ready to give birth, they isolate themselves and

seek a secluded spot to deliver. The birthing process is quick and may happen while the

doe is standing. Does will not prepare a special nest or bed. Once born, fawns begin to

nurse soon after birth and feed at 3-4 hour intervals thereafter (Marchinton and Hirth,

1984). Fawns are able to walk shortly after birth but remain hidden in a dry sheltered

place in shrubs or long grass. Does separate their fawns in multiple birth situations to

avoid predation of both young. In addition, does leave their fawns and return several

times a day (Goulden, 1981). To avoid attracting attention to where they are hiding, does
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remain near fawns only when feeding. Does reduce their home range size and vigorously

exclude other deer from the immediate area to protect new fawn(s) during the first month

(Marchinton and Hirth, 1984). For a short period of time, fawns do not have a scent.

Does lick their fawns' anogential area while nursing to consume their waste to reduce any

scent that may attract predators (Marchinton and Hirth, 1984). Fawns rely on their

mother's milk for the first few days but may take some water and begin to nibble on

green shoots at less than 10 days of age (Goulden, 1981). By two months of age, fawn

activity is the same as that of the mother (Marchinton and Hirth, 1984).

Social Groups

There are two types of social groups within white-tailed deer herds: the doe family group

and the buck groups (Marchinton and Hirth, 1984). Doe groups represent a single family

unit, a síngle doe and her fawn(s). Does do not seem to tolerate each other. A month

prior to giving birth, a doe will forcibly and repeatedly drive away her fawns from the

previous year. By the fall, the does are less protective of the fawns from the current year

and allow fawns from the previous year to join the social group once again. Female

fawns usually rejoin the family unit at this time, where it is less coÍtmon for the males

(Marchinton and Hirth, 1984). ln autumn, the doe group will be the doe, yearling doe

and fawns from the present year. Buck groups are more social than doe groups. Two or

three bucks may travel together in all months except during the rut. Buck groups may be

3-5 bucks in size. There is little interaction between them; however, they have been

observed grooming each other. Smaller bucks will also yield to larger bucks in the group

(Marchinton and Hirth, 1984). Yearlings, when driven away from does in the spring,
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may try to join buck groups, with varying success. Some groups tolerate them while

other groups drive them away (Marchinton and Hirth, 1984). On occasion, mixed $oups

form during feeding periods, but they break up after and return to their smaller social

groups.

Social Hierarchy

White-tailed deer do exhibit aggression and in doing so establish dominant and

subordinate members. Subordinate members learn to avoid interaction with dominant

members, to save energy, and to reduce the risk of injury. Grooming is the only action

that is not aggressive and occurs in both social groups. Subordinate members have been

observed avoiding eye contact (Marchinton and Hirth, 1984). Signs of aggression are:

holding the head up high in a dominant position, kicking does up on their back legs;

bucks engaging in aggressive antler fights (Marchinton and Hirth, 1984). For does, age is

the dominant factor over size. Does will often be seen leading a herd to a feeding site,

despite the dominance of a buck (Marchinton and Hirth, 1984).

Yarding Behavior

During winter months, white-tailed deer frequently congregate in sheltered areas referred

to as "deer yards" (Marchinton and Hirth, 1984). Yarding behavior allows deer to

conserve energy, minimize radiant and convective heat loss, and increase protection

against predation (Marchinton and Hirth, 1984). Thick coniferous cover, in particular

northem white cedar, is chosen as it provides good shelter and is a high quality food

source (Marchinton and Hirth, 1984). As mentioned, white-tailed deer reduce movement
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and will often forego the moming feed to conserve energy and in response to lower

metabolic rates (Marhinton and Hirth, 1984).

Water

White-tailed deer use water sources to escape from insects and predation. White-tailed

deer are good swimmers and readily cross water bodies (Marchinton and Hirth, I9S4).

Deer are cautious when drinking and may take several minutes to listen before drinking

(Marchinton and Hirth, 1984). The amount of water that deer need to consume will

depend on temperature and the animal's physical condition. They are known to be able to

survive without water for extended periods of time where rainfall, humidity, and

succulent vegetation are high (Marchinton and Hirth, 1984). Most often white-tails will

drink during twilight; however, pregnant does will drink throughout the day (Marchinton

and Hirth, 1984).

White-tailed deer have developed behavioral changes that promote survival and

assist this species in successful establishment of ranges in a wide variety of geographic

locations. These behavioral biological and physiological adaptations create versatility for

this species (Marchinton and Hirth, 1984).

White-Tailed Deer Impact on the Ecosystem

White-tailed deer are in many cases an invasive species. White-tailed deer have extended,

and continue to extend, their home ranges and disperse into new areas. This colonization

by white-tailed deer impacts new ecosystems. White-tailed deer are carriers of disease

and parasites which impact other species within the ecosystem. White-tailed deer have
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been considered a keystone species in an ecosystem, and therefore impact the ecosystem

in various ways. In addition, white-tailed deer cause damage to regenerating trees and

shrubs, and have been the source of controversy for humans negatively impacted by these

herbivores.

Disease

White-tailed deer cafiy a number of bacterial, fungal, and viral diseases. Some of these

diseases affect the host, while others do not. Diseases such as Brucellosis, and Malignant

Catarrhal Fever (MCF) impact white-tails and have had an impact on cattle found within

their range (Hesselton and Hesselton, 1982). Other diseases such as Anthrax, and

Tuberculosis affect white-tailed deer and are feared for their possible transmission to

humans (Hesselton and Hesselton, 1982). White-tailed deer carry deer ticks, which are

the source of Lyme disease, which has become a public health safety concem (American

Lyme Disease Foundation web pages, accesses on March 4,2008). Giant Liver Flukes

occur in white-tailed deer. Giant liver flukes are generally not a huge concern for deer

and elk, but their transmission to moose and caribou can be debilitating (Hesselton and

Hesselton, 1982). Meningeal worm, or brain worm, is carried by white-tailed deer and

transmitted to other big game species via snails and slugs (University of Saskatchewan

web pages, accessed on March 10, 2008). Brain woffn does not impact white-tails, yet is

thought to have affected co-existence of white-tails with caribou, moose, and mule deer

as these species may be affected by the transmitted disease. The role that meningeal

woûn has played in the relationship between white-tails and other cervids is still

unresolved scientifically (Gilbert, 1992).
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White-Tailed Deer as a Keystone Species

White-tailed have multiple and often substantial impacts over their wide range of

distribution. As noted white-tailed deer have been called a keystone species, that is, as

defined by Waller and Alverson, a species that effects: the distribution or abundance of

many other species; community structure by modifying patterns of relative abundance

among competing species; and community structure by affecting abundance of species at

multiple trophic levels (Waller and Alverson,1997). Studies have shown that deer

influence an abundance of woody species; that deer browse can be a significant problem

for regenerating certain species; and that deer influence patterns of seedling recruitment

(Waller and Alverson, 1997). Deer also impact herbaceous plant growth, and if they

gtaze long enough in an area, or their population density is high, deer can remove

herbaceous species altogether. Deer are known to have been responsible for the local

extinctions of several herbaceous species (Waller and Alverson, t997). In addition to the

effects deer have on flora, local fauna is also impacted. High deer density has been

shown to: reduce the abundance of canopy nesting birds in the area; reduce bird species

diversity; compete with squirrels and snow shoe hares for acorns and oak mast; and

impact higher trophic levels such as humans with the incidence of Lyme disease (Waller

and Alverson, 1997). [n short, white-tailed deer significantly impact ecosystems, and

their colonization of new ecosystems may result in numerous ecological changes.

Twentieth Century Urbanization

The Greater Winnipeg Area, like many metropolis North American centers over the last

fifty years, has grown, converted undeveloped land to developed land, and extended city
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boundaries. The latter half of the 20ù century represented a time when First World

societies underwent a transition from rural, agricultural, to urban lifestyles (Adams et al.,

2006). Population growth and capitalization, coupled with the influx of people into urban

centers, resulted in stretched city limits and the creation of infrastructure in previously

natural, undeveloped habitat. Considering American urbanization, Adams et al. in Urban

Wildlife Managemenl, suggest that this movement toward urban lifestyles was the result

of three social events following the end of World War II: first, automobiles and homes

became more affordable allowing retuming soldiers and their families to move to urban

areas; second, the Highway Revenue Act was passed in the United States in 1956

creating the Highway Trust Fund which enabled the establishment of a network of

highways through, around and outside of urban areas, providing quick and easy exit

routes from cities in the case of war; third, many traditional farming families had had

enough of the tough conditions of farming and moved into cities to find new work. The

affordability of housing and cars; cheap gas; highway construction; and increasing job

opportunities in urban centers all contributed to a movement in society from rural to

urban living (Adams et al., 2006). Today, roughly 80Vo of Canadians live in urban

centers (Canadian Education Association web page accessed on March 5, 2008), as do

80Vo of Americans (Adams et al., 2006).

This influx of society from rural and agricultural to urban living centers meant

that city limits were extended to accommodate for the growing number of residents.

Urban sprawl took over. Previously undeveloped land was developed and habitats

became modified and fragmented. Such changes to land use impacted wildlife. Some

animal populations were displaced and colonized new home ranges. Some animal
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populations diminished, while others adapted to these new urban environments. By the

end of the twentieth century, public attitudes toward wildlife were changing. Many

urbanites were generations removed from living in close proximity to wildlife. "Many, if

not most, are several generations removed from a culture of living close to the land.

They are more likely to value wildlife simìlarly to the way they value companion animals

and people" (Adams et al., 2006). Many urbanites began to build homes on urban edges,

attempting to recomect with nature in their back yards. Increasing interest emerged in

viewing wildlife. As Daniel Decker et al. states in Human Dimensíons of Wildlifu

Management in North America, the U. S. Fish and V/ildlife Service in 1996 estimated

that 61 million people spent about 1.3 billion hours watching and feeding wildlife close

to their homes (Decker et al., 2001). Feeding and attracting wildlife to their property

provided urbanites the opportunity to view wildlife. Adams et al. suggest the installation

of feeders and wildscaping yards were the primary methods urbanites used to recoffiect

the natural world to their constructed environments (Adams et al., 2006). New housing

developments emerged promoting natural landscapes and increasing likelihood of

wildlife viewing opportunities for homeowners. San Julian suggests that many home

owners are trying to attract animals by developing their back yards into islands of urban

wildlife habitat and in doing so, they create pockets of habitat that usually support more

animals than an equal amount of woodland acreage because of supplemental food

supplied by residents (San Julian, 1987). City desigu itself has created habitat islands:

some examples of the pockets of habitat or remnant habitat patches (RHP) are city parks,

buffer corridors along river edges, cemeteries, golf courses, and in the GWA, the urban

Assiniboine Forest, riparian habitat of the Seine, Red and Assiniboine rivers, and the
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urban wetlands of Fort Whyte (Bulloch, 1987). Adams et al. suggest that RFIP's become

islands embedded in a matrix of urban/suburban landscape. Small RFIP's that are isolated

with no connectivity to other natural habitat areas can result in dwindling wildlife

populations (Adams et al., 2006). Since a majority of the twentieth century focused on

creating policy and legislation to protect species from exploitation and overharvest, few

mid-century planners considered green space corridors for wildlife movement through

urban centers. Wildlife populations unable to adapt to human manipulated habitats

diminished while others, able to adapt to urban environments and small RFIP's,

flourished.

As noted above, public attitudes toward wildlife were shifting in the latter portion

of the twentieth century. Manfredo et al. suggests (Manfredo et al., 2003; Manfredo,

2008) that increasing affluence, education and urbanization has resulted in a shift in

attitudes from traditional utilitarian focus to protection oriented with respect to wildtife.

This societal shift suggests traditional uses and management of wildlife may no longer be

preferred by the majority of urbanites. This presents challenges for wildlife managers

called upon to reduce human-wildlife conflict and manage urban wildlife populations.

The protectionist orientation with regard to wildlife may be connected to the growing

non-consumptive interests in wildlife. In Canada in 1991, an estimated 84.3 million days

were spent by Canadians engaged in primary non-consumptive wildlife activities

(Environment Canada web pages, accessed on March 10, 2008). Urbanites spending

considerable time and money attracting wildlife to their property to increase their

connectivity to the natural world and to increase wildlife viewing opportunities quickly

became aware of some of the downfalls that accompany living in close proximity to
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wildlife. By feeding birds and small mammals, urbanites began to attract larger mammals

that found food left out, or fed on the birds, small mammals, and even domesticated pets

found in yards near feeders. Attracting wildlife led to property damage, vehicle accidents,

and human health and safety concerns. As a result, of these inter-related changes of urban

sprawl, habitat modification and fragmentation, changing public attitudes and uses of

wildlife, human-wildlife conflict increased in urban areas.

Human-Wildlife Conflict

As white-tailed deer populations continue to grow in urban environments, the number of

human-deer conflicts is increasing (Adams et al., 2006). White-tailed deer adapt to urban

and suburban environments, taking advantages of food sources found on residential and

urban landscapes. Basic biological requirements are being met in urban environments.

Shelter is readily available. Food and water are available and often supplied by urban

residents. Urban deer populations are not checked and balanced by winter starvation and

as a result populations continue to grow. Many urban environments also protect deer

from hunting by placing hunting bans in urban and suburban areas as is the case in

Winnipeg. A majority of the natural predators of deer have been removed by actions over

the last century. The predators that remain, such as wolves, coyotes, and bears do not

venture into urban centers with as much success, before they are identified and removed.

The end result remains that large deer populations have adapted well to urban

environments and have found conditions that favor population growth. ln many cases,

herbivore large mammal populations, such as deer exceed the biological carrying
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capacity and the area is over browsed, in some cases, perrnanently altering native flora

(Whittaker, 2001).

White-tailed deer cause property damage and present a human health and safety

concem. They cause private property damage by eating omamental trees, shrubs, flower

beds, vegetable gardens and fertilized lawns (Swihart et al. 1998, Conover 1997,

Vercauteren et al. 2005). White-tailed deer also pose a significant human safety concern,

and are involved in an increasing and alarming number of motor vehicle accidents. ln the

United States, deer-vehicle accidents are a nation-wide problem. In 1991, there were 1

million driver vehicle accidents that occurred in the United States causing more than $1

billion in vehicle damage and over 200 human fatalities (Conover et al., 1995). In Contra

Costa Country, in the Northeastern Bay area in Califomia, Animal Control Officers

removed 1200 deer carcasses from roads ín 1996 in a largely urbanized area

(McCullough et al., 1997). Similarly in Canada, deer-vehicle collisions are incleasingly a

concem. As deer populations continue to grow, and the number of vehicles on the road

each year continues to increase, the number of serious collisions with deer is increasing

(Canada Safety Council web pages accessed on September 9, 2008). Public awareness

campaigns are in place to warn motorists of the danger, and new ways to prevent vehicles

from hitting wildlife are being explored. ln2003, nearly 300 Manitobans were injured,

some seriously, in vehicle-deer collisions. A total of I0,475 wildlife collisions, many of

which were vehicle-deer collisions, were reported to Manitoba Public lnsurance and a

record $20.1 million was paid out in wildlife claims (Canada Safety Council web pages

accessed on September 9, 2008). Today, Manitoba Public lnsurance (MPI) spends over

$27 million per year on automobile insurance claims involving wildlife of which 6500-
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8500 of these collisions involve white-tailed deer. In the city of Winnipeg, the number of

deer vehicle collisions is increasing. In 2005,2006, and2}07, there were 325,433, and

424 rcported deer-vehicle collisions within the city. Appendix 3 provides a map of the

325 reported deer-vehicle collisions within the city of Winnipeg in 2005. These figures

only record the reported deer-vehicle collisions, and it is believed the true number of

deer-vehicle encounters is actually much higher. This is in comparison to the 48 deer-

vehicle collisions reported in Winnipegin I976, when the estimated urban deer

population was 200 animals (Shoesmith and Koonz, 1977). Similarly disturbing statistics

such as these are recorded for provinces across Canada. Likewise a growing urban deer

population in the GV/A has resulted in an increasing number of deer-vehicle collisions.

White-tailed deer are also a human health and safety concern since they are a host

for diseases transmittable to humans. A well known white-tailed deer transmittable

disease is Lyme disease. McCullough et al. suggest that deer movinf"back and forth

between wildlands and urban areas bring ticks into frequent contact with humans and

therefore the presence of deer in urban environments increases the risk of Lyme Disease

(McCullough et al., 1997), a bacterial infection that people can contract from the bite of

an infected blacklegged (deer) tick. Adult blacklegged ticks can be found from April to

November;however, they are most cornmon in October and November (Govemment of

Manitoba news release web pages accessed on May 20,2008). Overabundant deer

populations increase public health concerns. In the United States in 1991, 16,273 Lyme

disease cases were reported, with an overall incidence of: 6.0 per 100,000 population

(Government of the United States, Lyme disease web pages accessed on March 10,

2008). 1n2002, with growing urban deer populations, the incidence of Lyme disease
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increased to 23,000 new cases being reported in the United States where deer played a

major role in the transmission (Lauber et al., 2001). With an increasing urban deer

population, there is an increasing threat of human contact with deer ticks in many North

American metropolitan centers. Throughout Manitoba, there is a chance of being exposed

to Lyme disease through contact with infected blacklegged ticks; however, the greatest

risk exists in the southeastern comer of the province where an infected blacklegged tick

population is established. Since 1999, nineteen cases of Lyme disease have been

reported by Manitobans, with sixteen of these cases reported in the last three years

(Government of Manitoba news release web pages accessed on May 20,2008). Seven of

the cases reported were found in people who travelled to areas with established

blacklegged tick populations outside of Manitoba. Since 2005, there have been five cases

of Lyme disease identified by people who have visited the southeastern corner of

Manitoba (Govemment of Manitoba new release web pageJ accessed on May 20,2008).

It is believed these ticks mostly come into Manitoba as nymphs on migrating birds in the

spring. The nymphs drop off in Manitoba, molt to the adult stage and then pose a risk for

transmission of Lyme disease if they have, for example, fed on an infected host in the

larval stage. Until an established breeding population of blacklegged ticks exists in the

GWA, white-tailed deer do not play a significant role in transmission of possibly infected

blacklegged ticks in the area. Once a blacklegged tick population is established in the

GWA, white-tailed deer may become a host for potentially infected deer ticks (Personal

communication with Dr. Terry Galloway, Entomologist at the University of Manitoba on

M.ay 23,2008).
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White-tailed deer also cause significant losses for agricultural producers. In the

United States, white-tails are estimated to have caused $100 million in agricultural

damage in 2001 (Conover, 1997). White-tails have also significantly impacted the timber

industry by feeding on growing trees and saplings and retarded tree growth altering the

density and diversity of woody species (Waller and Alverson,1997).

Manitoba Conservation has noted an increase in the number of complaint calls

involving white-tailed deer in the city of Winnipeg. Figure 2 represents the number of

complaint calls received by Manitoba Conservation involving white-tailed deer from

1980 until 2007.

Figure 2:

Annual Number of White-Tailed Deer Complaint Calls in
Winnipeg
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In a study of Metropolitan residents in the United States found that residents

spend a significant amount of time and money attracting wildlife to their property;

however, interestingly, these same residents are also likely to take wildlife management
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into their own hands when human-wildlife conflicts occur (Conover, 1997). Of those

surveyed in the Conover study, 57Vo actively tried to enhance wildlife populations in their

neighborhoods; however, when nuisance problems developed, 697o of the same residents

actively tried to manage the wildlife in their areas (Conover,1997). Conover suggests

that wildlife management has to shift in the 21't century to focus on urban wildlife

conflict, such as escalating urban deer populations, and increasing incidence of human-

deer conflict where traditional methods of game management may no longer be feasible.

Due to the lack of training and response from wildlife management agencies, Conover

argues, residents in urban areas have taken matters into their own hands (Conover, 1997).

Human-wildlife conflict, and attempted resident-management, becomes problematic,

however, when large mammals such as urban white-tailed deer are involved.

Human Dimensions of Wildlife Management

As the result of an increasing movement of society into urban areas over the last fifty

years, urban sprawl, and infrastructure extend into previously undevloped habitat. Urban

environments have provided suitable conditions for a number of adaptable wildlife

species. Many wildlife species are displaced and end up in urban areas (Adams et al.,

2006). Residents living in these communities display a wide spectrum of tolerances,

opinions, and beliefs in regard to wildlife. Some residents promote wildlife in their

neighborhoods, while others lobby actively for their removal. The stage is set for the

dilemma that faces wildlife management in the 21't century.

Aldo Leopold, dubbed the father of wildlife conservation in America (Adams et

a1.,2006), recognized over sixty years ago the need to develop public wildlife
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management that integrates biological, ecological and social considerations (Riley et a1.,

2002). Daniel Decker et al. suggest: "Although biological data will always be necessary

to clarify the biological impacts of alternative management action, wildlife management

is a human activity; it seeks to achieve human-defined goals and objectives. Actions

taken to achieve those objectives are directed at and affect humans as well as wildlife and

their habitats" (Decker et al., 2001). To date, funding and resources continue to support

the biological and ecological research of wildlife management. Thomas Heberlein argues

that funding and support needs to be re-directed to include a balanced program including

the human as well as the biological dimensions of wildlife (Heberlein, l99l). It has been

noted that the effectiveness of wildlife professionals in the ZI't century will depend on

their skill at integrating biological and human dimensions of wildlife management (Riley

et al., 2002). Determining the diverse opinions and beliefs of numerous urban

stakeholders, and understanding the reasons for these orientations, is essential for wildlife

managers in creating successful, and acceptable long term urban large mammal

management plans.

To begin, wildlife managers must assess the cultural (social) carrying capacity of

large mammal populations in their communities. "The focus of social carrying capacity

is how the density of people and their impacts affects the experiences sought by other

recreationalist" (Decker & Purdy 1988, 53). The cultural canying capacity is defined as

the maximum wildlife population that a society will accept within a given area. [n

contrast, biological carrying capacity refers to the environmental resistance limiting

wildlife population such as the quantity and quality of food, cover, and water (Decker &

Purdy, 1988). Biological carrying capacity has long been the focus of wildlife
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management studies. Cultural carrying capacity is difficult to determine since it is based

on a variety of views of a large number of stakeholders. Decker and Purdy have referred

to the understanding of how human beliefs and preferences affect decisions on the

management of wildlife populations as wildlife acceptance capacity (WAC) (Decker &

Purdy, 1988). The WAC concept represents the maximum wildlife population level in an

area that is acceptable to people. What makes WAC even more complex is that the

threshold of acceptance is not static. Stakeholders' acceptance of wildlife population size

may change. Given these complexities, stakeholders often do not see eye-to-eye on the

acceptable wildlife population size or on the course of management action taken to

alleviate the conflicts. The benefits and liabilities urban wildlife population present to

various stakeholders differ. "For any wildlife density, some people will complain there

are too many animals and, concomitantly, other people will complain that there are too

few. This creates a däficult situation for the government agency charged with managing

the wildlife resource, because any action it implements will displease some people"

(Conover 2002,360). Wildlife management agencies have tried to balance the benefits

and liabilities wildlife populations present to various stakeholders through policy

decisions, partnerships, education and compensation.

Wildlife management agencies use policy and partnerships to attempt to balance

the WAC among stakeholders. Evaluating the opinions, beliefs and values of numerous

stakeholders in a community requires large amounts of time and resources. Wildlife

management agencies have been delegated this responsibility by elected legislators who

are responsible for the management of the wildlife resource (Conover, 2002). The use of

public forums provides stakeholders the opportunity to express their views. Citizen
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boards may be created to assist in overseeing wildlife management policy decisions.

Gathering leaders from different stakeholder groups can be beneficial toward resolving

differences. Working closely with landowners can help them adopt practices that benefit

their property. In doing so, landowners also benefit and become stewards of wildlife and

thus increase their appreciation for the presence of wildlife. Creating working

partnerships between landowners and wildlife management agencies requires time, trust

and good communication. Wildlife managers who traditionally focused on game

management in rural areas with few stakeholders now need to have good interpersonal

skills, be effective communicators, and be willing to listen to numerous stakeholders'

opinions. Wildlife managers must be willing to address concerns in a timely and

proactive manner in order to establish the trust needed to make these partnerships work.

Such working groups and partnerships demand skill sets not previously required for a

successful cáieer as a wildlife manager (Conover, 2002).

Public education is becoming an increasingly important aspect of urban wildlife

management and can be an effective means of increasing community tolerance for

human-wildlife conflict. Public education can be used to provide accurate information to

stakeholders and reduce their unfounded fears and increase public tolerance for wildlife

damage (Conover, 2002). William Porter attributes the breakdowns in resolving wildlife

management conflicts among stakeholders to three factors: ignorance, arrogance and

process. Porter suggests that a lack of knowledge about biology, ecology and economics

leads to values poorly formulated since they are based on inadequate information and

understanding of the issues; that stakeholder perceptions are based in partial truth, and

misconceptions (Porter,1997). To aggravate the situation further, Porter argues, those in
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positions of authority are more interested in action than analysis. A failure to fully

understand the complexity of the issue results in quick decisions, where research is seen

as a waste of time and resources. Porter stresses that the key to successful management

begins with a successful process. Engaging stakeholders in the process of decision

making is a crucial step (Porter,1997). Another complication arises though the influence

media has on wildlife value orientations and contribution to public education. Joseph

Champ suggests that wildlife media is a potential contributor to people's current wildlife

value orientations (Champ, 2002). Wildlife portrayed with anthropocentric qualities may

provide a false representation of the actual biological and ecological factors of wildlife.

It is increasingly important to ensure that public education is delivered from community

leaders with factual information upon which urban residents can base decisions. Public

education may potentially increase social tolerance for wildlife populations and provide

stakeholders with an accurate and clear understanding of the conflict. Opposition to

hunting in the 1970's in New Jersey was successfully reduced due in part to a reflection

of large scale programs of public education (Applegate, 1979). Public education is a key

initial step toward a successful process for wildlife management in the 2l't century.

Increased tolerance for urban human-wildlife conflict may be achieved through

compensation programs. Compensation assists government agencies and wildlife

managers in balancing the benefits and liabilities of wildlife among stakeholders.

Compensation is paid to some landowners for some forms of wildlife damage but not to

all landowners for all forms of wildlife damage. Compensation is expensive and can lead

to payouts over long time frames. Compensation is more often paid to rural landowners

for wildlife damage of their crops, harvest, or livestock. As a result, compensation is not
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seen as a viable long-term solution to urban large mammal wildlife management.

Compensation has been used in creative ways; however, to promote responsible land

ownership. Gehring and Potter suggest that compensation can be used as an incentive for

farmers and large private landowners to mitigate wolf predation on livestock, that

incentives might be paid to landowners who practice responsible animal husbandry, and

proactive, non-lethal control tools on their property. Landowners thus become active

managers, and stewards of wildlife. Gehring and Potter argue that compensation

programs that compensate only for losses do not have as much potential to increase social

tolerance as active land management incentives might (Gehring & Potter, 2005).

As Porter suggests, government agencies are often under pressure to produce

results. To this end, govemment agencies may formulate quick decisions and implement

policies and strategies that are not founded on the biological, ecological or social

considerations of the wildlife-human conflict. The emergence of Adaptive Resource

Management (ARM) in the early 1990's signaled the integration of science and

management by focusing decision-making on hypothesis-testing and structuring

management actions as field experiments (Enck et al., 2006). ARM promotes enhancing

of science through the evaluation of management actions chosen to achieve specific

objectives directed toward wildlife. ARM allow managers to proceed with management

action knowing they do not have all of the information but that they will leam, adjust and

adopt new information into management action. Management can proceed without

having to wait for all the scientific information to be available, since managers know they

will massage and adjust future management action based on what is learned in the field.

ARM provides solutions for forward motion of action plans but managers need to
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incorporate stakeholders into the decision making process before they establish objectives

of management plans. Adaptive impact management (AIM) seeks to clarify "why"

management is necessary. AIM begins with identification of stakeholder-defined impacts

and stakeholders' beliefs about desired or tolerable levels of these impacts (Enck et al.,

2006). AIM incorporates human dimensions into wildlife management. AIM ensures

objectives of management action are based on analysis of stakeholders' attitudes, beliefs

and values in the human-wildlife conflict. "With impacts identified and translated into

fundamental objectives in terms of desirable levels of positive impacts and tolerable

levels of negative impacts, further input from stakeholders (derived both qualitatively and

quantitatively) and expert knowledge of scientists and managers can be combined to

create a model of the system of factors thought to influence the levels of the identified

impacts" (Enck et al., 2006). AIM builds community trust and public involvement in

making decisions. AIM and ARM complement each other and when used together create

a foundation of process upon which wildlife managers can successfully reduce human-

wildlife conflict.

Understanding shifts occurring in society with respect to wildlife value orientation

is also an essential aspect to understanding human dimension studies. As mentioned,

Manfredo et al. suggest that wildlife value orientations are shifting away from the

traditional materialist (priorizing physical security and economic well being), utilitarian

focus to an increasingly post-materialist (prioritizing quality of life, self-expression, self-

esteem) protection-oriented focus (Manfredo et aI.,2003). These authors suggest that

these value shifts are the result of increasing urbanization, increasing affluence, and

increasing education (Manfredo et al., 2003). Understanding these value shifts may assist
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wildlife managers in understanding human dimension results that show less support for

traditional methods of management.

ln summary, human dimensions is becoming increasingly important in wildlife

management. As the incidence of human-wildlife conflict rises in urban areas, wildlife

managers are attempting to create management plans that impact a large number of

stakeholders with varying beliefs, tolerances, and attitudes. Using public meetings,

working groups, developing partnerships, conducting surveys, and public education,

wildlife managers should be able to develop an approach that involves stakeholders,

identifies stakeholder impacts and management objectives.

White-Tailed Deer Management

A variety of non-lethal and lethal strategies may be used to manage urban deer

populations and to reduce human-deer conflict in metropolitan areas.

Non-Lethal Methods of Management

Public Education

When considering the integration of human dimensions in wildlife management, public

opinion becomes an important consideration. Often, public opinion is based on media

influences (Champ, 2002) and public knowledge may be limited and may not have a

factual foundation. Accurate information may influence people's views about the

acceptability of one management strategy over another. Lauber et al. suggest that public

opinion about management programs influences public policy and therefore good public

policy is dependent on well-informed opinions about the implications of various potential
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management strategies (Lauber et al., 2007). This management strategy suggests that no

action is taken to reduce the deer population, but rather there is an investment in teaching

people to reduce problem interactions by changing human behavior and perhaps in doing

so, change deer behavior.

Habitat Modífícation

Habitat modification is one possible non-lethal strategy. ln urban environments habitat

modification could be considered by private residents, where these residents make

decisions to plant flora not favored by white-tailed deer. [n addition, city planners might

consider landscape-specific variables such as thick forest cover near roadways, or

preferred vegetation near highways (Nielsen et al., 2003). City planners might consider

reducing densely treed landscapes, agriculture, and flora favored by deer near troubled

roadways. Urban planners might also attempt to ensure that all urban land plantings are

unpalatable to deer. DeNicola et al. suggest that habitat modification is rarely practical

since urban deer are so adaptable to human manipulated environments that only large

intensely urbanized areas devoid of any woodlot area would be suitable to deter deer.

Since this is rarely the environment desired, habitat modification is deemed impractical

(DeNicola et a1., 2000). Nielsen et al. suggest that habitat modification can be effective in

reducing deer vehicle collisions on troubled roadways; however, urban residents may

perceive such modification as negatively affecting the esthetics and recreational

opportunities of their communities. Reducing forest cover and shrubby areas on public

lands near roadways did prove to decrease habitat suitability for deer and increase

visibility for drivers (Nielsen et aL.,2003).
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Prohibiting Feeding Deer

Placing a ban prohibiting the feeding of deer is another strategy that might be attempted.

Supplemental feeding is known to enhance deer reproductive rates, encourage deer to

cross roadways, habituate deer to people, increase disease transmission, and promotes

deer to congregate in sensitive areas (Doenier et a1.,1997). This management strategy

may be effective only if resources are available to enforce the ban and if the penalty of

non-compliance on the ban is a large enough fine to encourage residents to comply.

DeNicola et al. suggest that unless adequate resources are available for law enforcement

agencies to enforce ban regulations, this is often an unsuccessful strategy since residents

ignore the ban and continue to feed deer (DeNicola et al., 2000).

Chemícal Repellents

Repellents have also been used to reduce deer browse on private plantings. Repellents

have a high application cost, and have variable effectiveness where total elimination of

damage should not be expected (DeNicola, 2000). Repellents reduce the attractiveness

and palatability of treated flora. Environmental conditions may contribute to the need for

continuous application, which can be costly and time consuming; therefore it is advised

to use repellents with an adherent nature. Generally, this is only effective on a small

scale especially with labor-intensive plants (DeNicola, 2000). Some repellents are odor

based versus taste based. Having odor based repellents is advantageous since deer are

often deterred upon approach reducing the damage of deer walking on plants. Other types

of repellents are fear-induced and pain-induced repellents (DeNicola et al., 2000).
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Scare-Tactics

Scare-tactics have also been used in urban centers to reduce the number of deer from a

defined area. These scare-tactics are met with varying degrees of success. A study done

on urban elk and mule deer found that animal-activated frightening devices equipped

with loud alarms, repeated beeping and light activation did not deter the animals from

feeding and residing in the area (VerCauteren et al., 2005). VerCauteren et al. suggest

that many cervids living near or in urban areas, are already habituated to the sights,

sounds and commotion of densely populated human areas. These non-lethal strategies are

thought to be effective on a small scale, short-term basis but are not regarded as long-

term viable solutions for reducing human-deer conflict.

Barrier Fencing

Fencing can be a reliable non-lethal method of management in site-specific areas such as

airports, landscape or agricultural areas (Caslick & Decker, 1979). Fencing agricultural

lands is a cost prohibitive solution, however. Several factors must be considered in order

for fencing to effectively control deer and it may not be a feasible option over larger areas

(DeNicola et al., 2000). Fence design, site history, deer density, crop or landscape value,

local ordinances, and size of the area to be protected are all factors that must be

considered to determine the effectiveness of fencing as a deer management option.

Caslick and Decker argue in "Economic Feasibility of a Deer-Proof Fence for Apple

Orchatds," that wildlife managers and owners should carefully consider the economies of

deer damage control when considering barrier fencing to ensure cost of losses exceeds

the costs associated with fencing (Caslick & Decker, 1979).
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Road Safety Signage

Fencing, warning signs, vegetation management, and roadside reflectors have been used

to reduce deer-vehicle collisions with varying degrees of success. It is difficult to

determine whether the increase in safety signage has caused motorists to reduce speed.

DeNicola et al. suggest that motorists quickly become accustom to deer warning signage

and as a result, disregard the signs and fail to reduce their speed. As a result, deer-vehicle

collisions continue to occur (DeNicola et al., 2000).

Promote the use of Deer Whistles on Vehicles

Deer whistles are warning whistles attached to cars that have been used in an attempt to

reduce deer-vehicle collisions. These whistles operate at frequencies of L6-20 kHz, a

range in which deer are supposedly frightened by the frequency and decibel of sound

(DeNicola et al., 2000). Unfortunately, there are no studies that indicate that deer are

indeed frightened by the sound. [n addition, no studies indicate the whistles effectiveness

at scaring deer away from roadways. A study conducted on mule deer indicates that the

vehicle whistles were not found to alarm deer, and are thought not to be loud enough to

be heard over the vehicle engine and other roadway sounds (Romin & Dalton, 1992).

Trap and Relocation

Trap and relocation is another possible urban deer management option. Translocation is

the trapping of animals in urban areas, and the release of these animals in new designated

areas. Translocation has been preferred by some stakeholders who oppose lethal
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management strategies. Unfortunately, translocation has many downfalls. It is rarely

feasible due to limited release sites and animal stress suffered during transport

(McCullough et al., 1997). Often, deer die due to stress during capture, transport, or as

the result of an incapability to adjust to predation and other factors in the new

environment. On Angel Island in San Francisco Bay, the California Department of Fish

and Game relocated 203 deer after area residents indicated their opposition to the

introduction of predators and lethal methods of management. A majority of the 203

relocated deer died within the first year with most of the deer dying within the first three

months after relocation (McCullough et a1.,1997). A similar trap and relocation of deer

was conducted in 1991, where29black-tailed deer were trapped and relocated from

Ardenwood Park, California, to the Ohlone V/ilderness area, two hours from Ardenwood

Park for release. Twenty seven deer were fitted with radio collars (two died during

capture) where their movements were studied for one year. By the end of the yeaÍ,

twenty three deer of the twenty seven relocated were dead (Mayer et al., 1995). tn

addition to injury, death and suffering of the re-located deer, disease transmission is a

concem. Translocated animals may import new parasites to residing animals of the same

species, or of other resident species at the translocated site (Cunningham, 1996).

Translocation is a costly and difficult as to finding suitable release sites.

Immunocontraceptives

Fertility control is another non-lethal strategy in the experimental phase of

implementation. Fertility control has been advocated by some stakeholders as the

humane altemative to lethal management (Lauber eta1.,2007). Administering
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immunocontraceptives effectively is difficult, however, especially in free-range herds.

Immunocontraceptives are not considered a viable cost-effective management option

since the method is still experimental (Tumer et al., 1996; DeNicola et al., 2000); since

the time-to-reduction is unacceptable (Menill et al., 2006); since the probability of

successfully delivering sequential doses of contraceptives to free-ranging herds is low;

and since the cost and effort required to capture, mark, and treat every female is

prohibitive (Nielsen et al., 1997). In a case study in Coyote Hills in the San Francisco

Bay area, 15 adult does were inoculated with the fertility control drug porcine zona

pellucid (PZP) and fitted with radio transmitters (McCullough et al., 1997). tn the

fawning season the following year, none of the treated does produced fawns; however,

the following fawning season (the second fawning season after treatment) the does

produced fawns. This case study confirmed the expected one-year maximum

effectiveness period of PZP (McCullough et al., 1997). In addition to thãhigh cost of

treatment and the difficulties encountered by repeated treatment of does in a free range

herd, there are also concerns over the effect fertility control treatments may have on doe

movement and behavioral changes. Hernandez et al. suggest that some side effects of

PZP treatment are repeated estruses, an extension of the breeding season, and increased

movement and ranges (therefore increased concerns over deer-vehicle encounters in

urban areas) in immunized does (Hernandez et al., 2006). Hemandez et al. did not find in

their research any difference in doe movement or range changes once treated; however,

they did not evaluate the potential changes that may occur with male movement and

range change when treated females exist in the herd, suggesting male movement changes

may be more pronounced than females (Hernandez et a1.,2006).
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Sur gic al Sterilízation

Surgical sterilization might be a successful way to reduce urban deer population size;

however, there are many concems with this method of management. Cost, time-to-

reduction, stress on deer during capture and procedure, behavioral changes in the herd

and herd dynamics, and considerable management effort are a few examples of such

challenges (Merrill et a1.,2006). Surgical sterilization requires the capture and

sterilization of a substantial number of fertile females, although fertile females are only a

fraction of the deer that are encountered and males and previously sterilized females will

likely also be captured. This increases the stress suffered by deer and increases the waste

of manager resources and effort (Merrill et al., 2006).

Status Quo (No Management)

The effectiveness of this management option is unknown. We do know that without

management the GWA deer herd has the potential to grow 6Vo per year (Manitoba

Conservation,2O0T). Given this, the GV/A deer population has the potential to grow to

over 1450 deer by 2010 and over 2600 deer by 2020. Such increases in the urban deer

population will liekly result in an increase in human-deer conflict and an increase in the

number of deer-vehicle collisions within the city. Since the GWA is located within

Manitoba, a province at the northern limiting range for white-tailed deer, severe winter

weather can have a significant impact on the urban deer population. Severe winter

weather in 1995-1996 and again in 1996-1997 did have a substantial impact on the urban

deer population, dropping the estimated deer population in the GWA to only 275 deer
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(Manitoba Conservation,2007). Since there are many dynamic, changing variables to

consider when approaching and urban deer management plan, it is difficult to determine

the future impact of status quo.

Lethal Methods of Management

Traditionally, hunting was the primary method used to control population growth in rural

areas. However, hunting is limited in urban and suburban environments due to perceived

concem for public safety, and firearm discharge laws. In addition, hunting is faced with

other challenges. Many recreational hunters do not see themselves as wildlife managers

and may not be willing to make the adjustments necessary to control overabundant urban

wildlife (Brown et al., 2000). Hunter numbers are also declining in some areas, and there

is speculation as to whether there are enough hunters to effectively reduce overabundant

wildlife populations (Brown et al., 2000).

Selective Cull

The urban deer population could be immediately reduced by selectively shooting deer.

The meat from the deer that are dispatched could be used by charitable organizations,

although such an initiative increases the costs of the management action. Deer could be

culled by professional staff with Manitoba Conservation, hired professionals from an

outside organization, or by city police. Selectively culling deer could be used to remove

diseased and injured deer from the urban herd. Bait sites could be set up to lure deer to

these specific areas where they are culled. This management action might not be effective

in areas where housing density and urban activity is high and it might encounter
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opposition because of perceived safety concerns. This method of management would

need to be repeated periodically to maintain the deer population at the desired level.

Trap and Euthanize

Trap and euthanasia is a lethal technique that can be considered in areas where there is

concem over the discharge of firearms. Deer are trapped using box traps, clover traps,

drop nets, or rocker nets and then euthanized using chemicals or using a gunshot or a

penetrating captive bolt to the head (DeNicola, 2000). Meat can be delivered for human

consumption to shelters as the animals have been euthanized by gunshot or other physical

means avoiding chemicals (DeNicola, 2000). This method is generally expensive and

deer are greatly stressed during the restraint phase of the capturing process (DeNicola and

Swihart, 1997). Schwartz et al. compared three methods of chemical immobitization and

euthanization of urban deer. The authors suglest that rifle shots to the head resulted in

low cortisol concentrations (used to measure the response of deer to stress). As a result,

they recommend euthanasia of deer by rifle as the most efficient and humane method of

euthanasia of urban deer (Schwartz et al., 1997).

Sharpshooting

Sharpshooting can also be used to address overabundant deer in urban areas.

Sharpshooting involves employing trained, experienced professionals to lethally remove

deer through sharpshooting. This method has been considerably successful (DeNicola et

a1.,1997). There are several methods recoûrmended for sharpshooting programs such as:

use of bait to attract deer to designated areas prior to removal; shooting deer from
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portable tree stands, ground blinds, or from a vehicle during the day or night; when

possible, selecting the head (brain) or neck (spine) shots to ensure a quick and humane

death; processing of deer in a closed and sheltered facility; and donating of meat to food

banks (DeNicola, 2000). Bait sites can be used to effectively increase the visibility of

deer. Using bait sites in urban areas may increase hunter success and may be used to

shift deer activity away from residential areas to enhance shooting safety, make deer

more accessible, and increase perceived public safety by sharpshooting in less densely

populated areas (Kilpatrick and Stober,2002). In east-central New Hampshire in 1996,

sharpshooting was adopted to reduce overabundant deer populations in the town of Long

Island. Since humaneness and safety were the primary concems of the public, a

professional and organized sharpshooting management strategy was considered a success

as the plan was able to effectively address these concems, reduce the deer population, and

donate a large amount of venison tõ local food banks (DeNicola et al., IggT).

Controlled Hunting

Controlled hunts have also been used as a lethal method of management in urban and

suburban areas. Controlled hunting is the application of legal, regulated deer hunting in

combination with stringent controls or restrictions as dictated by elected officials

(DeNicola, 2000). Controlled hunting incorporates a variety of restrictions for hunters

such as limited hunting dates and times, restrictions on movement, and antlerless-only

permits (McDonald et al., 2007). Controlled hunting is often controversial and can be

costly. Controlled hunts, however, have been successful in many locations (Kilpatrick

and'Walter,1999). Robert Deblinger et al. suggest that a controlled hunt implemented in
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the mid 1980's in Massachusetts did achieve deer population reduction and the desired

ecological outcomes. Although this deer management plan did encounter significant

opposition from animal rights and anti hunting groups at the beginning, once the

controlled hunt was underway, public relations improved as people recognized the

careful, scientific way the program was established, organized and operated (Deblinger et

al., 1995). This controlled hunting program had high hunter success rates, hunter

proficiency tests, hunter education opportunities, and proved successful in achieving the

ecological and sociological objectives of the management plan (Deblinder et al., 1995).

In order for hunting to be effective in achieving desired population reduction, two

phases must be considered. The first phase is the initial reduction in the population

abundance. The second phase is maintenance of the population at this new desired level

(Brown et al., 2000). Adequate hunter numbers and hunter participation under these

restrictive conditions is iisential to hunting as an effective method of population control

(Brown et al., 2000).

Regulated Bow and Arrow Hunting

Regulated bow and alrow hunting is another lethal method of management that can be

considered. In many suburban and urban communities in the United States, firearm

discharge laws only allow bow hunting within communities (Kilpatrick et al., 2007).

Managers should ensure that before a regulated bow hunting management plan is

considered and hunting limits are set, research into various aspects of the deer herd are

conducted for the sake of the sustainability of the herd, the value of the habitat, and to

reduce deer dispersal, possibly further into urban areas. Immigration and emigration of
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deer must be considered. As is argued by Porter et al., management to reduce deer

densities in a local area is predicated on the assumption that deer from the surrounding

landscape will not move into an area where the population density has been reduced

(Porter et al., 2004).

Another matter that a bow and arrow management strategy needs to consider is

the change in deer range patterns that may occur with an archery season. McDonald et al.

point out that archery hunting caused female white-tailed deer in an urban area to change

their home range use pattems. Female deer used the hunted area less frequently than

during the pre-hunt period (McDonald et al., 2007). McDonald et al. suggest that human

activity levels and increased hunting pressure caused increased deer movements. It

would be important for any proposed management strategy to ensure that considerations

of the impact of increased deer movement are understood and implications are measured.

Bow aná aïïow hunting may also be presented with the challenge of support from

hunters. In a human dimensions study conducted by Kilpatrick et al. bow hunters had

varying support for hunting over bait in urban areas. Support for bow hunting in urban

areas did increase when a special season was suggested for urban harvest outside of the

existing archery season (Kilpatrick et al., 2007).
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY

This chapter focuses on the thesis design and methodology. First, a description of the

study area is presented. Second, a description ofthe research design, survey

stratification, and survey construction is discussed. Lastly, a breakdown of the methods

of analysis utilized in this research is presented.

Study Area

The Greater Winnipeg Area (GWA), the study area for this research, is a city located in

the province of Manitoba, one of the three westem prairie provinces in Canada.

Manitoba is a province spanning 647,979 sq. kilometers (250,116 sq. miles) (Government

of Mañitoba Geography web pages accessed on September 29,2008) with a 2008

population estimate of 1,208,000 people (Manitoba Bureau of Statistics web pages

accessed on September 29,2008). The largest and capital city in Manitoba, Winnipeg, is

the 7ù largest municipality in Canada located near the longitudinal center of North

America, approximately 100km (62 m1) north of the border with the United States and 70

km (43 mi) south of Lake Winnipeg (Govemment of Manitoba Community Profiles web

pages accessed on September 29,2008). Wiruripeg is located where historically a tall

grass prairie ecosystem thrived (Scott, 2007). The city has a humid continental climate

(Koppen climate classification), with the summer typically humid and hot, seeing temp

rise to 35 degrees Celsius. Spring and fall are highly variable seasons. The typical winter

in Winnipeg is long and cold seeing temperatures reach minus 35 degrees Celsius.
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Winnipeg is very sunny with an average of 317 sunny days per year (Govemment of

Manitoba Map for New Comers web pages accessed on September 29,2008).

Survey Stratifícatíon

Appendix 4 provides a map of the study area, outlining the GWA as defined by Canada

Post (Canada Post web site accessed on June 20,2008). This image illustrates the GWA,

divided into the 35 urban FSA (forward sortation areas) used by Canada post for mail

delivery. A forward sortation area is defined as the area that represents the first three

characters of the postal code (Toronto Star media kit website accessed on Novemb er 27 ,

2008).

Land Use and Land Cover

Appendix 5 provides an image of the land use and land cover of the GWA and near

surrounding areas. The study area for this research is outlined in red. The pale pink

represents urbanization. The yellow represents agriculture, which occupies a majority of

the land around Winnipeg. Extensive agriculture is found only in the southem portion

of the province, with the most common type of farm found in rural areas being cattle

farming (34.67o), followed by grains (IgEo) and oilseeds (7 .9Vo). Approximately lTVo of

Canada's farmland is found in Manitoba (Morriss, 2007). The airport is located on the

western side of the city. Near to city center is the historic confluence of the Red and

Assiniboine Rivers near city center, which is now commonly known as "The Forks."

Just outside of the study area, approx. 25 km NE of Winnipeg is Birds Hill Provincial

Park. Birds Hill covers 8300 acres (35.1 sq. km) of aspen/oak parkland and is home to a
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stable and relatively large white-tailed deer population (Trenaman,2007). Within the

city interior is a unique forested area known as the Assiniboine forest. The 700-acre

(2.8 sq.km) or 287 ha area represents forest, prairie and marsh land and is located only

13 km from downtown Winnipeg. The Assiniboine forest is believed to provide thermal

cover for white-tailed deer (City of Winnipeg web pages accessed on September 26,

2008).

Human Population

Appendix 6 provides a look at the human population in each FSA within the study area.

The 2006 Statistics Canada population census indicates the City of Winnipeg and the

GWAtohaveapopulationof 636,177 and64I,009 respectively. Thepopulationof the

city of Winnipeg has grown by 4.3Vo since 1991 (Government of Manitoba web pages

accessed on September 29,2008).

Appendix 7 provides a map of the population density of each FSA within the

GWA. The dark red shading on the image represents the FSA with the highest

population density, occurring near the city center, and the light pink indicates the lowest

population density of the GWA.

Research Design

The study used a four-wave, self administered, quantitative, mail-back questionnaire to

survey a random selection of 4000 residents within the GWA. The study was designed

by adopting a modified version of the Tailored Design Method established by Don A.

Dillman in Mail and Internet Snrveys: The Tailored Design Method,2007, a revision of
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the earlier Total Design Method developed in Mail and Telephone Surveys: The Total

Design Method,1978. A mail survey was chosen as the instrument for this research for a

number of reasons. First, mail surveys are considered an effective means of assessing

public opinion. Second, using a mail questioruraire has advantages since mail surveys

have a higher probability of reaching the respondents where other methods fail (Dillman,

1978). [n addition, mail surveys reduce the social desirability bias, where respondents

answer questions in a way they feel is acceptable and popular. Respondents are found to

be the most honest in their answers on mail surveys (Dillman, I97S). Based on the social

exchange theory, an effectively constructed mail survey: appeals to a respondent's

usefulness; increases perceived rewards for respondents who participate; decreases

perceived costs in responding; and promotes trust between researcher and respondent

through outlining the beneficial outcomes that result from the survey findings (Dillman,

2001). Random mail surveys also tend to be more representative of public opinion than

either public meetings or advisory groups (Green et. al., L997). Residents have also

indicated their appreciation for the opportunity to express their views and mail surveys

have been useful in providing agencies with the opportunity to inform, and educate the

public (Stout et a1., 1996). Mail surveys have been utilized by many researchers and

wildlife managers with success. Decker et al. L987, 
'Whittaker, 

Vaske, & Manfredo

2001; Vaske et aL.2006, Conover, 1997 are a few examples of many that have utilized

the Dillman mail survey methodology in determining public values and attitudes toward

wildlife with successful results.

A quantitative approach to this study was adopted since quantitative studies use

an experimental strategy of inquiry and are used to pre-test and posttest measures of
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attitudes (Creswell, 2003). A quantitative methodology is often used in conducting

surveys and experiments since it collects data on predetermined instruments, in this case,

a mail survey, that yield statistic results (Creswell, 2003).

A sample size of 4000 was calculated based on the population size of the GWA

and based on99Vo confidence level and a+l- 3Vo sampling error (Dillman, 2007). The

Tailored Design Method was utilized for this research since it identifies each aspect of

the mail survey process that may bear on the quality and quantity of response and

effectively shapes mail questionnaires in such a way that the best possible responses are

obtained. Through adopting the Tailored Design Method, I attempted to increase survey

response rate. Mail surveys have received a downward trend in response over the last

fifteen years, mainly due to an increasing presence of junk mail in people's mailboxes

(Cormelly et al., 2003). Following methods established in the Tailored Design Method

minimizes the costs of respondents'responding, maximizes respondents'rewards for

responding, establishes a trust that these rewards will be delivered to respondents, and

appeals to respondents on the basis of their social usefulness.

Sample

This broad-based study randomly selected 4000 residents within the GWA whose names,

phone numbers, and addresses were purchased from The conerstone Group of

Companies. The Conerstone Group of Companies provided a random computerized

selection of GWA residents who have a registered telephone number from the Manitoba

Telephone System. The study was designed to survey a broad-based selection of

complete representativeness of the GWA residents. To accomplish complete broad based
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representativeness, The Comerstone Group of Companies randomly selected an even

number of residents from each of the 36 urban FSA's located within the GWA. Since the

desired sample size was 4000 and there are 36 urban FSA's within the GWA, there were

111 residents randomly selected from each urban FSA. Using this methodology,

however, it is important to recognize that not all residents within the GWA were

represented. The sample frame did not consist of GWA residents who do not have a

registered phone number, who have requested privacy restrictions on their information, or

those without a private telephone number who are elderly or disabled. These individuals

were not included in this broad-based sample. For the purpose of this study, response

rate is calculated as follows:

Response Rate = Number of questionnaires returned x 100

Number of questionnai¡es in the sample - (non-eligible + non-reachable)

Mail Survey Construction

A mail survey must act as its own advocate. Over the last decade, mail surveys have

received a downward trend in response rate with the increasing presence of junk mail

(Connelly et al., 2003). Mail questionnaire construction must be carefully organized and

designed to engage, motivate, and reward respondents for their participation. The mail

questionnaire must provide immediate and positive answers to concems over the

questionnaire's importance, difficulty, and length. According to the Tailored Design

Method, a properly organized and shaped mail questionnaire should achieve good results.

By considering 5 elements, the Tailored Design Method has been shown to significantly

improve response to mail surveys in most situations. These 5 elements are: respondent-

friendly questionnaire; four contacts by first class mail; inclusion of stamped return
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envelopes; personalized correspondence; and a token financial incentive (Dillman, 2007).

To this end, the careful construction of the questionnaire was a critical feature of this

study.

Que s t ionnai re C ons t ruc t ion

Questionnaire construction and organization are critically important to the success of a

mail survey. Each aspect of the design, implementation and organization must be

carefully considered in order to yield higher response rates. Consistent with the Tailored

Design Method, the questionnaire utilized in this study was formatted in a vertical

booklet form (Dillman,2007). See Appendix 8. The booklets were attractive, well-

organized and appear easy to complete. I used Likert 5 point scales in the survey. Likert

point scales gave the survey respondents a range to indicate their level of agreement or

disagreement with the question or statement. No questions were presented on the front or

back cover pages of the questionnaire. The questionnaires were printed on white paper to

be consistent with the methodology. Questions were carefully grouped according to topic,

and ordered along a descending gradient of social usefulness or importance (Dillman,

I978). Questions were grouped within topics from the most salient to the least salient.

Higher response rates of 25Vo were noted by Connelly et al. 2003, when the survey was

highly salient, involving a topic of interest to a specific audience (Connelly et al., 2003).

Since questionnaires consist of a variety of topics, some interesting to the respondents,

some not, I attempted to start the questionnaire with the more salient questions, questions

that would be relevant to a wide range of respondents (Dillman,2007). Questions were

grouped to take advantage of cognitive ties that respondents were likely to make among
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groups of questions to build a sense of flow and continuity throughout the questionnaire.

Since self-administered surveys are a series of questions that cannot be separated or made

independent from one another, they have an effect on each other. Respondents identify

the questions as related to one another and may adjust their answers to the second

question based on their answers to the first one (Dillman, 2007). "No single question is

more crucial than the first one" (Dillman,2007). The first question will be chosen based

on: clarity, relation to study, interesting, usefulness, neutrality, applicabitity to everyone,

and should be easily understood and answer (Dillman, 1978; Dillman,2007). The

questionnaire was designed in careful consideration that respondents comprehend every

word and every question. Questionnaire pre-test was designed and conducted to ensure a

random selection of participants indeed understood language and question construction.

Each complex question added to the survey map potentially decrease response rate by

0.5Vo (Cowtelly et a1.,2003). As such, the questionnaire was created by carefully

considering and simplifying question complexity.

Since using multiple fonts, shapes, brightness, symbols and styles may decrease

questioruraire clarity, these were avoided. The font color used throughout the

questionnaire is black making it easy to read. The font is standard and large enough that

readability was easy for respondents. Increasing font size by one whole increment can

improve the response rate by 47o (Connelly et al., 2003). The questionnaire was designed

to use bold print for the questions and regular print for the answer choices. This provides

a hierarchical gradient of the most to the least brightness that is consistent with the flow

of each question and provides a clear and easy way for respondents to distinguish

between questions and answers (Dillman ,2007). All answers are listed vertically instead
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of horizontally, use simple numbers or boxes, and are placed on the left of the category

labels, since the amount of space needed for writing answers varies considerably

(Dillman, 2007; Dillman, I978). Careful attention was given to ensure consistency and

simplicity to the verbal and graphical language in the questionnaire (Dillman,2007).

Directions on how to answer each question of the questionnaire are clear and consistent

throughout the questionnaire. The directions are placed exactly where the information is

needed and not in a separate section of the questionnaire (Dillman, I978; Dillman, 2007).

In addition, only one question is asked at a time, and all questions fit to each page.

Objectionable questions are placed near the end of the questionnaire, since a respondent

who has invested 5-10 minutes already answering questions is less tikely to respond to an

objectionable question by quitting. In addition, these "objectionable" questions may

seem less objectionable in light of previous questions already answered (Dillman, 2007).

Demographic questions are placed at the end of the questionnaire (Dillman, 1978;

Dillman, 2007). The front cover design is simple, basic, and attractive, in black and white

carefully created to generate a positive first impression and motivate respondents. The

front cover includes the study title, a simple, neutral graphic illustration, and the name

and address of the University of Manitoba (Dillman, L978; Dillman, 2007). The back

cover is also simple, providing participants with the opportunity to make any additional

comments, and offering plenty of white space with a simple note of appreciation at the

bottom (Dillman, 1978: Dillman, 2007).

By and large, the questions used in this study were developed by researching

human dimensions mail survey questions generated over the past two decades to address

public opinion and tolerance in regard to growing urban white-tailed deer populations.
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Questions were developed from surveys conducted by the Human Dimensions Research

Unit through Cornell University. The survey questions were modeled from the HDRU

series: No. 99-1; No. 01-7; No. 07-5; No. 00-8; and No. 08-2 (Human Dimensions

Research Unit, Cornell University web pages accessed on March 2,2008).

This study was approved by the Joint Research Ethics Committee at the

University of Manitoba.

Pre-test

According to the Tailored Design Method, a pre-test is an important step in effective

survey implementation. A pre-test should: evaluate the questionnaire to see if others

identify problems; determine if any production mistakes have been made; leam whether

people understand the questions; determine if any questions are avoided; and provide

active feedback (Dillman, 2007).I conducted a pre-test as a paú of my queslionnaire

design. I dispersed 25 questionnaires to staff employed at the University of Manitoba.

These participants had a range of job responsibilities and lived in different areas within

my study area. I also dispersed 25 questionnaires to staff employed at Manitoba

Conservation. Again, participants' job responsibilities were varied and respondents lived

in different areas within my study area. Pre-testing gave me the opportunity to evaluate

the questionnaire in terms of my study objectives. It allowed me to determine item non-

response questions, question comprehension, and appropriate survey length (Dillman,

7978; Dillman,2007).
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Survey [mplementation

Implementation procedures have a substantial influence on response rates. The

implementation design should convince respondents that a problem of importance exists

and that their help is needed to identify a solution (Dillman, 2007). Following Dillman, I

attempted to present myself as a person who, in light of the complexity of the problem, is

making a reasonable request for help, such help as will contribute to the solution of the

problem. I presented myself as an intermediary between the recipient asked to contribute

and the steps that might help to solve the important problem (Dillman, 1978). Since

multiple contacts are identified as the primary factor influencing response rate, followed

only by financial incentives (Dillman, 2007), this study made four contacts to each of the

4000 randomly selected residents. Dillman identified personalization of correspondence

and stamped returned envelopes as positively, albeit modestly, affecting response rate

(Dillman, 2007). Thus, each envelope was personally addressed, wiltr a postage paid

retum envelope enclosed. As a financial incentive, participants who completed and

returned the questionnaire were able to enter a draw for a weekend for two, valued at

$400, at a local Manitoba resort.

Cover Letter

I mention the cover letter methodology here, since the design and message of the cover

letter are critically important and may affect survey response rates (Dillman,20O7). The

cover letter is extremely important as it communicates the appeal with reasonable

explanation of the subject of the study, the benefit, and the individual importance of the

respondent to the study success (Dillman, 1978). The cover letter used for this study was
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kept to one page (Dillman, 1978; Dillman, 2007). The cover letter was printed on

University of Manitoba letter head with the personalization of each recipient's address

present on each letter. The cover letter was designed to establish personal

communication with each respondent. The cover letter was clear and straight-forward.

The date on the cover letter was current to the date the letter was mailed. Since I was

carrying out a respondent selection process, I was only partially able to personalize each

letter. In an attempt to balance the demographic of residents completing the survey, I

asked that the adult member of the household whose birthday was next to occur to be the

person to fill out the questionnaire. As a result, I was not able to address the cover letter

to a specific individual.

The first paragraph of the cover letter outlined the intent of the letter, the

objectives of the study and the request for each recipient's participation. This paragraph

outlined the approval of the project by the Joint Faculty {esearch Ethics Board atthe

University of Manitoba. The second paragraph of the cover letter explained that each

recipient's participation was voluntary, emphasized the social usefulness of their

response and explained that postage-paid retum envelopes were enclosed. The third

paragraph described my ethical commitment to each participant not to release the results

of the study in a way that would identify any respondents individually. I explained

confidentiality in an honest but brief way to avoid any discouragement. I explained the

financial incentive offered to those who chose to participate. Each questionnaire was

coded with an individual identification number that was printed directly on the front of

the questionnaire to ensure that follow up mailings were sent only to non-respondents. I

did not attempt to hide this identification number since this is inconsistent with honesty
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and inconsistent with an effort to communicate openly with the questionnaire recipients

(Dillman, 2007). I briefly explained the identification number located on the fronr of rhe

survey. The last paragraph of the cover letter explained that respondents may feel free to

withdraw from this study at any time. This paragraph provided information on how

participants might contact the Human Ethics Secretariat and explained participants may

feel free to contact me with any questions (Dillman,2007). A simple statement of thanks

was made. See Appendix 9.

For the second and third contact, a postcard reminder/thank you card was created

and mailed to all non-respondents. Postcard thank you and reminder contacts are

advantageous since: they ensure these contacts have a unique look and feel compared to

the original letter; they may draw a recipient's attention compared to a regular envelope;

and they reduce costs by removing the need for purchasing envelopes (Dillman ,2007).

These postcards were dated for the date in whic-h they were mailed. This reminder

postcard indicated that the person's completed questionnaire had not yet been received

and urged the recipient to respond. These two reminder/thank you mailings did not

include another copy of the survey nor a postage-paid retum envelope. See Appendix 10.

The fourth mailing contact included a cover letter along with another copy of the

survey and a postage paid retum envelope. The cover letter used for this fourth mailing

contact was only slightly modified from this original cover letter. This cover letter was

modified to thank all those who had already responded and to act as a reminder to all

those who had yet to respond. This letter re-enforced the need and usefulness of their

response and the benefits awarded to them for responding. see Appendix 11.
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Mailing Time Line

The first of the four contacts was sent out on September 2,2008. The study began in

September since researchers such as Connelly et aL.2003 have indicated that study

findings suggest spring, holiday and summer months receive lower survey response rates,

and that survey response rates can be improved between 3-67o depending on the month in

which the survey is sent (Connelly et al., 2003). The initial contact package consisted of

an information cover letter, a copy of the questionnaire, and a postage paid return

envelope. Two weeks to the day of the initial mailing, on September 15, 2008, a reminder

postcard was sent. This reminder was sent to all non-respondents and was dated for the

date it was mailed. A second non-respondent reminder was sent 4 weeks after the original

mailing, on October 1, 2008 and was again dated for the date it was mailed. This

reminder postcard indicated that the person's completed questionnaire had not yet been

received, explain the importance of theíi response to the study, and urge them to

complete the questionnaire. The final contact, mailed 8 weeks following the original

mailing, consisted of a letter indicating the person's completed questionnaire had not yet

been received, a modified version of the original letter, the questionnaire, and a postage

paid retum envelope. Each contact, created to give a slightly different look and feel,

attempted to convey a sense of appropriate renewal of an effort to communicate. The

four wave mailing is a modification from Dillman's proposed 5 contacts (Dillman ,2007).

I omitted the pre-notice letter due to cost restraints.
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Non-Response Error Follow-up

In order to address potential non-response error, and to assess whether those who did not

respond felt substantially different from those who did, a non-response telephone survey

was designed and conducted on 50 random non-respondents upon completion of the

survey. Non-response questions were generated by researching other non-respondent

surveys conducted over the past two decades. See Appendix 12.

Analysis

The following discussion of the techniques used to analyze the results of this study is

divided into three parts: first, an outline of the methods used to input and store the data

received from each returned survey; second, a description ofthe statistics used to analyze

data; third, a review of the spatial distribution of data illustrated by GIS.

Database

ln order to effectively record response from each returned survey, a relational database

was created. The information for the entire sample of 4000 residents was entered,

including, for each question, all variables and demographics. For each potential

respondent, a code was used to identify if a survey was returned completed, incomplete,

or was returned to sender. Once a survey was returned the individuals were found by use

of their sequence number or name and the information from the returned survey was

recorded. This process was maintained daily to ensure the database was cunent to the

day's mail delivery. on September 10,2008, September 26,2008, and october 9, 2008,

the database was sent to MDA mail management services. This list contained all names
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and addresses of those who had not yet responded. These lists of non-respondents

provided MDA with the information on how many packages to print for the

corresponding reminder/thank you contact.

Upon the completion of the mailing process, once all returned surveys had been

received and entered into the database, queries were created and run for each and every

question. The queries summarized the data and presented the overall findings of each

question for analysis.

Statistics

As the first stage of data analysis, descriptive statistics were used to summarize the data

generated from all returned surveys. Frequency tables and pie charts were generated for

each and every question. [n the process, questions needing further investigation were

identified. Relationihips that might exist between questions were then investigated. Two

by two contingency tables were used to determine whether or not associations between

categorical variables exist. These tables contained the number of observations as defined

by these two variables. Chi-square tests were then conducted to evaluate whether this is

an association between the variables. Logistic regression was used to determine the

relationship of a number of variables to one question, or, to determine the effect of the

numerous variables to one response variable. Due to the nature of the data of the outcome

response variable, where the data represents discrete variables instead of continuous

variables, logistic regression was used (Moore, 2000).
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Geographic Information Systems ( GIS )

GIS is a process of analysis that combines relational databases with spatial interpretation

and outputs in the form of maps (Government of Canada Industry of Canada web pages

accessed on November 28,2008). Geographical information systems has just emerged as

a tool used to spatial represent information generated from human dimensions studies in

the wildlife management field. Leong et al. presented on the use of GIS and mail survey

response to assist in public participation on planning providing a spatial analysis of

wildlife issues in communities near urban parks (Leong et al., 2008). GIS can be an

effective tool to spatial represent public opinion in comparison to deer density and deer-

vehicle collision hot spots across a defined area. This study used GIS to spatially

represent the distribution of resident response and opinion, creating a tool that may

visually assist individuals in understanding survey results.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS

This chapter presents the results of the study broken down into five sections: the first

section presents the results ofthe pre-test; the second section presents the study response

rate, demographics of respondents, and overall findings of the questionnaire; the third

section explores the relationships identified between variables from the questionnaire and

the results of the statistical analysis; the fourth section presents the spatial distribution of

respondents, and the results from the GIS analysis; the final section presents the results

from the non-response error follow-up survey.

Pre-Test

A total of fifty pre-tests were distributed during the month of June and July. Twenty-five

surveys were given out to various support staff at the University of Manitoba and the

remaining twenty-five suryeys were given to various staff employed at Manitoba

Conservation. A total of forty-three pre-test surveys were retumed by the beginning of

August. Three minor changes were made that were identified as necessary in the

returned pre-test. One change made was to remove the word "sport" from before

hunting. The second change was to better define instructions on how to rank answers to

one question. The last change made was to include radio with television as a method of

public education. No other changes or revisions were identified as necessary from the

returned pre-test surveys.
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Survey Findings

Response Rate

Of the 3753 delivered surveys (247 questionnaires were undeliverable), I received 1182

completed. The response rate of this study is 3I.57o.

Demographics

Of the 1182 respondents, 6l%o (n=719) were male and 377o (n=442)were female with

2Vo (n=ZI) not responding to this question. There were 42.97o (n=508) of respondents

between the age range of 51-70, 3T.4Vo (n=371) between the age range of 31-50, and

l5.8Vo (n=187) between the age range of 71-100. OnIy 5.27o (n=62) of those who

responded indicated they were in the youngest age range between 18-30, with4.67o

(n=54) choosing not to respond to this question. Figure 3 illustrates the age breakdown

of respondents.
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Figure 4 represents respondents' answers when asked about their highest level of

education.

Fig. 4 Highest education level of
respondents

ø Some high school (9.5%)

@ High school diploma (17.4%)

''t:ä Some U n iversity/tech n ica I

college (3!.9%l

@l University undergrad degree
(22.8%l

ä University graduate degree
(!2.4%l

ffi Non-response (6%)

Figure 4 illustrates that 7 L47o (n=793) of those who responded indicated they had

attended university at some point.

Respondents'marital status results are as follows: 63.57o (n=750) of respondents

indicated they were married, 20.57o (n=242) indicated they were single, 87o (n=94)

indicated they were divorced, 5Vo (n=63) indicated they were in a common-law

relationship , and 37o (n=33) chose not to answer this question. A majority of respondent

households ,38.J7o (n=458) had two people living in the household. l8.9Vo (n=223) of

respondents indicated only one person lived in the household,I4Vo (n=165) indicated

three people lived in the household, 1.8.4Vo (n=217) indicated four people were living in

the household,TVo (n=82) indicted five or more people living in the household, and37o

(n=35) chose not to respond to this question. Respondents were also asked to indicate

whether they have any children and if so, how many. Responses to this question are as
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follows: a majority of respondents,33.IVo (n=391) indicated having two children,23Vo

(n=27I) indicated they did not have any children, 12.67o (n=149) indicated they had one

child, 17 .77o (n=209) indicated they had three childrcn, I0.6Vo (n=127) indicated they

had four or more children, and37o (n=35) did not respond to this question.

Overall Fíndings of Questionnaire

The following section provides the participants responses to the questionnaire. These

responses give insight into residents' opinions and tolerances toward the urban white-

tailed deer population, and residents' preferences toward potential urban deer

management strategies.

To begin, respondents were asked to indicate the length of time they have lived in

the GWA. Figure 5 illustrates the length of time respondents have lived in the GWA.

Fig. 5 Years lived in the GWA
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When asked if respondents

16.lVo (n=900) indicated they had.

had seen a deer in the GWA within the last year,

Of those who had observed deer, the questionnaire
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asked them to indicate the season(s) in which they had observed deer. A majority of

respondents indicated they had observed deer in all four seasons (327o,n=383),9.7Vo

(n=115) indicated they had observed deer solely in spring, 14.ZVo (n=168) observed deer

solely in summer,I0.3Vo (n=L22) observed deer solely in fall, and3%o (n=37) observed

deer solely in winter.

Figure 6 provides respondents' answers when asked whether they had seen a deer

in their neighborhood within the last year.

Those who responded that they had observed deer in their neighborhoods were

asked to indicate whether they enjoyed having deer in their neighborhood. A total of

34Vo (n=399) indicated they did enjoy having deer in their neighborhood. Respondents

were asked whether they had seen a deer or signs of deer on their property:20Vo (n=236)

of respondents indicated they had,78.87o (n=931) indicated they had not, 0.3Vo (n=4)

indicated they did not know, and0.9Vo (n=11) did not respond to this question.

Fig. 6 # of repondents who have seen
deer in their neighborhoods
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Respondents were asked a series of questions about vegetation and landscape on

their property and in their community. Respondents were asked to indicate they type of

potential deer food sources they had on their property. Figure 7 represents the types of

potential deer food sources respondents indicated were present on their property.

tig,7 Type of vegetation on
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Respondents were asked about the types of landscapes within their communities.

When asked whether respondents had parks, woods, or forested/undeveloped lands near

their property that they felt might be used by deer, 60.67o (n=716) indicated they did,

33.87o (n=399) indicated they did not,4.9Vo (n=58) indicated they did not know, and

0.8Vo (n=9) did not respond to this question. Of those who indicated they did have such

lands near their property, they were asked to identify the type(s) of landscapes(s). Figure

8 represents respondents answers to the types(s) of landscapes(s) located near their homes

in which they felt may be used by deer.
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Fig. 8 Type of landscape
believed to be occupied

near residents' homes
by deer
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Three percent (n=37) indicated there was agriculture near their property, 4.5Vo

(n=58) who indicated there were open fields, l8.2%o (n=215) indicated woody areas,

5.LVo (n=60) indicated city park(s) ,3LLVo (n=368) indicated there were two or more of

these landscapes near their property, artd3.6Vo (43) did not respond to this portion of the

question.

When asked about wildlife related activities, 49.77o (n=587) indicated they did

engage in these activities, 49Vo (n=581) indicated they did not engage in wildlife related

activities, IVo (n=IZ) indicated they did not know, and0.2Vo (n=2) did not respond to

this question. Figure 9 represents the wildlife related activities in which respondents

indicated they were engaged.
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Fig. 9 Type of wildlife related activity
respondents engaged in
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Of those who responded yes, 6O.9Vo (n=358) of the 587 respondents indicated that

they do engage in wildlife related activities, and 30.3Vo of the overall 1 1 82 respondents

indicated that they engage in non-consumptive uses of wildlife.

Respondents were asked a series of questions about human-deer related conflicts.

'When 
asked whether they had seen a deer killed in Winnipeg in the last year, 46.97o

(n=554) of respondents indicated they had, 5l.4Vo (n=608) indicated they had not, L5Vo

(n=18) indicated they did not know, and0.2Vo (n=2) chose not to respond to this

question. When asked if they knew anyone who had been ìnvolved in a deer-related

vehicle accident in Winnipeg, a majority of respondents, 63.I7o (n=745), indicated they

did not know anyone, 34.37o (n=405) indicated they did know someone, 2.17o (n=25)

indicated they did not know, and0.6Vo (n=7) did not respond to this question.

Respondents were asked about the degree of interest they had in a number of deer

related activities. Table 1 illustrates respondents' interests in deer in the GWA.
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Table 1: Resident Level of Interest in Various Deer-Related Activities

Table 1 illustrates that respondents have a high degree of interest in seeing deer,

learning more about deer, watching deer near their homes, and photographing deer.

Respondents indicated a lower degree of interest for hunting deer and feeding deer near

their homes.

Figure 10 represents responses to the question whether participants knew of any

human-deer related conflict.

Not,afall , ' ,

Interestèd ,'
1a

Ve{y', -Donft , Did Not
Interested Know Respond

4

Learnins more about deer 2.19 32 25 26 12 2 3

Providing input for local deer
decisions 1.94 46 18 18 1l 3 3

Participating in deer
management
decisions 1.78 56 14 15 9 3 4

1.3581 33813
Feedine deer near your home 1.54 65 12 10 6 3 4

2.79 t7 t7 31 3l I 3

Photographing deer 2.OI 46 t7 t7 15 2 3

Watching deer near your home 2.35 33 17 22 22 3 3
I Totals may not equal exactly 1007o due to rounding;2 Based on I = Not at all interested through 4 = Very Interested.
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Fig. 10 # of respondents who know of
human-deer conflict
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Respondents who indicated they knew of human-deer conflict were asked to

indicate the type of human-deer conflict they were aware of. Four percent of respondents

(n=49) indicated they were aware of deer overpopulation, 15.27o (n=180) respondents

indicated they were aware of deer-vehicle collisions,0.IVo (n=1) indicated awareness of

deer disease transmission to humans, 5.ZVo (n=61) indicated awareness of deer causing

private property damage, 0.lVo (n=I) indicated awareness of personal injury from deer,

27 .57o (n=325) indicated awareness of two or more of these conflicts, and 4.2Vo (n=50)

did not respond. Figure 11 illustrates respondents' answers to the question whether

anyone in their household had experienced deer-related conflict.
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Fig 11 #
member

of respondents with a household
experiencing deer-related conflict

æ Have experienced deer-related
conflict
(24%)

WHave NOT experienced deer-
realted conflict (73%)

':äDon'lknow (7.4%)

æ! Non-response $.a%)

For those who responded that someone in the household had experienced deer-

related conflict, participants were asked to indicate the type of conflict experiences.

Roughly, 10.8Vo (n=128) indicated they had experienced a deer-vehicle accident,T.SVo

(n=92) indicated they had experienced private property damage, 0.27o indicated they had

experienced deer disease transmission, 57o (n=61) indicated they had experienced two

types of deer-related conflicts, and only I respondent did not answer the question.

The survey probed further to investigate the experiences residents had with deer-

related landscape damage. Figure 12 provides a look at the type(s) of property damage

respondents indicated they had experienced.
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tig. t2 Type of deer-related landscape
damage experienced

ffi Vegetable garden (1.8%)

wFlower beds (1.1%)

tx Shrubs/trees (2.2%l

@ Grass (0.I7%)

w2 or more (7.8%l

Residents who had experienced deer-related property damage were asked whether

they had attempted to protect their property. Forty two percent (n=119) of respondents

indicated they had, 48.9Vo (n=139) indicated they had not,2.5Vo (n=7) indicated they did

not know, and 6.7 Vo (n=I9) did not respond to the question. Figure 13 represents the

type(s) of property protection attempted by residents.

Fig. 13 Type of protection attempted

&! Barr¡er fencing (I5.5%)

w Repellents (3.5%)

ss Sound deterrents (2.1%)

@ Plantings not favored by deer
(2.s%l

ffi other (dogs/lights) (1.8%)

3* Screening (1.4%)
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Three respondents indicated they used the presence of a dog in their yard to deter

deer, and two indicated they use holiday festive lights on shrubs and trees year round as

an effective method employed to deter deer.

Following this series of questions relating to the human-deer conflict respondents

had experienced, respondents were asked whether they consider deer to be an esthetic

resource in Winnipeg. A majority of respondents (54.9Vo, n=649) indicated that they did

consider deer an esthetic resource in Winnipeg. Figure 14 illustrates respondents'

answers to whether deer are an esthetic resource in the GV/A.

Fig. 14 # of respondents who cons¡der deer
to be an esthetic resource
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resource (54.9%l

Do NOT consider Don't know (21.3%) Non-response
deer an esthetic (2.4%l

resource (21.4%)

Respondents were also asked if they considered deer to be a nuisance in

Winnipeg. A majority of respondents (59.IVo n=698) indicated they did not feel deer

were a nuisance in Winnipeg. Figure 15 illustrates respondents' answers to whether deer

are a nuisance in the GWA.
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Fig. 15 # of respondents who consider deer
to be a nuisance
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Bl # of respondents
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to be a nuisance deer to be a
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Don't know Non-response
(!3.s%l (t%)

When asked whether the respondents feed deer on their property,95.8Vo (n=1133)

of the respondents indicated that they do not feed deer. When asked whether their

neighbors feed deer, 7I.4Vo (n=844) indicated they did not,7 .IVo (n=84) indicated they

had neighbors who did feed deer,20.6Vo (n=243) indicated they did not know if their

neighbors feed deer, and0.9Vo (n=11) did not answer this question. When asked whether

they feed any wildlife on their property, 57.9Vo (n=684) indicated they do not and 40Vo

(n=473) indicated they do feed other wildlife on their property. Figure 16 shows the

type(s) of wildlife respondents indicate they feed on their property.
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Fig. 16 Type(s) of wildlife residents are
feeding

w Birds (63.2%)

w Squirrels (0.6%)

u Deer (1.3%)

w Rabbits (6.8%)

M 2 of more groups (33%)

Respondents were then asked to indicate their general attitudes toward deer. Table

2 illustrates GWA respondents' attitudes toward the urban deer population.

Table 2: Resident Attitudes Toward Deer in the GWA

Respondents were asked about their deer-related concerns. Table 3 illustrates

respondents' concerns about deer in the GWA.

I have no particular'feelings about deer
I enjoy the presence of deer AND I do not
worry
About deer-related conflict 32.5Vo (n=384

I,enjóy the presence of deer BUT I do worry
About deer-related conflict

I do not eniov the presence of deer 6.17o (n=72\
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Table 3: Resident Level of Concern toward Deer-Related Issues

Table 3 shows respondents to have a higher degree of concern for deer-vehicle

collisions, sick or starving deer, people's behavior toward deer, and transmission of deer-

related diseases. Respondents indicate a lower degree of concern for deer interactions

with pets, the presence of deer feces, and deer damage to natural plantings.

Respondents were asked to provide their overall concem about the deer

population in Winnipeg on a scale of 1-5 (5 being very concerned and 1 indicating no

concem). Figure 17 illustrates their responses to overall concem.

Not af aü
Concèrned_

, t,

,t Very , Dont., ,,Did Not
. Cô¡cèçnê-¿' : ,K¡gw' , ReSóond

4

Sick or sta¡vins deer 2.84 14 19 29 32 3 3

ve deer 2.24 35 19 19 19 5 4

Presence ofdeer feces 1.94 M 19 15 12 6 4

ings 2.21 34 24 18 18 3 3

Damage to natural
2.01 42 23 t7 13 3 3

Deer in 2.II 4t 18 15 18 6 3

Deer interactions with pets 1.89 4"1 18 13 12 6 4

Deer-vehicle collisions 3.28 6 13 24 52 3 2

Transmission of deer-
related diseases to

People's behavior
toward
deer ,. 2.64 18 20 30 23 7 3

rTotals may not equal exactly 1007o due to rounding;2 Based on I = Not at all concerned tlrough 4 = Very concemed.
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Fig. t7 Respondents' Overall Concern about
the GWA Deer Population

M No concern (28%)

æl Slight concern (24.9%)

$ã Moderate concern (24.6%)

& Concerned (!2.5%)

w Very concern (7.8%)

ìÍå Non-response (2%l

The questionnaire asked respondents to indicate whether they think there is a need

for public education to inform Winnipeg residents of: deer biology/ecology; deer related

problems; and deer management options. Figure 18 illustrates residents' responses:

When residents were asked to indicate the

would be most effective in delivering deer related

100 Erin McCance

method of public education they think

information to residents in the GWA, a

Fig. 18 # of respondents who believe public
education ¡s needed

Br#of
700 iespondents

500

300

100

Believe public Believe public
education lS education is NOT

needed (63.8%l needed (15.9%)

Don't know (19.t%) Non-response
(t.2%\



large majority indicated that television and radio information spots would be the most

effective. Figure 19 shows residents' responses to the question.

Fig. 19 Method of public education
respondents feel would be most effective

WLocal Flyers (9.7%)

ø Neighborhood newspapers
(7.4%)

ffi City newspapers (11.6%)

ø¡ lnformation meetings (3.2%)

ffi Tel evisio n/ r adio (28.1%l

u Non-response (3.7%)

The questionnaire asked respondents to indicate whether they think the number of

deer in Winnipeg is changing. Forty five percent (n=536) of respondents indicated they

felt the number of deer in Winnipeg is changing, only 7 .}Vo (n=94) of respondents

indicated the number of deer is not changing, 45.97o (n=542) indicated they do not know,

and less than one percent (n=10) did not answer the question. Those who indicated they

did feel the number of deer in Winnipeg is changing were asked to indicate their views in

regard to the changes taking place. Thirty seven percent (n=442) of respondents

indicated the Winnipeg deer population is increasing, S.l%o (n=96) of respondents

thought the Winnipeg deer population is decreasing, and 8.9Vo (n=106) indicated they did

not know. Respondents were asked to indicate whether they would like to see the

number of deer in Winnipeg change. Figure 20 represents responses to this question.
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Fig. 20 # of respondents who would like to
see number of deer change

respondents

Want deer Do NOT want deer Don't know (44.7%l Non-response
population population (1.4%)

numbers to change numbers to change
(3t.7%) (22.3%l

The respondents who indicated they would like to see the deer population

numbers change were asked to indicate the type of deer population size change they

would like to see in regard to the Winnipeg deer population size. Figure 21 illustrates the

response.

Fig.2L Respondents' preferences in regard
to deer population size changes in the GWA

350

300

250

200

150

100

50

0

lncrease (6.9%) Decrease (27.4%) Don't know (7.2%)
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Figure 21 shows that 2l .47o (n=324) of respondents would like to see a decrease

in the Winnipeg deer population size.

Respondents were asked a series of questions to identify their preferences toward

potential urban deer management. Several techniques have been suggested for

potentially managing urban deer populations. Residents were asked to indicate how

acceptable they personally found each technique. Table 4 represents the degree of

acceptability residents' find in each potential management strategy.
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Table 4: Resident Rank of Acceptability of Potential Urban Deer Management

I Totals may not equal exactly I

NotAtAll
Acceptable

.Very' Don't' . DidNot
Acceptable Know Respond

4

3.41 3 lt 23 54 7 3

Use of High Fencing to
Protect

2.68 t] 21 26 26 8 3

Use of Contraception (birth
2.04 36 13 15 12 2l 4

ically Sterilize Deer 1.52 58 10 7 6 t7 4

Chemical Repellents 1.69 49 16 12 6 12 5

Trap and Transfer Deer to
Another Location 2.65 18 21 24 26 9 3

Selectively Cull Deer 2.22 29 16 16 15 19 4
Sharpshooting Deer at Bait
Sites (donate meat to food

Regulated Bow and Arrow
Hunting within City Limits 1.74 59 9 8 14 i 3

and Euthanize 1.36 70 10 5 4 8 4
Controlled Hunting within
Designated Areas within

managemenr) 2.01 35 13 t6 10 20 6
Increase Road Safety

3.24712234873
Prohibit the Feeding of
Deer 2.87 16 15 20 36 t l 3

Barrier Fencing on
Troubled Roadways 3.31 6 ll 21 51 7 3

Promote use of Plants on
Private Property that Deer
are Less Likely to Eat

Restrict Development to
Preserve Deer Habitat 2.80 16 11 21 32 11 3

Promote use of Deer
Whistles on Vehicles to
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Respondents were then asked to indicate the degree of effectiveness of each management

technique. Table 5 represents their response.

Table 5: Resident Rank of Effectiveness of Potential Urban Deer Management

NotAtAll
Effective

1

. Very:,:r : Don't' 'Did,Not
Effective Know Respond

4

238923342284
Use of High Fencing to
Protect

2.889192927ns
Use of Contraception (birth
control) for deer 2.38 lg 1l 15 13 36 6

Sterilize Deer 2.30 24 9 l0 16 36 6

Cìemical Repellenrs 2.10 22 15 14 7 35 6
Trap and Transfer Deer to
Another Location 2.15 13 16 24 23 lg 6

Selectively Cull Deer 2.73 14 10 18 2t 30 7

Sharpshooting Deer at Bait
Sites (donate meat) 2.59 21 10 16 23 24 6

Regulated Bow and Arrow
Hunting within City Limits 2.29 27 12 t3 t7 24 6

Trap and Euthanize 2.19 30 11 11 16 26 6

Controlled Hunting within
Designated Areas within

1.6742910527 1
Increase Road Safety
Signage 2.80 9 22 27 24 tt 6

Prohibit Feeding Deer 2.64 14 22 23 2t t4 6

Barrier Fencing on
Troubled Roadways 3.12 6 12 30 34 13 6

Promote use of Plants on
Private Properry that Deer
are Less Likelv to Eat

Restrict Development to
Preserve Deer Habitat 2.65 15 18 23 2t 19 6
Promote use of Deer
Whistles on Vehicles to

I Totals may not equal exactly l00Vo due to rounding; 2 Based on I = Not at all effective through 4 = Very effective.
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tig.23 Second MOST appropriate deer
management strategy

200

180

160

L40

t20

100

80

60

40

20

0

ffi
'ffi
M

M

W

WWww ffi ffi

irël

të& 1wffiffiffiWffi

T
w# of

respondents

Conversely, based on response from the questions base on potential deer

management techniques, residents were asked to indicate the LEAST and the second

LEAST appropriate strategies for reducing problems people experience with deer in the

GWA. Their responses are presented below in Figures 24 8.25.
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Fig.24 Respondents' preference of least
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Figure 22 tllustrates that the potential deer management actions residents find the

most appropriate are non-lethal methods of action. The methods of management

identified as the most appropriate are: public education (23Vo); trap and transfer (ll.87o);

barrier fencing on troubled roadways (I0.27o): and restricting development to preserve

deer habitat (6.9Vo). The lethal method of management identified as most appropriate is

selectively culling. Selectively culling is the fifth most appropriate management action

identified at 5.4Vo. Figure 24lllustrate that the lethal methods of management identified

as the least appropriate methods of management action are: sharpshooting (13.7Vo),trap

and euthanize (I0.8Vo), bow and arrow hunting within city limits (9.6Vo). The non-lethal

method of action identified as the least appropriate is surgical sterilization. Surgical

sterilization is the fourth least appropriate management action identified at9.3Vo.

Respondents were asked whether they felt the GWA deer population needs to be

managed. Figure 26 represents resident response.

tig. 26 # of respondents who believe the
deer population needs to be managed

700

600

500

400

300

200

100

0

Needs to be Does NOT need to
managed (49%) be managed

(17.6%\

Don't know (3t.2%l Non-response
(2.6%)

w # of respondents
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Figure 26 illustrates that 49Vo of those that responded think that the GWA does

need to be managed. In order to better understand why residents felt one strategy more or

less appropriate than another, I asked residents to indicate the degree of importance

various aspects of the management plan had for them. Table 6 illustrates the varying

degree of importance residents place on aspects of the management action.
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Table 6: Resident Rank of Importance of Aspects of Urban Deer Management

I Totals may not equal exactly I 007o due to rounding; 2 Based on I = Not at all important through 4 = Very important.

Table 6 illustrates that residents considered it highly important that the potential

urban deer management action minimizes deer suffering, minimizes the use of firearms

within city limits, minimizes human health and safety risks, and minimizes the side

Not at,all
Important

1'

Very . Don't, ' Did Not
Important , K4ow, Respond
, 4 . :. :

Effectiveness at reducing
deer-related problems 3.29 4 ll 27 44 1 6

Minimizes deer suffering 3.72 I 4 14 7L 4 5

Minimizes human health
and safety risks 3.52 3 8 l8 60 S 6

Proven effective in
other cities 3.21 3 8 27 28 28 6

3.14 13 10 t4 48 9 6
Is effective at reducing
deer population 3.15 8 9 25 37 14 7

Shorter time to achieve
ationreduction 2.50 16 20 23 15 18 8

Minimizes your personal
costs 2.84 13 17 22 30 tZ 6

rhe public maioriry 2.79 12 16 29 23 13 1

Minimizes spending
ic funds 2.90 9 18 29 28 9 6

Minimizes disruption of
resident's daily lives 2.91 9 19 29 29 8 6

Minimizes use of
firearms within city limits 3.55 6 6 t0 66 6 6

Minimizes use of
bow and arrows within

3.3'7 l0tll 5976
Maintains a healthy
(sustainable) deer
population within
citv limits
Minimizes side effects
on deer 3.48 4 8 f7 57 8 6

Does not require
an increase in taxes 3.31 5 12 20 49 8 6
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effects on deer. Other aspects residents thought it important to consider in a potential

urban deer management plan are: that the management plan maintains a healthy

(sustainable) urban deer population, that it minimizes the use of bow and arrows within

the city, is proven effective, does not require and increase in taxes, and does not involve

killing deer.

Resident response to whom they believe should create the GWA urban deer

management plan are represented in Figure27.

Figure 27 illustrates that the majority of respondents (43.7 7o) indicate that

residents and government together should create the management plan. Table 7

illustrates respondents' rank of effectiveness for a number of methods of potentially

engaging public in potential deer management decisions.

tig.27 Who should create the deer
management plan

Manitoba
government

(ts.t%)

City of Non-response
Winnipeg (8.4%l w# of
(27.6%) respondents

Winnipeg Residents and
residents(7.2%) government

(43.7%)
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Table 7: Resident Rank of Effectiveness of Methods to Gather Public Input

Residents indicate, as identified in table 7,that citizen committees and open

public meetings are the most effective methods of gathering public input. Residents also

indicate that they find gathering no public input toward management decisions the least

effective.

Statistical Relationships

Chi Square Testing

Chi square testing was conducted on a number of question variables to determine whether

any difference or associations exist between variables.

Gender

A highly statistically significant difference (p<.0001) was identified when chi-square

testing was conducted on gender in comparison to residents identifying lethal versus non-

lethal methods of action as most appropriate. A higher percentage of males identify

L13 Erin McCance

Not at:
, ¿ll¡

Effective
, 1t:'

Very DidN-ot
Effective Respond

.5 ,',

lic meetinss 3.43 9 17 17 20 27 t2
Citizen committees
representing various

and mail survey 3.OZ 10 24 22 16 15 13

Meetings open to
select groups and
invited individuals

t.51 66664514
I Totals may not equal exactly 1007¿ due to rounding; 2 Based on I = Not at all effective through 5 = Very Effective.



lethal methods as the most appropriate method of management (23Vo) compared to

females (9Vo). Chi-square testing conducted on gender relative to the second most

appropriate management action confirms the statistically significant difference between

males and females again, with a higher percentage of males indicating lethal methods as

the most appropriate. Repeating these testing procedures to look at the difference

between gender and least appropriate management action confirms a highty statistically

significant difference (p<.0008) exists between males and females in comparison to the

least appropriate methods of management where a higher percentage of females find

lethal methods of management the least appropriate (597o) compared to males (47Vo). A

highly statistically significant difference (p<.0001) resulted from testing gender to the

second least appropriate management action confirming again that a higher percentage of

females (64Vo) find lethal methods of action the least appropriate compared to males

(45vo).

Chi-square testing conducted on gender compared to how important they feel

about the management plan not involving the killing of deer, testing confirms a highty

(p<.0001) significant statistical difference between males and females where a higher

percentage of females (78Vo) find it moderately or very important that the management

plan does not involve killing deer compared to males (59Vo).

Chi-square testing conducted on gender relative to how important residents feel it

is for a management plan to minimize the use of firearms within city limits, confirms a

highly significant statistical difference (p<.0001). A higher percentage of females (87Vo)

feel it is moderate or very important that the management plan minimizes the use of

firearms within the city compared to males (76Vo).
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Similarly, chi-square testing on gender relative to how important residents feel it

is for a management plan to minimize the use of bow and arrows within city limits,

confirms a highly significant statistical difference (p<.0001). A higher percentage of

females (85Vo) feel it is moderate or very important that the management plan minimizes

the use of bows and arrows within the city compared to males (68Vo).

Chi-square testing conducted on gender compared to how important residents feel

it is that the management plan maintains a healthy deer population, identifies a highly

statistical difference. A higher percentage of males (59Vo) found it moderately or very

important that the management plan maintained a healthy deer population compared to

females (4lVo).

Chi-square testing conducted on gender compared to how important residents feel

it is that the management plan minimizes side effects on deer, identifies high statistical

difference. A higñer percentage of females (85Vo) compared to males (76Vo) found it

moderately, or very, important that the management plan minimized side effects on deer.

Adjusting for multiple comparisons using a Bonferroni correction identifies all of

these results remain significant.

Age

Age groups compared to residents identifying lethal methods of management as most

appropriate did not show any significant statistical differences between groups. Checking

these results by testing again but against lethal methods of management as the second

most appropriate management action confirms no substantial statistical difference exists.

Chi-square testing for age of residents who find it very important that the management
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plan does not involve killing deer also did not show any significant statistical difference

between age groups. Chi-square testing for age of residents who find it very important

that the management plan minimizes the use of firearms within city limits did show a

significant statistical difference. The age group of 31-50 years of age had a higher

tendency to indicate that it was very important to them that the urban deer management

plan minimizes the use of firearms within the city.

Education

Testing education categories compared to lethal methods as the most appropriate methods

of action did not show any significant statistical difference between categories. Chi-

square testing of education categories of residents who find it very important that the

management plan does not involve killing deer did not show any statistically significant

differenóe between categories. Similarly, chi-square testing of education categories of

residents who find it very important that the management plan minimizes the use of

firearms within city limits did not show any statistically significant difference.

Other

Testing for those who said they did want to see a decrease in the urban deer population

compared to residents finding lethal methods the most appropriate management action,

identified a highly significance statistical difference (p<.0001). Of those residents

finding lethal methods the most appropriate, ST .5Vo were individuals who wanted to see

an urban deer population reduction. Chi-square testing on residents with signs of deer on

their property, and on residents who know someone who has been involved in a deer-
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vehicle collision, and residents who have experiences deer-related conflict compared to

residents finding lethal methods of action the most appropriate, all show a highly

significant statistical difference. Those who have had signs of deer, those who know

someone involved in a deer-vehicle collision, and those who have experienced conflict all

have a higher tolerance for lethal methods of action compared to those without these

experiences. Chi-square testing of FSA areas of low population density, medium

population density, and higher population density compared to residents finding lethal

methods of action the most appropriate did not show any substantial statistical difference.

Chi-square testing of FSA areas of low deer population density, medium deer population

density, and high deer population density compared to residents finding lethal methods of

action as most appropriate did show a statistically significant difference. There were

23Vo of residents living in high deer density FSA areas that indicated a lethal method of

management as most appropriate compared to only l5Vo and 16%o of residents indicating

a lethal method of management as most appropriate in the medium and low deer density

areas respectively.

Adjusting for multiple comparisons using a Bonferroni correction identifies all of

these results remain significant except for the results observed in the low, medium, and

high deer density areas no longer show statistically significant differences.

Logistic Regression

Logistic regression was used to determine the relationship of a number of variables to one

question to determine the effect of the numerous variables to that one response variable.
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Table 8 illustrates, with the use of SAS, the logistic regression of age, gender, and

education compared to lethal methods as the most appropriate method of management.

Table 8: Age, Gender, and Education in Relation to Lethal Methods of Management

The logistic Regression in table 8 shows gender and one age group showing some

statistical substantiated difference. The logistic regression illustrates that those

respondents 31-50 years of age are more accepting of lethal methods of management than

those 71-95 years of age. The logistic regression also illustrates gender differences where

males are more accepting of lethal methods of management than females.

Table 9 illustrates logistic regression of the relationship between age, gender and

education categories of residents who find it very important that the management plan

does not involve killing deer.

:2.7462 0.3924 48.9761 <.0001

un 18-30 I 0.0977 0.5093 0.0368 0.8419

3 l:50 1,r 0.678' 0.3296 4,2377, " .' '0.0397
5t-70 I 0.3642 0.32t4 1.2842 0.25',7t

sex.O .' 1 1.16561 0.2t05 30.6615 , <.0001

Education some H.S. I -0.1439 0.3995 0.1297 0.7181

EducationH.s. ,l 'r l. ' .0.2855 o.3zr5 0.7gg5 0.3746

Education some Univ. I 0.0609 0.2691 0.0513 0.8208

Education l' ,' ,.0;1519 0.2891 0.2763 0.5992
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Table 9: Age, Gender, and Education in Relation to Those Opposed to Killing Deer

Table 9 illustrates that a substantial statistical difference does exist with gender

where males are less likely to indicate it is very important that the urban deer

management plan does not involve killing deer.

Table 10 illustrates the logistic regression of the relationship between age, gender

and education categories of residents who find it very important that the urban deer

management minimizes the use of firearms within city limits.

Table L0: Age, Gender, and Education in Relation to Those Wanting Minimal use of

Firearms within City Limits

0'.:182 , 0,2588 9.t327 0.0025

r -0.0991 0.325'7 0.0926 0.7609

3l-50,. , 1 .0.otg7 0.212, 0.00g7' o.g25g

up 5l-70 I 0.0781 0.1998 0.t527 0.6959

Sex 0 -0.9t2 0.1333 46.1808 <.0001

Education some H.S. I -0.3596 0.2798 t.652 0.1987

Education H.S. I . : -0.189i ,' 0.2348 0.6485 0t.42ß7

Education some Univ. I -0.1676 0.2098 0.6384 0.4243

Education Unde 1 -0.1991 ' 0.2205 0.8158 O:3664

1.5216 0.286 28.3078 <.0001

I 8-30 1 -0.2084 0.3361 0.3846 0.s351

3t-50 1 0.226 0.2202 1.0539 03046
Age sroup 5l-70 r 0.5236 0.2087 6.2933 0.0121

1 -0:8658 0.1534 31.8662 <.0001

Education some H.S. I -0.6959 0.3034 5.26t8 0.0218

Education H.S. 1 -0.6053 0.2643 5.2438 0.022

Education some Univ. I -0.3397 0.242 1.9698 0.1605

Education Undergrad I -0.314 0.2536 1.5328 O.Ztsj
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There are a number of categories in table 10 that indicate statistical significance.

The age categories of 31-50 and 51-70 years of age shows a positive estimate, suggesting

that it is very important to them that the urban deer management plan minimizes the use

of firearms within city limits. The age category 5I-70 shows a statistically substantial

difference from the 7 T-90 control age group suggesting they are more likely to indicate it

is very important to them that the management plan minimizes the use of firearms within

the city limits. With respect to the education categories, there is a gradient present. The

lowest education category of some high school educated respondents shows a negative

estimate, suggesting they are less likely to find it important that the urban deer

management plan minimizes the use of firearms within the city limits. With increasing

education, the estimate becomes less negative and therefore with higher education, the

more likely residents are to indicate the importance to them that the management plan

minimizes the use of firearms within the city.

Table 11 illustrates the logistic regression of age, gender, and education

categories of residents indicating they want to see an urban deer population reduction.

Table 11: Age, Gender, and Education in Relation to Population Decrease

.t.9712 0.ß696 8.6647 0.0032

Ase erouo 18-30 I 2.4417 0.7321 11.1239 0.0009

3 1-s0 t r.2079 0,5993 4.0622 0.0439

Ase eroup 51-70 I 05323 0.5805 0.8409 0.3591

sex 0 1 0.0734 0.3081 0.0567 0,8118

Education some H.S. I -0.918 0.1549 1.4788 0.224

Education H.S. 0.0i 14 0.5168 0.0005 09825
Education some Univ. I -0.5484 0.4783 1.3147 0.2515

Education U I , -0.5636 0.5281 I .1 391 0.2858
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Table 11 illustrates that the younger age categories of 18-30 years of age and 3l-

50 years of age are less likely to want a population decrease and more likely to say they

would like to see the urban deer population increase. Using the variables in table 11 but

including residents favoring lethal methods of management as most appropriate, we find

that those who want to see an urban deer population reduction are more likely to favor

lethal methods of action. This logistic regression is represented in table 12.

Table l2z Ãge, Gender, and Education in RelatÍon to Two Variables

GIS Analysis
GIS can be an effective tool to spatial represent public opinion across a defined area.

Spatíal Distribution of Response

Appendix 13 represents the number of respondents for each FSA. Since there were 4000

surveys sent, and 36 FSA's in the GWA, there was an even distribution of 1 11 surveys

mailed to each FSA. In total, 1182 questionnaires were retumed completed. If an even

distribution of surveys were returned, we would except to see 33 surveys returned for
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l' -s.szøa 0,8ß23 ' 22.7494 <.000t

1 2.2849 0.5152 19.6658 <.0001

1 1.0735 0.7573 2.0095 0.1563

t 1.1247 0.5008 5.0434 A.0247

5t-70 0.2818 0.4721 0.356t , . 0.5507

sex 0 1.4403 03206 20.1883 <.0001

Education some H.S. ' : 1 -0.6971 0.6475 1.1591 0.28tj
Education H.S. | -0.4713 0.5311 0.7855 0.3755

Education some Univ. 1 -0.5195 ' 0.47 ' .1.2219 0.269

Education Undergrad I -0.6299 0.5114 1.5t67 0.2181



each FSA. Appendix 13 illustrates that a lower number of surveys were returned from

FSA's located near city center. Appendix 14 represents the number of respondents for

each FSA compared to the deer numbers from the 2006 aerial survey conducted over the

GWA. Interestingly, the FSA's near city center with the lower number of returned

surveys occurs in FSA areas with little to no deer activity. Conversely, the FSA areas

with a larger number of returned surveys received occurs in areas with a larger number of

deer.

S p at ial D i s t r i b uti o n of M ana g e m e nt P r efe r enc e

Appendix 15 represents the percentage of respondents who find lethal methods of action

the most appropriate in comparison to the2006 deer numbers. The dark red on the image

represents the FSA with the highest percentage of respondents indicating a lethal method

of action as the most appropriate. The pale pink represents the FSA areas with the least

number of respondents indicating a lethal method of management as the most

appropriate. The spatial distribution shows that areas with higher deer numbers are more

likely to have a higher percentage of respondents indicate a lethal method of action as

most appropriate. It is important to note, however, that even in the areas with the highest

level of support for lethal methods of action there are only 23-28Vo of respondents

indicating a lethal method of action as most appropriate out of all residents who

responded from within that FSA.

Conversely, Appendix 16 represents the percentage of respondents who find non-

lethal methods of action the most appropriate in comparison to the 2006 deer numbers.

The dark red on the image represents the higher percentage of residents indicating non-
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lethal methods of action as the most appropriate. The image shows that FSA areas with

higher numbers of deer have a lower percentage of residents, indicating a non-lethal

method of action as most appropriate. It is again important to note that over lTVo of all

residents who responded in each FSA indicate non-lethal methods of action as the most

appropriate.

Statistically significant differences were noted between male and female

responses on the methods of action they considered most appropriate. Appendix 17

represents female respondents who find non-lethal methods of action as the most

appropriate compared to the 2006 deer numbers. The dark red shading indicates the

FSA's with a higher percentage of respondents indicating a non-lethal method of action

as the most appropriate. lnterestingly, the image is almost entirely dark red. Conversely,

Appendix 18, represents the mapping of male respondents who find non-lethal methods

of action the most appropriate compared to the 2006 deer numbers. The significantly

lighter red shading on this map compared to the Appendix 17 illustrates the difference

between male and female responses. Appendix 18 shows that fewer males indicated a

non-lethal method of action as the most appropriate.

Appendix 19 represents the percentage of respondents indicating that they believe

the urban deer population needs to be managed relative to the 2006 deer numbers. The

image shows that over 507o of respondents indicated they believe there is a need for

urban deer management in all FSA's. Interestingly, the image illustrates the FSA's with

the highest percentage of respondents indicating they believe there is a need for urban

deer management are from inner city FSA with little to no deer activity. This result may

be due to the fewer number of respondents from these FSA's.
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Residents were asked to indicate how important they felt it is that the urban deer

management plan minimized the killing of deer. Residents were asked to indicate the

degree of importance based on: not important (1), slightly important (2), moderately

important (3), and very important (4). Appendix 20 represents how these responses

distribute spatially compared to the 2006 deer numbers. All but six FSA's indicated an

average importance between "moderately important" and "very important" that the

management plan minimized the killing of deer. Several FSA's, placing high importance

on the minimizing of killing deer, are FSA's with high deer numbers.

Residents were also asked to indicate how important they thought it is that the

urban deer management plan minimized the use of firearms within the city limits. Using

the same four point scale, Appendix 21 represents how these responses distribute

spatially compared to the 2006 deer numbers. Responses in all FSA's show residents

indicating an average importance between "moderately important" and "very important'r

that the management plan minimized the use of firearms within city limits. Resident

responses from FSA's that have higher deer numbers still indicate a high degree of

importance that the management plan minimizes the use of firearms within the city.

Non-Response Bias Follow-Up

A total of fifty non-response bias follow up interviews were conducted by telephone

between November 15th and December 1't, 2008. Of the fifty interviews, only one

resident indicated irritation over the survey process indicating he do not fill out surveys

and did not want to be contacted again. Of the remaining residents, five (107o) indicated

that English is a second language and they were unable to fill out the survey. One
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resident (0.02Vo) indicated he forgot to fill it out, one resident (0.027o) indicated it was

addressed to her daughter who since moved and therefore she never opened the envelope,

and nine residents (l8%o) indicated they were incredibly busy and did not have the time to

fill out the survey. Sixteen residents (32Vo) indicated they were not aware of deer in the

city and did not know, or have an opinion, and therefore did not fill out the survey. Four

residents (87o) indicated they did not recall being contacted. The remaining thirteen

residents indicated they were either too elderly, had difficulty due to health problems, or

that the suryey was addressed to someone in the home who had passed away and as a

result, they did not respond. Answers to the non-response interviews did not show any

unusual trends compared to the responses from the original survey. The non-response,

similar to those who responded originally, shows non-lethal management is preferred

over lethal methods. The top three most appropriate methods of management were

indicated as public education, trap and transfer, and barrier fencing on troubled"roadways.

These are the same methods of management indicated as most appropriate by the original

respondents. The top three least appropriate deer management strategies were indicated

as trap and euthanize sharpshooting, and bow and arrow hunting within city limits. These

results are consistent with the original survey responses. Chi-square testing of original

response and non-response in relation to preferences of lethal and non-lethal methods of

management shows no significant difference between these two groups. The non-

response interviews show 69Vo of those interviewed believe there is a need for public

education, that 43Vo, a majority, indicate the need for management of the urban deer herd,

47Vo indicate they want to see residents and government together create the urban deer

management plan, and that 167o of those who were interviewed indicated they wanted to
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see the urban deer population reduced. Conducting chi-square testing on original

response and non-response in relation to: those wanting public education; those wanting

an urban deer population reduction; those wanting the urban deer herd to be managed;

and all deer-related concerns, show results that are not statistically significant. These chi-

square tests confirm non-response is consistent with the original responses from the

completed surveys.
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CHAPTER FIVE

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This chapter presents a discussion on the survey findings and study objectives divided

into four sections. The first section of this chapter reviews the limitations of the type of

study I have conducted; the second section discusses the GWA residents' opinions and

tolerances toward the urban deer population and their preferences regarding potential

urban deer management; the third section considers the implications these findings have

for urban deer management; the fourth section deliberates whether a feasible urban deer

management plan can be created that balances residents' safety with the conservation of

an urban white-tailed deer population. The thesis concludes with a suggested

management plan.

Study Limitations

A major limitation of a mail survey of resident opinion is that the results of the survey

provide managers with information based on resident opinion at a certain point in time.

There are many complex and changing variables that may change resident opinion at arry

given moment, and many possible variables that might significantly modify public

opinion toward urban deer management. Since Manitoba is located at the northern

limiting range for white-tailed deer, severe weather may drastically alter deer population

size, which may in tum dramatically change resident opinion, tolerance and preference

toward deer management. Deer disease introduction could incite fear and modify

residents' views. A devastating deer-vehicle collision could result in a change in resident

opinion. These scenarios are but a few examples of the many potential changes that may
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have a significant impact on resident opinion, tolerance, and preferences toward

management. The results of this study provide a "snap shot" of resident opinions,

tolerances, and preferences at a given point in time, then; additional human dimensions

research will need to be conducted should wildlife managers desire to integrate resident

opinions into future management.

Another limitation of the study is that the results reflect resident opinion before a

public education initiative has taken place. Resident opinion might be different following

presentation to residents of detailed accurate information on deer biology and ecology,

the advantages and disadvantages of each potential management action, the impact

decisions have on the ecosystem, and the financial costs involved.

GWA Residents' Opinions, Tolerances and Management Preferences

One objective of the study is to gain a better unde"rstanding of GWA residents' opinion

and tolerances toward the urban deer population. GWA residents indicate overall that

they do enjoy white-tailed deer as a paft of the urban landscape. Resident response

indicates the majority of residents find deer to be an esthetic resource, and a majority of

residents indicate they do not consider deer a nuisance. Seventy six percent of the

respondents indicate that they enjoy the presence of deer, even the 42.9Vo who say that

they do wotry about deer-related conflict. Residents continue to enjoy deer in their urban

landscape despite the numerous concerns they have. Residents indicate greatest concern

for deer-related vehicle accidents; their second and third top concems - pertaining to sick

and starving deer and people's behavior toward deer - have to do with deer well-being

rather than concerns for human health and safety. Forty five percent of residents indicate
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moderate or greater concern for the GWA deer population. A large majority of residents

indicate that they think public education is needed. In regard to tolerance,3l.77o of

residents indicate they want to see a change in the urban deer population. Twenty seven

percent (324 of the 1182 residents who responded) indicate they want to see a population

reduction. The remaining 858 (l2.6Vo) of respondents indicate they do not want to see a

reduction in the urban deer population; however, 497o of respondents indicate a need for

the deer population to be managed.

Another objective of the study is to determine GWA residents' preferences

toward potential urban deer management. The GWA residents' indicate the management

techniques they prefer are non-lethal methods of management. The management actions

residents most prefer are public education, trap and transfer, fencing on troubled

roadways and restricting development to preserve deer habitat. Their preference for non-

lethal methods of action is confirmed in tÍie follow up question of preference and again

when they are asked the management action they find least appropriate. Residents

indicate that the management actions they least prefer are lethal methods of action.

Sharpshooting, trap and euthanize, bow and arrow hunting are the lethal methods of

action for which residents indicate the lowest preference. Resident opposition to lethal

methods of action is confirmed in the follow-up question asking residents to indicate the

second least appropriate deer management strategy. Residents were asked to indicate the

importance underlying their preference for one management strategy over another. This

information is conducive to a better understanding of resident preference regarding

management action. Residents indicate that it is important to them that the management

plan minimizes both deer suffering and the side effects on deer. Residents also place a
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high level of importance on a plan that minimizes killing deer. Residents indicate it is

important to them that the management plan maintains a healthy deer population within

city limits. These responses are consistent with residents' earlier response indicating

high concern for deer well being. Residents also indicate that it is important to them that

the management plan chosen minimizes the use of firearms and bow and arrows within

city limits. Residents indicate that it is important that the management plan minimizes

human health and safety risks, that management action is effective, and that it does not

require an increase in residents' taxes.

A majority of residents think that residents and govemment should work together

to create the GWA urban deer management plan. Citizen committee groups representing

various interest groups and open public meetings are rated as the most effective methods

for gathering public input. Scientific surveys and meetings open to selected groups of

invited individuals also rank cióse to the others as effective methods of gathering input.

Implications for Urban Deer Management

Based on the presumption that residents' opinions (human dimensions) matter, that is,

that resident opinion should be incorporated into the process of creating an urban deer

management plan, the study has implications for managers. The study suggests that there

is a strong consensus on the need for management, public education and involving

residents in management decisions. When determining what management action should

be considered, there is strong resident resistance to lethal methods of management.

Granted, there are variables here such as gender, in some instances age, and residents'

direct experiences with human-deer conflict; it still remains the case, however, based on
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the 1182 respondents analyzed here, that management action is desired. It is also clear

that there is resistance to lethal action. This presents a significant challenge for managers

who are called upon to reduce human health and safety risks in an environment where

opposition exists to lethal methods of action, and to the use of firearms within city limits.

In addition, residents indicate that they would like to see public education, fencing on

troubled roadways, and increased road safety signage; yet they say it is important to them

that the management plan does not result in an increase in taxes.

It may be that, with increasing deer numbers in years to come, we will see an

increase in the number of people who have direct experience with human-deer conflict

such as deer-vehicle collisions and, as a result, that tolerance for acceptance oflethal

methods of action increases, along with the willingness to pay for such programs. On this

matter, we can only hypothesize at this point. However, there is, undeniably, a societal

shift occurring that plãces pressure on lethal methods of action; a protectionist

movement, within urban centers, where attitudes toward wildlife are concerned. These

are the challenges - both practical and philosophical - that wildlife managers face in the

twenty-first century.

Potential Urban Deer Management Plan

Another objective of the study is to assess whether a GWA urban deer management

strategy can be created that pays heed to the preferences ofurban residents, that is at the

same time feasible, and that balances residents' safety with conservation of an urban

white-tailed deer population.

On this point, there are five main conclusions to my study:

1. GWA residents want an urban deer management plan.
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2. GWA residents substantially prefer non-lethal methods of management.

3. GV/A residents residing in high deer density areas, and GWA residents who

have experienced direct human-deer conflict, show the highest support for lethal

methods of action.

4. Male and female GWA residents show significant statistical differences in

relation to their acceptance of lethal methods of action, and the use of firearms

within city limits.

5. GWA residents believe residents and government together should create an

urban deer management strategy.

In conclusion, there are a number of recommendations I offer community leaders and

managers based on the findings of this research:

1. Establish a public education initiative. An increase in urban white-tailed

deer population may continue. GWA residents indicate in this study that their concern is

for the well-being of deer. Educating the public on deer biology and ecology may assist

residents in gaining a better understanding of how best to assist in the conservation of a

sustainable, healthy urban deer population. Educating the public on human-deer conflict,

and ways in which residents may modify their behavior to reduce potential human-deer

conflict, could well contribute to a decrease in human-deer conflict cases. Educating the

public on the advantages and disadvantages of a number of potential methods of

management may also assist residents in attaining a better understanding of each method

and the implications it involves. A variety of media may be used strategically, and cost
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effectively, throughout the year. GWA residents indicate in this study that they consider

television and radio to be the most effective tools for educating the public. Television

and radio could be used during late summer and fall months when deer-vehicle collisions

are the greatest risk, and a combination of newspaper, both community and city, and

brochures could be used throughout the remainder of the year. tntegrating residents into

the creation of management plans is also an effective means of educating the public.

Surveys, such as this one, and public meetings are effective ways of educating the public.

2. Integrate human dimension into the process of creating an urban deer

management plan and continue human dimensions research.

Results of this study indicate that GWA residents think residents and government should

be involved in the creation of the urban deer management plan. Government agencies

shóuld promote residents' involvement in the creation of the management strategy

through the use of citizen task force groups, open public meetings, and continued efforts

to research GWA human dimensions. Efforts should be underway to educate wildlife

managers on the importance of human dimensions, and to train them in the skills needed

for effective facilitation of human dimensions work.

3. Create a management plan that is systematically revisited, adaptive and

multidimensional.

ln the interests of long-term success, an acceptable plan for management of the urban

deer population will need to be adaptive. In order for a management plan to be truly

adaptive, funding must be allocated to research the impacts of management actions on
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white-tailed deer populations, on the ecosystem, and on any changing variables that may

impact the management plan. With accurate information, systematic re-visitation will

allow for modifications to the management plan to be considered and if necessary, made.

A multi-dimensional management plan will be an effective way to integrate a number of

strategies to assist in the reduction on human-deer conflict.

4. Prohibit feeding deer.

A ban prohibiting the intentional feeding of deer should be put in place, promoted and

enforced. Here is an opportunity to educate GWA residents on the implications of feeding

deer.

5. Increase road safety signage, barrier fencing/modifTcations on troubled

roadways. Deer-vehicle collisions are increasing in the GWA each year. GWA residents

indicate that deer-vehicle collisions are the human-deer conflict of top concern. GWA

residents also indicate, however, that they do not find lethal methods of management

acceptable. Assuming resident opinion is to be considered and respected, other efforts

should be underway to attempt to mitigate the occurrence of deer-vehicle collisions.

Public education, as mentioned, may be an effective strategy. In addition, increased road

safety signage, and fencing or habitat modification along troubled roadways, should be

considered. Increased lighting and re-structuring of ditches along troubled roadways may

provide earlier detection of deer and increasing time for motorists to react. Removal of

trees and shrubs would increase deer visibility; however, may receive public resistance.
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6. Selectively cull injured deer.

The lethal method of action indicated by GWA residents as the most appropriate is

selectively culling deer. GWA residents indicated a high concern for the well being of

deer. Several residents, living in high deer density areas, indicated they did not like

seeing injured or obviously dying deer on their property. Trained professionals should be

hired to selectively cull injured/obviously sick or dying deer.

7. Create task force to address long term city planning.

It is difficult to determine whether the urban white-tailed deer population will continue to

grow. Global warming may result in a reduction in the duration and severity of winters,

which may contribute to increasing white-tailed deer populations in this range. Given the

societal movement toward a protectionist attitude toward animals, and the increasing

interest society has for the health of the environment, city planners should consider

species co-existence when planning future expansion. To this end, funding for research

should be allocated to better understanding urban species such as white-tailed deer, to

research their use of urban spaces, and movement. Effective planning should be

addressed when considering the construction of major roadways and the implications

construction has on both human and non-human species. Habitat corridors, riparian

habitat, and connectivity between fragmented remnant habitat patches should be

integrated into urban expansion.
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Appendix 1: Map of 2006 Deer Numbers from Aerial Survey Conducted by Manitoba
Conservation
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Appendix 2: GWA Deer Density Map Per FSA
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Appendix 3: Map of 2005 GWA Reported Deer-Vehicle Collisions
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Appendix 4:Map of Study Area
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Appendix 5: GWA Land Use and Land Cover Map
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Appendix 6: Map of the GWA Human Population Based on the 2006 Statistics Canada
Census
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Appendix 7: Map of the GV/A Population Density Based on the 2006 Statistics Canada
Census
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Appendix 8: Survey
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g

E
Ð

5É
H

Ð

1 T tr + 5

a; LåË r.tïißg. ngroreø bout,
çeËr .

tr tr, tr f¡ a
lr- Frcuìding input f.nr

I nca I .deer ñld ßEgerülenrt

Ceririnßr
tr u u tr tr

tr tr tr tr tr

C. l-{urntirg deer tr tr tr tr u
e; Feedi 6g S*er ]r:!ËE F 

-fçt 
ëti

Itgrne : :
EI n .D tr tr

f. Eeeir,.gdeer tr tr tr tr n
E tr EI n tr

l'f .'rq,Etchi ftg .deer ß*a r
t¡olcr Þìl,niïe

tr tr tr tr tr

3-1-] Boycu knrus of amy' huffarÞdeer related conffi¡l such as: deer
urrerpopu[atioru deer.uehicte e:.cltisiofiç; prluate Frspelty dõrnage;

or di¡ea'se Èrans¡ni*.çion in Wi,nnipeg?

fPÞose pi'c"re s { beside yÐur ønswerJ

ü Yes

E l"lo

E Fcnt knsv¡

lf yes* please Flace ¿ '/ aesioe tJ¡e ranflÌcts fr]u itrë aware of"

E Deer o,,'erpopulaticn

E Deer-'.rel"icle cc'llision-:

E f,'eer di¡ea:etrarisrni::ion to hun'lans and darne:tic pets

I Pri.l¡¡t* FrÐpertr/ darnage

E Per:onal Injurr¡
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Llf tlaveycu ûr anysne in your hnusehafd experÍenred any deer

rÊfatÊd ronúfht7 fPrÞcsspfoce s y' ¿.est'.dÊyor,'r ûrrsr.ver,l

tr ues

tr fll*
E Dsn't kns'*

lf youanswered no, pleasepreceed ?oqup.çtisn !-!1, [f yes,ptease

Vlarea { b*¡ide the rsnfÌlrt{sJ *xperienced. lf sÈkers Hrere

experienced" please plaae a / ¡eçiue üther and lt¡dic¿te the ccnflict
inthe rpa,ce prruided,

fl Deer rËlËt-ed r,qehirle ¡crider¡t
E Pri,.'ate prÐF,Êrfï lanc$scape Carnage ffla'r¿er þeds. shruhs, r.,*getaSle

ga r.den, I ar,.i rr da n: age]

E Beer di:e¡:etransrnissi*n tç blrrnans and Corne:tic pets

E Persnnal injun¡

E CItl"'er

I'f you haue erperience deer-refatëd landscaBe damage, pfea-se ptace a

/ nesíoe ttle type ßf plants dannaged sn TouF Frûperty, [r!{yau ftr:u,e

n o f Èx5efi'Eff ed rny deer-re l ø tr d l a rr d s w pe dsm a_¡Íel pisrse prÐsf-E d f s
È¡I.É ne.sf q Ér€i fiûÌ?J

tr Vegetdblegarden

E Fla¡¡*er beds

E 5f-lruvbs./tr.ees

El Ëras:

fl Other {pleose:pecìf'¡ e r':y other d*er-related landscape dama,geyou

experienced ûn rrrgtÂ|. Frsperf'r' in tl'le space pror,,ideJ
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3-3] Haueyou atternpted tB FrsteffÈ yeurprûFerÈy? fff¡uu flarw

expenÞnrsd na d,ter-relnÛed.dr.:rnage ûn fsffr prôFËrty pÍe.as*

,sroret.dr'B ÈjtÈfi,Êåaq[,,€ifiÐ$, ar$Êrl1¡r'seplsrrsepJ.rcen / ðeçi¡l¡],pur

onswer-]

E 'fes

trNCI
E Dar/t knov¡

lf yes, please Flace * "f b'eside the rype af protecti,on you h*ue
õtEernpted.

[1 Earrierfer*cirug

D Rep,ellent:

E SsLiEd deterrerrtl

E Flartirrrg: r"rot iar¡nred þ,¡ deer

E 5crcenir,g

fl ttl','er (Please:pecifyintl'le space prørid*d anyÐth*r tlpÈs c,f

prÐtert¡ Ðn'¡au have att-=m ¡îed .oß ì1oL¡r 
F rc'FËrrrl!

14J toyau conside¡ deer in tiHinnipeg to be an esthetï.f ressurce?

f FJþ#sË Frl'sfs s / hes.rde y.t' ur onsvt*r]

E YEc

DNo
E úon't kp,sc¡

3-5| Doyou consider tJ¡e deEr in Winnipeg ta be a nuÌ¡ance?

iFlense plnrec / besidel,r ur answr<r)

E l*E
trNa
E Don't krum¡¿
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L6] to you feed deer û!r ynlur prcperty; fPrecse pJcce ,s nC beside !,nr¡r
.cnEwerJ

E Yes

E f'Jo

E Doru't kr¡sru

L7l ûo any cf yaur neÌgtrrbcrs feed deer? fP/ease plcce u "/ òrslde j,'sur

ßrrswEr]

l-l ì/- -IJ EÊ5

E I'l,s

E Dnn't kr"row

3-8! tscyou teed aug wltdtife fi$ lrlur Frsperrg? fPiecsegJsce ¿, 
y' åesfde

ynuransrr'erJ

t Ye:

ENo
E Dar?t kråau¿

If yes, please ¡rtace a.{.be.s,ide ttre wîtdlife you feed ün yeur FrüperqÌ.
[t sther. pleare glace a{ .þeside Gther and indlcate the wrifdfife r¡ou

feedon yüur Frsperty ¡n the spaÕË glrovided.

Û Eìrd¡

E Squirrels

E Deer

D Habbits

E tf,ther
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3.9) Ëeneralþhswr dn you fee! absw deer in tñJinnipeg a,nd in yaur

cennmunþ? fFfeezsep/nre n / þeEirieyour ansul'c'rJ

E I have m] ÞðÉ¡EL¡lãr feeling: absut deer

E I enjo'¡ tbr presemce .of drer AlrlD I da r¿¡t r¡"'orry ¡bçuT deer-r*lät€.d

cçnfllrt
tr I enjcn¡ tlåÈ FrÈ5er*ce rf deer, EUT I ds v¡erry abor-¡t C.eer-¡elated

sorflict
E I úo F,rfrt Ènj.ûV the prÊießre of deer

2ûl FÍease indírate belflü if,you a,re ccncerned Gr nst {:sftcerned ahcr¡E

any ef th€ fsltür,{Jf$g deer-refated co¿rffictç.

fPlecse pfnce c / .ðsside F aar *rtzwer)

R¡te QuestioßE Ðrr a rçale
sf1tn5

:E
r¿)

+i'"ÈJ IJzu_
Ð
U

Er.*J

ãË
=Zt¡l -¿

3¡,|-ij 'U,r:
HJ
oar
5 {-J

zl

.t 'JÞ=
lJ

7¿

?

fi

L 7 aJ + t
a-.Stanlirqdeer tr E u tr E¡

b. S.ggressivedeer tr D tr tr tr

r. Fie:effe "úf deerfec.e: E tr tr E, tr
d. Dan:lagetcyard
pl Ê P,tiftgs {i.e. fl ou*rrq
: i¡rubs, trees, t'gg€t¿ ¡¡ ¡5¡

tr tr tr n tr

e- Dannðgetr natural
pl a nti r€E i natr¡ral flour€rs,
natural shrubs andtrees!

tr EI, tr E tr

f. Beeringarbage n tr D tr u
g. DÉer ¡ ftteÍE ftifin vd ith
utrL!

tr tr u tr tr'

h. Deer-,,tl"uicl-- ccrl lìsi.úßg tr tr u tr tr
I Tran-cnri:5inr: of deer
reJated diseasËetti trErFlE

ú tr E tr tr
j. F**ple's beha'¡ior
tclu a rd.deer

tr tr tr u tr
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1L| tna rrale sf 1--5{5 being uet1 c.sr¡cerned and 3. indtceting no

csmcenr)" how csff,erned are ycu ahout the dËer poÞr¡fatian in
killinnÌpeg? fFrÞos e prloce e "/ å.esllle !,scr cns mrrJ

tr l- I'lo cqßrerß

[J 2.sliglztcancern

E 3 fu"'*derate cc¡ß(efi'!

E A,[oncerned

E SVen¡concerned

?,LJ E'øyøu þetÍerre there iç a r¡eed far ¡rr.nbtir edr¡c¿rlon to inform
litlinni,peg ¡esidentç of; deer biolEgy,fecclagy; deer related

¡rrchlenms; ar¡d deer ffiã$agement üpt'[BE ?

fFl*cse gÍree a / Þes¡de ¡ç ur answer]

E Yes

E r,rn

E Dardl knsr,iv

lf yes, ptease list in srder øf 1" being nnost effecËivÊtü 5 beirÌg least
effecth¡e rnethod of the pr.lbtic educatian aptions betcw.

_ Loralflyer:

_ Neiglrbarþrsod rrÈurs Fts pÉr:

_ {i.l:.t¡ ßel¡rspapers

_ I nforrn atiÊn ffi eet¡r.gs

_ -lele'.'i-sicr¡ inforrn¡tion e ¡rots

_ Radic ìr,l.-ornratì,orv s¡rots
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23] Dnyou believe the Eufnber of deer in Wï*nipeg i.s changing?

fFlecse pÌuce c / þegj.de ¡çor cnswrrJ

EI Ye:

tr t'lo

E tart't knov¡

lf yes, please pl,are * *f nesi¿e Éhe üptiÊn beføw Ëhat best deçcrihes
your betief in regard ts Ehe rtìanges in tfre \tUinnÌpeg deer pnpufation

si¡e"

D lncreasing

E ltecr*asir¿g

E Dr:n't kruar¡¡

24! lJlJeuld you fihetc see the mumber ef deer in lVinnipeg rhange?

{F/ease pf.ocr a { besÍ de ¡wr,ir ønsmerfi

E'fes
tr liJo

E Darft knov¡

I'f yes,please indicat* your preference þelcw¡ by plarring a y' beside

tÌledeer popr.lfatå,en sizechanges ycu rrurufd like to see in regErd tc
theWinnïpeg deer popufetìcn size.

E lncrease

fl Decrease

E Dor,'t kncru'¡
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Z5| Sever*Ïtechniques h¿ve heen ídentifíed tû ruõBðge urban deer
poputatians, Fsr each staterrNeslÈ t¡e[sw, "f the num her Èhat fj€Et

reffects hsr*¡ õncepËa,bfe to Vrlu personalfy are each of the fcff,or*rirq

technÌqr.res, fF/euse pJøce s / È,eside,'ã,r,,r onsl¡rerJ

R=te lfr¡esti¡.ns Ðfl e lcãl: .Ð.f L tr 5

ü
ãß

1 ¡lt
Uu{

ìã.t:-ã
=r!E!
:-- ilñu{

È¡¡
fËE

-Ð:U
ê"4

at

qm
C.*
û.f tr-'ï 0,-U

Þ
Ë

1 2 tr + 5

a. Fuhlic.educ¡tion B tr tr E tr
b. U:e high fenringta pr€tEEt pr.ãpertll E tr tr tr tr
€-,I-t¡q {gnt¡êcËptiq,n [b,1rth.csn@N }.f*r'
deer tr tr tr tr tr

d. 5u rgiælly sterili¡e deer tr tr tr tr tr
e'i #he ryrìEEIi re ÈelJe¡È u: tr tr tr u
f. Trap 

=nd 
tr¡nsfÉ r dee r tE. 

=n 
Ðth É r

lo¡atio.n tr tr tr tr tr

E] E. ú E tr
h. Sherpshnoting Ceer 

=t 
bËits¡te

fdonete meãt ts fs€d b.=n k5J
¡ tr tr tr tr

¡ . ReËElåt€d, h,+rt¡ Ê¡4 år¡íy{ hu¡tìfg
vrithin cr-ty limfu tr tr tr E tr

j. Ir=p and Éuth3niãÊ tr tr tr tr tr
!i¡ {.+n¡ro! lqd þu n ¡ing rüiithj¡
d esigneted are ¡s wirhin city limits tr trI E E'¡ B,'.

l. -\t¡tus quo [no mÊn=.=Emånti tr tr tr n tr
m,' l¡çréese rCed safetr¡ sign "ge tr tr u E tr
n. Frah ihit the feeding of de,er tr E E tr tr
o. E"zrrler f¿ ¡cìù g on tiru bled
roadvr'a¡: D E .u ,El :E

F. Pr.smrtÊ use of plenüan prirrste

F r.spertÏ' th at dee r =re I a;rs I i he lyt+ e =t
tr n tr tr tr

q-: Restr¡ct 4q:rrËf rpm e Ít tE FrEse r.qe

"dê€ r h.tshitËt
tr n tr tr tr

r. Fr.smcte usa,¡fdeer u¡h istles ¡n
ue h icles ts kee o dee r n.ff r,s¿drv.=us

D tr tr tr tr
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26J [Jsirgthe {üstrf techniques fronr quÈstion 15" hs'¡¡ eff*ctiuedo yæu

feeÌ each nßÊrhûd í,s fcr managlqs the urban deer paputetlon? For each

st¿tennent fuelsl{l'../the number ÈhEÎ&e5t ref$ectç hor*r effective you

feeleach Íerhnlque ts. fFferrepJsce e / beridey.ourcnsrnrerl

F.ete Questions ,Ð n ã Ec=le of L to, 5
3

ã -oJÞü

sP
Ë'=
._Ð õ
'/r t

ãaù.-Lfi
; .0,:.=

!,
_>Ê-;

u

å

¡3

L z 3 5

a- Fi¡tb'lîcedic'ãtion 'tr B, tr ,tr tr

b, Use high fenringta pro.tect proFertry' tr û tr tr tr
{- 'Urercs,ntrÈrË ptÌon [Þ-i tth,ccntrol iT.B.r

deer E E]' tr n ,E

d. 5u rgirallg steri lì¡e.dee r tr tr tr tr tr
e. fihemiral: repellentr tr tr. tr E E
f. Trep en d tr.=nsfe r Cee ¡ tr Bn,ûthé r
loceti,n.n tr E tr tr tr

,E tr tr ,:n tr
h. .9h erpshoating dee r 

=t 
b ãit sìtÊ

fd s n.ãte m.eat to. fa,ud b an ksi
tr tr fI tr tr

¡ n¡Eu lÊE! toc'r a¡.d.êirpL h u. nii ¡E
'r.{qhìn Èjiylimitr El tr tr tr tr

j. ïr=p and euthenì¡e tr tr n tr tr
, 
h: çbn¡.rE1l€d.hu,nring rr¡lhi¡, 

, , . ,

d e=ign =ted BrÊ åi withi n city I imits trl f¡ , tr ,.8' ,E

l. St=tusqur [no mena,gernent] tr tr tr tr tr
m. lncre¡;e rÐËd sãfety sign=ge tr E El, u fl
n. Frohib ít the feeding of dee r tr tr tr tr tr
o,;-Earrier,fe nirinãõn,tr!'].¡ b,led.

ra adr+'ays
:E,i I] tl tri tr

p. Promote use.cf pl=ntt+n prirr=te
prcperf'f thÊt'Ceer¡re les5 likÊhj't1 eat

tr tr tr tr tr

¿eerneU¡t¿t tr tr tr tr tr
r. Prs.mg.te use of .Ce p r!'¡hìEtles ¡n
'r,e h icl es t.o kee o de¡ r cff r,tr¿Crqr¡-us

tr tr E tr tr
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2Tl TUhirh tr,vs deer ffranagÊment strategtes in Qr¡e¡tien 25 dø ycu

think are tÌ¡e ffiast apprapriate rtrategiesfor reducing prcblenns

peopfe elperience r,ui.th deer ifl the GreaterWinnipeg Area?

fFiecre pI'cce r lefter.besidr' yø ur a ns w,t erJ

_ ltrÍcrst ; pp,raprÍate deer ma nagerneßt Etretpg?

_ .5econd rncEt apprn¡rriate deer nranagernefttstrategr/

ZSI l¡l{hkÌr Fnrs deer n¡anagemeut strategies in ûueçtien 25 døyov
tÌ¡ink are thÊ treast apprcpriate strategies for reduci¡¡gl probfems

peupte experienre wlth deer in the ,Greaær Winnipeg Area?

fF/ecse pr'or:e ç leffer hesid.e your cnsw,*rj

_ LeEEt appraprìafe d**r nianagÊmeßtEttãtegÏ

_ Seronrl I ea:t a p'pra,pri ate deer rn a nagerHer,t gtrctegil

19! Dcycu heltese the deer poputatinn in lffinnipeg needE te he

rn,anaged? fFÌc-cs*pr'cce æ I 'nesîdeysr¡r $nst¡¡Êr.l

E 'fes

tr [rl.*

E Do#t krrcw

Ityou a,nslvered yes" plea'se indÌcate r,uhy?
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3$i Feaple'ha$e,a mumber st rea*ønç for cfioosing üfte manag€Hilefit

5lrõtegïovef allßther; FIe¡¡e inrfi¿ate be[on¡hørv importa¡rt earh
sf the tsHrwiqg readans isto you urhen yau cons,ider hors deer
shsuld be manag:ed i¡r the Greater Winnipeg Areo,

fFïecse pf*re ø i1 beside !çur cnsuc/erl

E¡te Que:tir,ns Ðn B sc¡le .sf 1 t.s 5
m

EL
:E-ÈE

-m
ið
È¡ Ê-

-ÞLÌ_

LL
tlE

-f!Êt
t.r
¿t

E
c]

I 2 3 À 5
.E. Elïecti,,¡e ne:s.xtîed uci n g da el:
rel=ted prcblenu tr E tr tr tr

b. l'.'ìi ni m izes deer suffe ri ng tr tr tr tr tr
,c,,l,,finjrii!¡Ës hú t¡,an,,heáth Ë¡.d s{qty
risks E ,E n .tr tr

d. Prsuen effectiue in.otherEitieç tr tr tr tr tr

e- Dçei ¡st i nç,r¡,lvre' kl I lÍ¡g d Éê? E: tr tr tr tr
f. lseffe.ltivE Êt redu.cinEdeer

FaF u l¡tìsn tr tr tr tr tr

{¡,-qhqrte r-tì me..¡a achieve.pap,u tatiqn
re du ctio n

u tr tr E] tr

h. l'¡'íi n im ires r,rpu r pe rson *l cc-sts tr D tr tr E

:i;, !s su ppa,ræ d' hy ihe- pub lirmejçrild tr tr tr' tr E

j. Minimlier spen.Cing p ub lic fu nds tr tr tr fI tr

h, f,{inir¡irer dji¡r,¡gtíen *f reÈìdànt'i: .: ,.-:,
daily liues

tr- ]E tr tr E¡

L F,'Ti ni m i:eç u:e .sf f¡ re ¡¡ms r.*'ith i n cìty
limíts tr tr D tr tr
m',Mih imlre¡ ¡¡se.cf bglq *¡d err¿'re¡:

w¡th¡n citr¿ lim its tr '8, E tr tr
n. þ¡ì=i ntai ns ¡ h€=lthî dee r p.apul 

=ticn
¡'¡ithín rìty f imhs

D tr u tr tr

.o. h-*i¡i rnizes side effe¿tç'&n -dèe t: tr tr tr tr tr
p. Ê.aes nct require.=n increese in
tãHÊ5

tr fI E tr tr
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31.1 Flease rank in ardeç r-rsiqg each nun¡ber onty onre" the
effertiveness sf the folfowing illetflodt to gather pr.lblic input for
decisis¡¡s about deer nß,anãgemefit in the Sreater WÍnnipeg Àrea.

fFie'nse pfare,a ft w'fi bEr þEside aocrï nref rlod.,l

l-=Ver,¡ effertir.'e 4= Sliehtþ¡.ptleft¡ì¡e

Z= EffecÈìr,e 5-* lrlot eflecti¡¡e

3= l,'T,adera te lr¡ effectiv E

_ tpett pulrlic meetingr

_ Ë¡li¿Êt¿ corn rnìtteas rgFresentìßs ua ricu: ¡ BtËtp5t grc,uF5

_ Sclerutifictelepl"*ÐftË and nraiI suruËT

_ [',,ïeetings eFÊrT ta:elertgr*ups and in¡¡ited indi'tidsal:

_ I'la public inputEl¿ould be u¡çd

331 tlUho dc you belieue shsr¡td Ëreate the tiÈy of fuiJi'nnípeg urf¡a,n deer

mE nagemerit pfan? ¡F/eøse pr'ûc€ s / b*slde l¡eu¡ øns n'erl

Ü',tdirunipeg re¡idents

E R*ident: ard gorter;ment

D fu?¡nitoha Gcr¡ernn¡ent

tr rfirg of .úfinnipeg

fl ütF,rÉr

[f you anrwered sther; please deçcrihe:

B ackgrrund [nfsrnna,tlcn:

33! lnwhat year ïuere yûu hsm? l-9

34| Ar,eynu mafecr fen'¡afe? fPir-ctepir:ceu rf ðesrdeJ,rour cnslvr-rJ

E llTale

E Fenlale
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35] Ftease indicate your nr a ritat status befow.
( Ftease plwec d beside,'Õ ur answe r)

tr Single

fl Csnrrnsru-lau¡

fl I-,î¡r'rìed

EI Dir,ro¡"ced

36| Flstv rnany people in ycur houseftold?

{FJecse pl'rce s f bt side ynurom l+'r-rJ

El l persan

E 2.people

E 3 people

El 4pecple
E 5 sr nrare p,ecrple

37| Hanr nna:nry chitdrenday,cu have?

f.Flerrsa- gl,oct' s / beslde,çr,rensl+,erJ

tr
n
tr
¡
E

ldocl':rildren

Lchil.d

2 rhildren
3 cl'*ildren

4 sr rnore rhildren

3 ãl tilÍhat i.s the highest tevef ot fsrmal edur:atisn Tsu haue curn pf eted3

fFlecse pf,oce ü f hesfde,çurrcns rrrerJ

E Sunnehigl'r:¡:Þoel

tr lìiglr:cltc,ol diplcnra
E Sonre U niuerrity a ndfar teclrnicrl s.rl'roal

tr .U nive¡:i g¡ Hrdersr¡ d L?Êtedes rËeie€, E,5... F..J+, i
tr .U¡ t t er¡.i['¿ E r.d *u ÊtË.Sflg rËe l.e g, .t rIS.,. P"l].p., llT,D. ]

E r¡tner IHrÊõje jFear'/ IßrrlesFace ptsïIne*l
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3$J Mnutd you liketo he ïntorn¡ed cf the surnrnõry üf rhË tindirgs cf
th[s study by ema,í[? lgain, tfiiç i,ntannatien icstrÍrtþ cerfidentiaf
ar¡d willr¡ever be aç¡.ociated u¡ith yûur nanìe,

¡Pl*a:e m.arks / ¡o-c¡.le!'aur ansl+rr'rJ

tr ïÞs

tr l"lo

[f ye¡"plea.Ee indlcatr yuun emai[addre¡s in the space previded.

EnneilA.ddr*g:
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Fteese use tÈ*e spare prørided belsr¡r¡ f,er any additional ãolnmeflts yüu rnÐT

r¿ili"sh ts make.

Thank ysu far ynur tinne ar¡d etto*l Trr r€t-rrn tl¡:ir qu*:lÌonriaire, :im,oþ
place it'*r'Ìthirr ths r€turn Èriûål¡oe. ¡ts ! it, a ni dmp it in the rna!l 1'returfi Fa^rtlg€
h:s b::n prvi."ìCedf-
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Appendix 9: First Mail Out Cover Letter

Uylt;ÊR.;r;¡r-1ì
u,t:' !Å, nN 1'î'rJlt;\

Er¡F-r;5:r 1.3338

vr*¡#++---¡¡
s+?.*Ð th.<--!-

w¡¡r¡resú,a*t ilÈ-lÌ 47¿-i¡È 7I uep¡¡ærer3t Df EEtiïôllEsEBt
| æd Geographv

Helis, I sm f¡*nr tle U nÉr,*u?ry r'f ffle*tt*hl ard I anr 'ørÍt:ng to a;h fcr youi ¡erlí+ipelhru lrr .=

zzrl-úmtrîelerg356¡r;Eøf ã raetú*m iree+.ir=ss$ EelÊ€:!b¡,cf Ërea,l=-r'ffinnip+I ,å,reå,ìË1¡VÅ)
r==ídepfr=.. T,n:iE r=:earah'í= breing cc,rducrsr iEllìÊ i:ape c'f laar.ein;g m*eabxu:t EWiAl..¡='rer-rå.s'
afrîvá^:s,E:Brttz¿wiE,ar.åprz'Íaærx,a:;1,3r¡ãtdli!"€r.rrhãnv¡hle-tailrd,*:erpt$vlat*trt ãn/.d F,rts¡;tiål
!¿rh=ßwþåå-t.¡lþ*tzZr mã[r+gem=til:t ÊF,6"]rr¡. TÎ.r,j¡. stti"å,{ li¿E t:+_l-r;C,pr,z+*É tlir tÞ;a J,*ir,f
FaaultgF.*saar*f¿E\l¿nsEc,årii. Êo¡$,li:fr,smthisEËn¡ëgd¡ifltst?'ltibu:let'snry&fa:lelvti,.e::i:.
lr, a!,ÉNt:*n, ivnta:\t î-J¡¿kE uriil prr+'ir rde r.,eir¡ebþ inf'anr¡¡11*tzi*Tl.frEè.irÌtelzJf'lÆ trr r+áuurlq
|'t¿me:r¡dezrrarr'fliet;r'dlkeÞc-¿it,h +n'd safet¡ r'f bu:i¡,*ns ar'å.¡iç-¡:t- larn askir'gfar yÊirrlêlp tr
t=lier ¿,!:3Ër;i.E.r.l'ati=l yzsr.t:lr= ar= lsJdEri ürl.ãn c-r Eri lrhi* i=er m=nlg=*r:nt.

'f*t* ¡<rlå*-i¡*l:nrzin iþ.i=. zur*ey 'is ua:lu*iaryr. .llç¡¡Et¿r, ;l'-rur *¡'!nil"ns., .ãrri ìJE?ü:es are exfiemefl'
irì€3srtÉFf iìtrj l¿o:t!,t Fertieipef:ãr4witl Þ,elp my ree:rclr u*ry ,rir ü*Tl. Tï.,: sun 4r uriilt=he 1'a,E
approxÌnra1ei¡rZ,lnrÍrrrilerlÐÈ,ÞmF!**€. Y*uere,un¿iprrø+bfoati*níoFa¡lúpat=-anÉïûu*leÏ
slùFater:ytirne. .À,.çar:l.+¡,ep;túrzlur*enu=åap'=ì: pr,$1,iiËiv¡i,htl,.ÈE$rr'Ëy. Ë.irr'r:,}É1,øu
cfyg*¡Ê ltr' €{it-få*!psta, :im p\. tompÞle tile sur{É1r, ftld rgnr}th'r¡se 'i.*u¡n rhe {€n1ìer, ìliqÈrt it',.1û

tii+ ¡*ier¡r en:+afuçe pwu''È=. , avú plateiw. Tl'æ rfiail.. lß srd,e¡ ls h¡lar¡= d*rnograg!,:i:s , I anr
r*1u=¡iìn {i*tIþ*¡a:sqr¿ntúertttäXÞjsEt¿rssftethei*sÞiCiiålint{ieh,-*u=eh*l,É'¡¡1Ðisirr,*rT'9

=.r-¡, 
whc,:e bÍrlh.feg i: ræ(t ÍÐ {*:{ rr.

Your resgonEes¿reûúnf¡denti*l. hll¡ arr¿s.vn1ft-a.keç^lir<a't*he;i f3lir"g+:b'ir::t¿*i ,-,¡ìll t+
te1-;:=d rri$ as s,lu+!t sumrnav.ie= tr,'¿ih*la.r'* trøi'¿iúøalFÅW;84 c-an te.$er^tiF¿-i. T?.¡e¡e u¡ìfl
ba *tuahìnç nu.mtÉr $E1lÊ rÌ¡!-{åT 1:lË1'r¿illajh'iu me tcii=ri,rfir fl-æ reir,cnd*nl inoF3¡*r in
r*m,rveyoufi*ntlhenrailirçTi:t.,*,1,s*;{ør*rÊtkrøyË!rrun'=y,y*urrrn=itill bed.=þt¡sf frera
tl';= nailing .liøt. Ll,r'srr ec,nrpjelísÍl of iie :tü,a:y'+r,,lg rz-l,e &=la,v*ll b'e hepi +rr* .=ll c¿nta,.tt
lef*¡rn¿tran"¡¡ill b'ed*trcq.E6. lllappree,ialÌaa,aråasa'eteyølszy',ir':g.tha*k1,¿r¡¡¡¿¡your'beip,
Sl.[resçø¿¿,¡¡ss1t willt'e p,iac;e'Cj* ¡ dr¿rt to win ¿'øeekend far two ¿t the fi*dissÐn H*+la
*aEis Ressrt. valued at{"{${}l T},e,i¡ay¡i¡¡iÌi !¡erytr,,áwt&?4wembz¿ ?, i:ü{,ä.

"{*tt¡ *ørn ¡îzliæ¡r".af 1.h.Ê i urue¡ :ç.Siçãt=i ït$ãl lel¡ l'iìãr€ u¿Ri:èlElsef ilìÊ lp,farrnalirn r:gãrL-ìrÌg
1,.*urp.¿rfic,ipatl*tÃi?,tllisresp-¿rc.h¡ti¡,Èy- l*c*,mpletirrgthÈ.elrr*=1r1rçi¡¡;rarø'avay'e,ç;+e'xøur
fugalr"&hÅs rp¡:eþ=alh= r¿¡e¿rø.J-.er, ËF6ß8,*r, ¿rìnusil*ii*stituilian¡ frc,m tfæ.;¡14.alar¡ú
prøfes.'i,ar¿;l rr-r"grsii'íliÈËs.'fpca¡et¡ee'!¿,'¡¡'ìttd.ra*¡{rc,nrI|e-st:;Ég:zter,iytrme,ar",úf¡¿t-{ø¡t
ms.+ r,:frainftc'm ars'*=dcganEElr.tiTiãns 1,*u prefer toem?t, 'atkî.¡¿'uta'*rsq:eF.{Ëor or=jL;ice.
'{p.u¡lø.g1táfæl flae ta a.:lq fe¡ slarìfi¡¿i.ían or rsw înf.rrrna$En 1tr*üE;l'r."?1¡l:,''{'út E, àtti'û,iF,à1*rr.
$t'nss:éyr¿vl¡:,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,¿çtã .a!-rT q*Êrt¡€.EÉ ðr EËrú rnÊräs ab*r¡t tl¡is e*.wty , yt& may ,t?'t:uzq,.l mÞ- t,aem;!? ai
erflâ.L:*î:eE#.hc:tr.iÊ rr:, c'u ,n,ã1¡ *..ÐßfEs,t Ìl*s H ütfl;t.k 5t'Þies s*lr¿tËri=t at {3,}4} 4T 4--117i aç
ern.aiì }alergeret_Þa+rmer@unanit*ha.e'a. I '¡¡ouïi like ts arkr"ø*tÞ*ú.ga{r,a st¡perf of tl'..e
ilr:iverzty øl ?.Åzn:âr;bz, Ï¡'l;¡litat.a Cors.årÀ'ãt¡s!\, ani tlæ "tJ¿¡'rii'¡ba 1¡¡ ilf.lìfe Faieréiier{. Îþ.ãr"k
'y*vlarLeiøg a p'art cltlzìs inrp*rf,=nf reraareh.

5ìn¡a'aielÍ, Et¿n E. !Ã'zÇar,n¿. Ë¡aiiu¿te Ë=:ea¡cl,sr
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Appendix 10: Postcard Thank you/Reminder

sincerethanks. lfyou have not had a chance to complete and return the
questionnaire,pleasedosotoday, ltisonlywithyourhelpthatthisresearchwill be

successful. *
t.l

I
If you did not receive a questíonnaire, or if it r,¡as mísplaced, please email me at j
emccance@shauf .ca and I rvill place another copy of the survey into the maíl for you {
today. j

rl

Don'tforget, Ín appreciation, and as a way of saying thank you for your help, all j
respondents will be placed in â draw to win a weekelrd for two at the Radisson Hecla g

Oasis Resort, vatued at 94oo! The drara.,will be conducted November L, 200&. ì
lSincerely, 

R

{
I
*

Er¡n Mccãnce Íj
Graduate Researcher :

.{

1"+",..* 
""tt/

i,

The 6reater Wínnþeg Areã l-íuntsn Ðimensions Urbsn $eer
Mctn*Eemenr StutÍy

{ Reci pi ent's ê.d d ress)

Joe 3m!tn

11Jae S¡nith Street

Wînnipeg, ME

RST 3Y1.
{t .if
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Appendix 11: Final Mail Out Cover Letter

Llxll-ËH.s¡1-l
:1.¡. h.{ .,1 ic 3 'r ar È} ,{

*rlÆk+:J-;

¡!#&/*+,¡-r¿
'k'a-¿ 43": l;114i] ¿7 A;t 14.ì
¡¡Ë *i{¡îÈËã

Depæn:rent of Ðs'^'ilnT ¡:a:r*
a:d Ëerrgr-'ap@.

ú*râzJ ì5.3$A

Hell*, ;¡'prccrjmetelr ;ix 'ø*ebi sgp, I ser;t ot:rt ;z quo;s.lÀg;naire lE ln¿ Lr th'3t åEk*d fcr 1,*ur
'rpinÞos *f tÞa !líjnr?':p-¡ ¡,rrt"¿r* "i,Þ¿r papu.lati*rr snd cf p:rtenii=l urþ=n ,ieel rfl.r,Ga¡Ëm€r.t
*prir'c.E'. T* ttæ test af nry h,.rn*t1#,Eell,a:un,e1' lr*e.,ruot ',lel l,åêç r:ttrrrèd. I s¡n wri?ir,€ igeîrir
te*ause +f ltre imtr,ü.arÆé,1þ,Et "-'1*w qv*:s{wrtraire h+¡ ls ll.;Ewer,=l} .ar,r+rary <"1 my r=ø'rls.
Tie ¡eEuT= *i tir;a sw4 vtill ccr,,f¡ibi.te ta nry lila:terl Ìtueçis *nd w ill prur,rC:: rraluakrle
ir*Tsr¡refic*letF¿Eeir;lzræ'|.&trtreJ,.,:'zirrgkunan*àÞelqÐnilict. lÞ!=xÈeÍeh,Eå{-rtrrtH€rÐ3F1{
*f th,=*ri3:i'r.!ii rur'r*yirrc.=:e !|ûÉ.rfl&!:li;ÅtÌ¿.nri=p!=,:*$fLe c.rigirul.

'fout.panjt,'i¡.;il*p;râ tþi: -<tri'eyir aeltzr,tary. H¿Frfg-{ë.r, y{;$r'sp'iß}|ip,g, at'ëval'¿a:s.gr¿.*l.r+-*rel}'
im¡,orta*t ar*É y*ul ç,ar1kiç,eli*I, ut!\|þ¿!F nry l=-eafËh 'r,ery m i.Ìcli. Thã 5 irrr/å1r w!¡11;;1.a-yø'&
ap¡tc,rirnsleþ iÉ .minuifæ T'1 .¡,,*nr¡,ÞJ=, '/,¡v ar¿ ils.d=-r ¡'e 'l'È'Tlg,ats'lr Ì,.r çøftntp*e at.d'srþtJ ms!
r1âp .it åßy ?¡rne. ,4 t.g:lsãe F"¿ü 14yrt, esnÊbw iE. s¡,s'í,,,idþd $:'tlt Ìh,is sun,*y'. *(þautrC ysu
$!ì'.+*5ê tÕ ìF.ãlTiciç,at*, s im ¡'}y *nnrpi=I,e Ih;= : urr'*y, frølei ,Ìaagri:aji5Ê !l1:IÈ' {tå t:tar,* eør'*k-'ç,e
pro'+ ile:È, .zn:å p'Ë,ta ì¿ l¡?ê lK.#.1. la *r,J,er þ3 bËl=ree '3enr+¡rephis,s, I ;m rÉe:u,ÉEti!'rã îi,.at thè
r* pard.+-ttt t'r lhir suru*y ,l'e tl,e-in,ánúval in tþe i,çøel¡atd '*¡Þ,c, i: svzç lE ayll' vtLose ËiiÉi'riia¡
È *¿gllcg{,tru¡.

Ïo ur resoon ses are confidential. ,4ll ¡ee¡:rr,i.= *iil b,e kep+ irr s r,*el're.d fi!ì*g c"rbir...l and ø¡ iii be
tÈlã.=!giÐftbråËrftid:ir5{rm{îr.arÞ.sìn'¡¡Þiahn*ir':¡'¿itrÉvaltt=tf¿*Ees€Ëüìl€iiË$tif¡Rd. T¡:ere,+¡,äl
he s l.la*klrrg r;lL¡n tn-l ct Ìllo= sur\,*}. tlì,ãf wil Èll"s*s me t'3 !:rër,tifj" tAÈ sÊ5FÐ¡"r'Jeñt in ¿¡'i;sr I'c
rernaueyouf.r':nrth.em*i!ir,,gJirt. Êtlrej.outÊfr¡ru'',y"*ur:ürgeg,{ÊurFr.ãfnÉw,fllbeCelet+$frero¡
t?*,mztli,rrúji=9. U¡--+rlc,rnpÞ*:c,llr,fti,e:tr*i1,*cþrar+d.afa-¡¡jjl Þ=-L=Jta;lrlsil ¡¡c'ta¿t
ì¡de,rnr:ii¡'nwill tedp;strpy+d, ln:gpr*s!=txn, a!-riÉs z'xayof zgyir4ì|rinh'ygufsryeurh+Tp,
;ll r*:p*rder,,t: wiil Þa pie*,*i h' E drslvte lrin a weekend fsrt¡r.Ð at theE¿diçs¿n llecl¡
ûasjsFesort,u¿lued rtsl${}! Tt'=s:rawu¡ijl beesl.¿Ì¡,rctÊ* jUouem1eri,i*3þ.

T*'-:r r*rnpålien el *¿t r¡rrdey iri:ii!å,'fÞr5. Tþ.ã:Ì 1ieû,ii'i?å T.i!ì,'ier5tÐ€d li'È ?rñarrnaliare r:gardin"g
]'s''r¡Êa1.iEiFãTwn3n'"1.i¡=t't;*tefus7.øùy.. l*colttpÞ-fìngliìriisurrley-'¡auÀnr''*way'øraiv=çeur
l*;'el *.3:!'A: v"çrr te&E*t:lÉ. rslÊaräl1er, sFÊrÌ€ür. c'r irslels+i iß5tr,il¡fi.pr¿= fr,*m their Þ;alarr*
proi=i's*øl:=sFart;t:bifttÈs-'1þ¡¡areiraetsy¡jlj::jra¿¡fror¿rthÈEÌLr,{yã1'ãrryfitñe,ãr,}*iÕrTB¡.!
maylefrai*{r*m atú'¿ri;tlt'aEli}',llj€rl}of! 1'ot pl:fer 1¡¡efrì?t, .o,r,it,t*urt*-*r*=qr-iæræeor p',;ju,lke.
9s,s sh¿utC l*=-1 ftee ts e=h f,â¡ e]]srif *atwnør rex i¡de¡rnslÃ*n f lir*Þ,Aþ.!'trt :i'åur F,.Êfi¡:;tÈi E,n.

St*uld;+autevr EFi\r*,u*ElisrÆ r **Jr,tJ-/rårafs åb.úütfili5 studY, y*$m.:lrü*ÞTãð.tmeTi3em.=il¿t
åi-d{.c.åt*=Brl'¡ã'rf"aå {3f yü]tr ,rrì-ã:i¡.È.ãr,{,3?t flrË H rrfÊrå* Ethíc¡ sÊcfÊtËrist Et ,,:"34.! 4Í4.f 1ä ,-;r

:nr.=il hler¡.=r.=t bc;¿¡r¡er,.8ur,r.=r,it¿t's.¡¿. I v¡auti'like l¡ aeìrri.*wÞ39* til*:up¡'3r1 ç,¡ 1ç
Un"iver:ity,rf *,ìånitË'bs, ÍÅar"*n|,aüarl:=êrl;îiÐr?,.:,r,¡'drl'¡:.ï¡1*nìlatsWihlifeFa.J=;rsI.ns.

llørey.*u'trill ÍlilÐ.trtetÁt:irÈ1!itlh9'Zt!Þ_=i?¿t:tt;J¡i-aily,rurv.alu* 
=rs!*prJ*rrs*:zeÞir'.c1y¡jsslnIhi: inr¡r*n;msi,.j{i:r¿. T?.Ên¡;lr*wÍør'reiräep=* c,f ti:.ii inr¡'*de*t:o:seerÞ.

Ei*are\., Etiì-"t. h1658,:"'!e,'G¡a.iuale Ë¡ç 33tç.1,.Èt
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Appendix 12: Non-Response Bias Telephone lnterview

N nn-Res por,rs,e Hiaç F at[øw-up Telephene lnt*ruþrn¡ {luestiow

6*od {Hlarníng, Afternoun" Everúng}:

fulyna*ne Ês Erin fulc{ance and I arn a graduate student frnm tlæ
[Jnluers.ityøf l]da¡¡hnba. t arn cattilq yeu itr r.egard to,a suuuey thaÈ

w¡as nnaifed tû Tsur t¡susehaÍd recentry a.skingy,ou Ê,øryour
CIpfr¡i,ans cf tfùe tllfÌnnipeg sr,fuan deer papuTetien a,nd pctential
r¡rb¡,n deer rr¡anageffieffÉ eyÊiøws. "

Thesunuery r¿¡,as uuai.tsd È8 ttle a'dr¡lt sf your lmUsehsld ur¡fu*se

birthday is ne¡tÊ ts ücrllr". trl!{or¡fd thdlt he lou sr sûrme&r}e tfuat &

nna'¡ fue a:ble tr spea,[* r,uiüf*? t'{f tf¡is åçcffwrdu*i ís u¡¡su,¡ørT¿¡&Je, i prrill

cskfor Jais/#en F*sJlr € ænd f$e üesf girn e Êh#È I,rcn roii åff*¡

I reragnile thãt für¡ nray hetre heen tûû hunsy tu cnnnpleËe ttre
sBn{€Tthat u¡as tr¡¡,ifed tE lrüu huÈ f urrdr,rÉ ts inctr¡de ttre cpir,úøtrr
øf eu,eryot'ae" effÊnthfise thðtrndvr¡sË he ir¡ter,este.d i¡¡ rcr$an deer.
tF'ar-¡td yor-l be rviltirqg tü ans,rsjËr a f,enr quÊstiümr frsm tf,¡e rl¡niey
øsrs¡? Tt¡lE r,ui.[t amþ take a,t¡sut 5 minutes cf y'ûur time" fff¡ro, f l"r¡fdi

#skrf ti?ÐË fss rncreror¡pe¡¡ient ÈirneÈ$ßr Í røn tøll brxr*J

Ef Teç:

1-! Ì-l,a,treyuu erøer experienre.d ar'ly confní:ct rq¡kh deer? {eq".deer:

'¿eh[cte cnflìsioru Frivate Frspeffiy dann age sr¡ch aç deer eatirqg

ftew¡er beds sr shn¡bs ûn TEur WrøFer'Êgl

E "r'g:

fll,lo
E Dor¡'t kruor¡¡
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lf I'ls, Frcceed tû questìsn 3. [f yee, t wiDna"sk questiûB 2.

2¡ What tïpe of csnf,tict lrave ycu exper{enced with deer?

E Deer-vel'¡icle colli:ian

D Private FrcrpeÉy damage

E Di:ea¡etransmis:ionto dsnne.:tic Fets fir people yr:r.r knnv+

E Ferssnal lßjunl

E tther

"11 Doyuu feed any r,r'ildli,fe fin ysur FrsperÈy?

E ìt*¡

tr t'lo

flDr:#t knou¡

[f yes,please indieate r¡¡hat ,rpecïe¡ st wíldlife yau feed ün yûl¡r

prnFeftY.

t7I Erin McCance



4] I arn gcing tr li:t sf'f a *rurnher ûf pûs.çibf€ deer-related

toftrerrrs. Ffeaçe indi¿ate if you are,concerned ûF ft$t csncen¡ed

foreach of the foffÕìffirg statements;

a. Sicksr slar,;ingdeer

h. Aggrm:ir¡Edeer

r- Pre¡ence of deer feces

d. Ba rn a ge to IE r.d FrlE ÍÌti ng5 [f lor,',,er:, : hrubs, treEs, r¡egeta bl e¡ I

r. ßeer in garbage

f. DÊ--r ir¡teractisn vrith Fets

h. Deer-'u.*þáicl e csl I i: i cing

i. Tra n: m issi c,rà ú úe$ rel ¡ted .dis ease¡

j. People's bEl'tar¡isl" tc''r''ard deer

k. tlåe Id'Jì rÌßiFeg urba n t**r pøpulatioft suera ll

5| Wcutd ynr-r like tG see the num¡frer cf urban deer ir¡ tflfinmipeg

nhange?

fltr'¿s

E ftn

E Dsr¡"t knor¡+

[f yes, pl,ease Ìndkate your pnefer,ence sf'the change in deer
paputatfon siee you wslltd like to see. f lf no, I urift mcve cn ta
qüR5rim 6)

E lr¡crease

E De.re¡¡e

E Dsr¡ t knov,r
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,fi! Ðnyuu befieue Êhere ice need far pubtric eduratiæn ta infnrm
Winnipqg reçîdentç nf: deer biolagy, deer eccfogy, deer-retated
problemç ¿nd deer $?anðfaÌTìÊnt ûFÈisû$?

E Yes

tr ftlo

E Don't knsu¡

[tyeç Fleaçe i,ndicate u¡hich of thÈ fûtlswir€ opt'nonr ycu think is

tf¡e msst etfectirewaytG edrffiate the puhÍic, llfrna, ilrítf ms're

onto quefti0n 7)

E LocalFltrers

E Fl eigh;bnrhood nerrrs ¡ra per:

tr [íf'¡ navdsFapÉr¡

E I nferrnatioft mÊstißgs

E .Talevisian inf*rrn ation sp'at-r

lilJÏ¡ich dm ycu think iç the tea¡t effective ¡Bethsd af educating rhe

pr.rbtic frnrn thÈt tist?

7l Daycu befieue tfle deer papulaticn in WinnÍpeg needç tû be

managed?

ñ !r--
I.J ã Ë:

tr tde

I Don't kr"au¡
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SlThere ere ser¡er¿,} technique* Ìhat hil{e been suggested for
managing urb¿n deer popuÌations. F[ease i¡rdi+ate tfi¡hether you

findeach of the fcttøudrg aæeÞËãhlÊ Gr nst Ecceptahte. Vou may

r,aïyou dsft"ü k$B'ur, üÐ ãnl $taterüent beÍsw.

a. Pul¡lic educatinr¿

b. Usesf higl-r ferzcing tfi Frf,tecÈ FrrpeÉi/

E" Ure c.orútr¡cepliÐrl (birll-1 EÐEtrsl] fcr deer

d- 5 urgira I ly:teri I i¿e deer

e. {lren¡ira I repellents.

f . Trap and traru:f.er de*r to a Þev¡ loratl-nr¡

g. 5 el e.rti',,ely cr-¡l I de*r

h. Sharp:lreoting deer Ét bÊit:ìtei idanate ftreatts food hanksl

i. Regulated bc,EJ ãDd arrou* Ìruntiqg ''J,'ith¡r'tilr/ lim¡ts

j. Trap and Euthar¡i¡e deer

k. Ësntrslled hur*tirg v¡itl",in de5igntstëd are¡s u¡itl'lin cio¡ linrits

l. Sttstlrl r¡uo Ir*o rnÊr!ãEemet'rt]

rn. larreare roas sof=t¡:ignage

n. FrsÞi trit ttÌe fÊediftg of d*er

c, Barrier fencing on traubleri rnadrua'ys

g'. Prernote tþ,È use af pla nts an private prðFerry thËt dÊer a re le¡s

likeluto e¡t
q. Restrict dn,elopnient ts prËiÉFle deer hahitat

r. Prsrnote tlxe uiÊ of deelr,vl'ristles on u*hirles tÕ keÊp d*er off
fta.dfn¡ A ir,:.
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9l hUho do yclr hellerye sl¡sr¡[d cr€ate tfie urban deer managennent

pfan?

E'.rlfi nni peg r.s¡ i dent¡

f] Residen* ar*d go+errlrnent

E fuÎa eitsba Gs',ernnr ent

tr flity af \rrJinnipeg

l"fil Flow mðriyyears have yau ti.¡*d i,n Winwipegl

ll-f ltrhat yeõ,r urere you fiorn?

13) üa you fiave arry cfiitdren? tf sc, hcw many?

LlJ What is yrur highest fevelsf format educatïsn?

E Some higta sclrosl

tr Frigþ Scl'¿aol diplunra

E 5c'm= Uniuersiry nnd¡'or terhnical college

E Uni'.'ersity Cegree ie.g. 8.5., B. A.j

E Urzi,¡er¡iry graduate degree [e.g. fuf.S. Flr.D., h¡l.D.l

D ûtþer
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Eoyøu haue any coilxrne[rÈs yeu r,ulsh to a.dd?

Thankyou ücr takÍrry the tir,ne to speak tdrith lnÊ todaï! [Emd nf
ilrterviewl

l-4) Enter in tfue sevet ttre respondent

E ]t'Tale

E Female

E Un¡ure
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Appendix 13: Number of Respondents by FSA

Number of Respondents by FSA
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Appendix 14: Number of Respondents by FSA compared to 2006 Deer Numbers

Number of Respondents by FSAN
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Appendix 15: Percentage of Respondents Finding Lethal Methods of Action the Most
Appropriate Compared to 2006 Deer Numbers

Respondents who Find Lethal Methods the MostAppropriate Compared to 2006 Deer Numbers

Percentage of Respondents
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Appendix 16: Percentage of Respondents Finding Non-Lethal Methods of Action the
Most Appropriate Compared to 2006 Deer Numbers

Respondents who Find Non-Lethal Methods the MostAppropriate Compared to 2006 Deer Numbers

Percentage of Respondents
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Appendix 17: Female Respondents Finding Non-Lethal Methods of Action the Most
Appropriate

Compared to 2006 Deer Numbers
Female Respondents who Find Non-Lethal Methods the MostAppropriate

Percentâge of Respondents
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Appendix 18: Male Respondents Finding Non-Lethal Methods of Action the Most
Appropriate

Compared to 2006 Deer Numbers
Male Respondents who Find Non-Lethal Methods the Most Appropriate
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Appendix 19: Percentage of Respondents Wanting Urban Deer Management Compared
to 2006 Deer Numbers

Percentage of Respondents Wanting Management
Compared to 2006 Deer Numbers

Percentage of Responden
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Appendix 20: Degree of Importance of Minimizing the Killing of Deer Compared to
2006Deer Numbers

Degree of lmportance of Minimizing Killing Deer
Compared to 2006 Deer Numbers

Average lmportance *
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Appendix 21: Degree of Importance of Minimizing the Use of Firearms within City
Limits Compared to 2006 Deer Numbers

Degree of lmportance of Minimizing the use of Firearms
Compared to 2006 Deer Numbers
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